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Preface

The third and final form of the rsport on fee c^ptanalysis of
.

Russian traffic in che foner Gorinan Sr2y is boused on other ccsiplete

studios by the author end the fornix &o reports 3 of which the first —

bitten in tasriean captivity from Jans to Augac* I%5, v;as turned eves'

to x'a.jor 3tssdy SIS BSFET Headqr&rters — Busselheixi in August 1945* and

tte second, considerably mre coaj&ate report % was vritten froia Pebraaay

to S%*eh 1%6 in Labdck after release from captivity and xv&s delivered to

the British office -Royal Signals" and 2 S.A.I.O., Ltibeck, in April 1946«

On the basis of the second report anS of his i*io;vledge in. the Sigaal " *.

Intelligence Field for %ssia the author teas at the disposition of the

British office fronlO January to 10 Vte& out v;as not regularly ei>

plowed, and on the advice of the caractor eg this effico, Kr. off - placed

himself afc ths dibpssal of the appropriate US office, in June 1947*

The author of this report is the fonasr Chief Analyst and S0E&&8S

Section Chief (Russia) of the ''General dor iJachriohtGnaufiaa^ng5
n

the guiding central office for the Signal •
'Intelligence Savvies in the

former German £a*y. This, central office- vath the OKH — Ghef ffiEf
'

(Ob^koncondo des Keeres — « Chef Ileeres Nachrichten^sen) casus into

being in the spring of 1939 • Up to this iiss all Signal Intelligence was

' subordinate in its technical aspects to the CKrfj after attachment to the

array the fields cf competence v-ere sedated* The army took v;crk on

all military or political systeas* •while gS$7 v;as to occupy Itself exclusively

with diplomatic ciphers* Changes in the struet-ure of the controlling office*

the development of signal intelligence in gessral and the event* of tha var
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resulted in several chants in ths nsme of the central office daring the

?.
mSP yaars* Finally recognition *o5 ths ir:pcrtaxies and ever increasing

significance- of Signal Inteliigsnc© led> svsn though very latea to ffcs

separation of sigial intelligence from the gsneral signal service and its

ei^ordinaticn to & general officer of its own* Tiros cut of the lorr^r

'&orchleitstell8 13 (1923-41) esse the !:Leitstalls cer Tiaohriahten-AufkL&r^g"

(1%1«4&) and' finally the office" of the "General dor ^i^ichtezi-AufkL!£rung ?f

(19/^19/d). The author tc. s active froa 1935 » i. o. practically froa the

beginning of any systcinatie laonitoriifig of Russia L7 Gtercaqy, scientific

collaborator in the fieM of Eucsia:: czTptar-alysiSj froai 1935 to 1939

at the fixed radio receiving stations (or intercept stations) Jttterbog

and Treu3nbrietsena at first as. analyst and trszaiiatcr, later as chief

analyst and section haadj froia 1939 to 19i*5 at the control office as chief

analyst and teacher ^ temporarily us section head and director of a mechanical

v;ork shop for analytic aids. He may therefore be regarded as the- cn2y

person fully competent in the field of analysis of all ndlitaiy and

political system* On the basis of his long experience and practice in an

administrative capacity, but in particular due to his practically uninterrupted

eispLo^nort in all parts of this fields the author is the ca2y person in

Berssany ufoo is in a position to oospore a report analysing all Russian

military and political cryptographic sjrstens with aspect to the possibility

of fiecSpherasnt

*

aside from .the author there ^re without question a nur-bor of important

analysts in the field of Kussian- eors of v:bon v;orked with the seise outfit

under the author in the outstations » In contrast to the author of this
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hence do not have a CGiiprehensivo acquaintance with all fields of esypb-

--jnal^is cf Russian traffic or in the cg:ks of the years v;ere entrusted

" irith ether tasks.

As 5uidir£ force of the analytic Organ3sa$ion the author is also in a

position to ?*hre a dsnend&lc picture of the value of eval-jaticn of the

deciphered material* all the iaora sines the evaluation down to 1939 was

nade by the- analyst himself or^ represents nothing up re than a sorting, *

collecting and practical utilisation of the final results of decider-

T&x&m Of couraa there is no rue.jcion but the. t the real evaluation of

• content, i. e 0 the deductions from the deciphered isaterial as to.

intentions* measures and plane of the ansqjr, does not b&Lcng within the

frai-etvcri: of eryptanalysis cut must bs a task fin? officers of the General

Staffs on the other hbfid the status in the Oesrcfcn array since 1939., where

subordinate officials or yotcig iiie^rienced officers idthotst lingaistic

imc&lsdge tried their hand at sv£ltt&tic»3 is decried* Glees contact betv.ee

eryptanalysis and evaluation of content cast be maintained and aboyeall

the results^ inferences and the ccmbirad energy situation i^sb always be

available to the analyst 0

It csi be asserted that the plaintexts derived from-deciphered

messages are always absolutely reliable and often very important con-

mxadeations since the energy dispatches than for fas ovn use and uses

si&ple, complicated or emsodinglff difficult nsthods of anddement. . >

according to vchether they are "secret for the tains teing"* "secret* or

'
? etrictly secret <>

rf
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. Ot>~*r sourooo of ir^oIXiersrioe srailacj^ to the hi^i command —
roper* ts of sights* r&Ete^nts of dessert ers anJ prisoners* cbservc^ions

of the air force ar4 ofchsr recoriiiaisance ^opc*rts ear-not compete v/ith the

results of oryp^enslysis cs£cGj beir^ s^.jsst to indivichoal human seal;-'

nessaa, dec53?iic& of the senses or other irrZluencec.- they aro often

coraeicusfly or ucconsbiccs^' cHwctivc-^ saltiness ev-ea falsa. ' Insofar :
*

as there zx.y be sziy need of cenf^^tior? of tho assertion rosp^cti*^; tha

reliability- of deciph^KX'ats as u source- of intelligence :-;s point

to ths feet that in' imr^^&ble ca-ss* thsas reports v;ero sub -soc^r:tly

confirsed by captured mteriolr 07 intsrror^tiori of prisoners end by reports

of agoris# ^urtl^rraora the events fovsousi tfis dacipheririe^ of enocgr

.radiogram always occurred^ cbsGrr: ; tIo:;e of all soi-to such as dfsdooat Ions

'

[troop momenta], conditiols' and situations v;hieh v;ose n^e' possible hy

csypfcari&ydis have alra$'3 prwen or? -so*; -.here it x&.s possible to check, -

Gonsecuently the results of decipher;--;^ in the fora- a? translated text

"were also dosi-^atpd and evaluated *y .ths hi--h CC&^nd as --TerlEssliehe '•

i-!achrichten ff Thosb «d^iyu:tlo*- co;:^iicati^p --"yielded 90£ <rf the

basis far all enejr*-- situation rsprrta, :r.-r ^ others the' ao called '-red

oitustion ctert--,,. sad rerc tre&fcsd £C?srd32t3 to their content as '-secret'*

or -top secret :V Aside froxa £hc£3 -7crl^:licao2i rlachric hLeiV* tv;o bthor
n

• . . .
•

'
I

tjpzr> of reports i^re ieoued daii: by corral station and ddrl&ercd

ib the highest cossitod either r8
bjr telephons in advance" or courier*

according to fcteir importance* These . ^ore tha -'radio situation report 7-,

a "report on operational and traffic exaltation giving results and. dedue-

tiens from the traffic- nets a&S radio statiens cbacryod^ monitored aiid
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located. The biggest report bgr.fsr **&s the so called ''interest

situation" a i^cduct or content evalu^bion based a» the final results

of dacipheri22nt^ traffic analysis , telephonic repots of ait * stations and

infer-nation from sd? force cryirtaialysis and/or the allied Finnish

czyp> analytic, octroi office. That the sign!fierce of this report \am •

unfortunately often problesatic i?as caie to the inadequate staffing of

tlB svaluaticn section- not in a r*uai?titivo but in a Qualitative vzy*

(sse part III)

?hs c^stariyijtic c^ni^abiori of OKH v;hieh &za directed by the author

v;as able to supply tho s^reos cotirjand Kith ir^ortant and ultra important

information up to t!ia final phase of t,hs v^r. Due to lack of nal±ta*y

poteiroial, operational and tactical utilizobica of these repots could not

iya siside ton&rd the last«

6
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Part I

(Contsit evaluation)

As already nienticned in the Preface- content evaluation^ if not a

part of osypisnalysis as criminally assussd, is nevertheless an immediately

adjacent field and completely dependent on deciphersent • It ste>uLd not

causa surprise that in this report — ciyptanalysis of Russian traffic

in the former German array — the subject of evaluation is taken up first

since in contrast to cryptanalysis — in particular to the technical

analysis of cipher ^ystens — it represents a generally compre hmsible

field and the groat value of iisportance of a decipherment can only be

derived from its conclusions 3 the assembled, sorted^ correctly and

definitively evaluated deciphered terrbs. If under content evaluation

the NIOTD {HAP&fiU& fit KQMftttccA'FmT 3tiyTP£ftljk}X

— ?3oples Co;:frdssariat for Internal Affairs) and its organs are described

firsts this is due to the fact that precisely this organization first used

radio as a raeais of coimnusiicaticaa and developed it beyond the practice

stage for its own purposes* In the yeapa 1935/1936 approximately 70% of

all intercepted radiograms^ as far as these could be deci-ftered- were

coin-ainicaticns of HKVD organs.

Quite apart from this fact tra> otho? factors warrant preferential

treatnerl of the HKPD systeiTis. Xn the first place the NKTO systems used

were long term cryptographic systeiss,, i. e* used for a long tine and con-

sequently £er ir-ore capable of development than the initially very short

lived through simple system of the eisy and air force* In the second

place the content of the HKSTS cipher Brassages v;as usually more interesting^

7

hp n> t> ^...hv.jtv.p pit
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iLre all there «ss a desire to dear up the great unknots jOOR) and

gut tree* <\A&T8in*»6e rrormr. j/jtm^^

= state political administration - this and the designation -'tscteka-l chelca]

- u K • B- ******* H*M"

*

CC

M

^
~

e^racrd'inary emission fcare not been used since 1933).

The ^neral significance of the HOTD organs ^d their functions

in peacetime and war.

1. The 3WD as political security organ*

2. The KEPT as rampart against the outside urld.

3. Ths BSSD as organ of eoonocda control.

4. Ths iSSD and the RKKA

a . The NICJD as control organ.

b. Th3 KK5D as training organ.

Co The METO as elite troops.

5. Additional assignsnehts of HCTD in tine of w.

„3ong the first successes of the decipherment of Russian secret messages

belong recognition of the significance of NKVD in the political, solitary

and sconoi.dc life of the Soviet Union. It soon bees* apparent that the

r0le of this organisation ,as far ^re comprehensive and that it exerted

much stronger influence on military affairs than ted previously been .

assumed. These discoveries caused the utmost attention to be devoted to

aoniooring the radio traffic of the M. The basic task of the TO is

to ass-ore the continuation of the political structure of the USSR, among

.. •.. , .i a„« np «WI«AP-iHHt jr>J3 , aocbatirig by rigorous
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the freely expressed opinions of those tsfao think othervdse, and an

intensive proproganda which, negates, all else;
%

hence it e>®rcises the

sharpest control ever the political ^ nilitsry and economic life of the

country. For this pxrpose there a,re set up adsdnistrative offices in every

city of the count?y, ^ their structure these offices correspond t6 ths

manifold basics resigned thes. To cany out the necessary measures the HK7D

has at its disposal its earn contingents of troops of various categarie s,

troops* ivhich are allocated and unsigned cy the contra! office in

Moscow, the gop* ryff bomok mi^m^ rmBmrynPAsmHHe

IB^&K H KB/H s oain administration of :3KvB troops,

according to need*

The duties of political supervision are perforated by the XXOA HT
OTfkfBlU H KB A « political sections of the KXBD idth

tie aid of an extensive network of agents through which every oovestait

hostile to the Soviets can oe recorded and cosbattsd. For the later

purpose the HK9D uses contingents of troops called T &'&<&^&A

55 interior troops.

Members of this" force, if v;e car* spsak of such a thing, are in the

lov er service grades airiest exclusively civilians in all sorts of

occupations, young people and a very larga nucber of women* This astern

of informers, -vhieh is very wide spread hsd been developed since the days

of the Csarist CKt*A HA » security service, refined and greatly

strengthened in all levels of the population is the sure guarantee of the

carrying cut of Bolsheviclc wishes cut of fear of v;hat might happen to those

nearest yen* Uith the occupation of foreign territory in the course of
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this v-ar the number of political sections erea vary nater iaily5 because

ths occupied areas required ar.x>re intensified surveillance due to an

often essentially different political structure. As a result the

contingents cf internal troops had to be Eaterially increased*

The sending aaay of politically independable elements, the guarding

and adninistraticn of concentration camps , the employment of penal v; ork

carape and penal battalions aid the transportation to the rear of prisoners

of r-ar as well as yarding them there, these belong to the duties of the

Ke#B0#$fal£ 36&<*t(A HKB>^ =: escort troops KKTD.

Corresponding to the special political structure of the USSR, in

particular to the cor&afcing of all foreiipn ideological influences, provision

had to bo rstde for sealing off the country in alnx> st hernetic fashion from

the adjacent foreign countries. This gave occassion for the creation of

an effective and dependable border guard "which v;as taken over by the

noTPkUti HHUF 0O#C/<# = ths border and security troops HKTO. Qc3y

those frontier areas of slight extent or thinly populated and generally

impassable and hence easy to vat ch were originally turned csrer to the array

•

Since the beginning cf 1939 hoc?ever even these stretches have been guarded

by the RKPD. border troops* Corresponding to their assignisnts these NKVD

troops have at their disposal airplanes and, v:here v/ater boundaries are

involved5 aquaplanes and surface craft ranging from ootor boats and steam

cutters to speed boats and gun boats « as early as 1935 — 1937 deciiiiernent

of .Messages from several Russian border ^oi- rd areas gave ai-^y the structure ^

duties * effectiveness and strength of the units*

10.
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Bras*: to co Id read currently traffic of the border end coast gisxd

areas:

1. North/Conb jul station ISxmansIC.
Petshora to the Finnish Srontder.

2. I^ningrad/Control station Leningrad
Karelian peninsula sad Finnish frontier

«

3* Cdsssa/Con; rol station Odessa
Bessarabia to the east coast of Crimea

k. Hovorossijsk/Conbrol station Hovorossijsk
Coastal area Sea of ^ov aid the northwest coast
of the Black Sea.

5* Transcaueasus/Control stations Sukhum and Baku
Bast coast of the Black Sea, Turkish border and that
with JSran and the '.Test coast of the Caspian Sea*

6. Kasakhstan/Control stations Tashkent and Alma AtaJast coast of
the Caspian Sea and the frontier tov;ard other Asiatic
countries.

The first four of the above named harder guard areas, at that tim

subordinated to the so called OPTO NKTO (yffPft&flSHMi TTOTPAM M«fifOVQ

f&ZHHOfO OKFJ VA = administration of the frontier

district Wm>) in ifosco*, each had one border gmzd battalion, the last too

had tno border guard battailors each (formerly caUedft»flf;#0jJ , later

0T££Hg#)k5 )yv;hich in their strength corresponded approximately to

a r©enforced regiment and vfcich rera rnade up of a number of sub-sections

tQTPMA*' ) according to tte geographic situation. These sub-sectioqs

on their part.: are divided into border or coast detachments which set up

border or coast posts of various strength vblA actually attended to block-

ing the frontier- In later ye^s it was learned that the organisation of

the border guard was the sars in the Far Sasto

1 1
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Tte service in these border and coast patrol battalions vias set up

in a completely military fashion but v;as in no wise comparable vdth that

of the rkka (PKMa ?ABo*Mfi KPZtTbfl Hcfrv? KPt^HAV APMHj?

— red worker and peasant array). Along vdth pure police functions the

nenbers of these IWD units also performed the duties of custois officials

cind political police and included in their ranks experienced seanm aid

pilot s* Great importance esocially in the case of officers attached to

the mastery of foreiga languages* It can be stated that the level of

officers and raen v;as exceptionally high and that these troops of the MKPD

were justly designated as an elite bocfcr*

The map sections given in appendix la~f (cart IV) showing the areas

v\here the above, units were employed roake no clain to c onpletim since the

period vvhen this traffic was observed lies a long vay back and the data

can only be derived from memory.

From current monitoring of the radio traffic of the border guard units

it developed that vdth the beginning of the mr the crganizafcion of the border

guard feeing hostile countries underwent a basic change* Aside from an

extensive adjustment cf the structure of the border troops NKTO to that of

the HKKA (division into regiments and battalions), the assignments also changed

materially. It r;as socn ascertained that by the use of regiments of the NKTO

border troops a continuous, very mobile and deep echeloned security girdle

had been set up a distance of 30 to 60 killorreters behind the fighting

troops of the HKKA. Of approximately 200 border guard regiments recognized

by crypt analysis approximately 1/3 was recogiized as the front line of the

security belt, while tte second third was employed farther back and the final

third formed a mobile reserve. Sash of fchs rfifnnmta of fchfi frnnt. "Mm miaTvteii
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an area up to 60 kiilcaneters wide. In the course of time it,cculd be shorn

that to secure tho rear arty* of an army of the RKKA, independent of the iddth

of the front, 1 cr 2 NKWJ regiments K ould be remired. Determination of the

ez&Loynont of these regiments fcas mcie ay front staff of the NKTO itself,

these were in the immediate vacinity of, often in the 8838 place v;ith the

* front staff of the amy hut gob their orders from the HKTO central office in

Itoscow, To a front sector, of which after the capitulation of FlncDLand there

v^ere about 11, there were assigned 5 to 3 NK7D border suard regiosnte for the

first line of the security ;selt. The task of this belt was to prevent desertion

and the penetration of hostile agents into the interior by hermetically sealing

off the Spoxtt area from the zone of comunicatio s, to clear areas near the

front of enemy groips and bands which had become separated, and to r ooove

the population to a depth of 20 to 30 kiilometers, to remove and resettle

for political considerations, to employ the population for repair and
-

rebuilding of roads, .defenses, air fields and economic plants, to gjard

replacements dn the roads([?} Rollbahnen)and to assemble and transport

prisoners to the interior* After the occupation of German territory by

the RKKA and the penetration of the area by NKTO organs which foHotted

shortly thereafter, an additional very important task was turned ever to

tte border troops MKVTu This was seizir^ all men left in the area between

14 and 65 and all women between 14 and 90 YJho -were enable of v*ork and getting

them ready to be carried away. Dom into Kay 1%5 v,<e cov.ld read currently

orders regarding the naking up of .such transports, instructions for feeding

and assignment of personnel, arrangerents for punishments to be imposed,

such as beatir^, shooting or simply liquidation of those rcho did not step

lively, and reports cf the execution of such orders. The ^eat nui±>er of
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tasks to be acoonpliahed made it necessary to reenfcree the security belt

by additional MKVD regiments, in particular trhere rather larga encircled

enengr troop units were still putting up successful resistance behind the

Russians 1 otan front and eiaployxnent of the NfCTO troop was possible. Likewise

it was necessary to keep the occupied rear area coanletely under control,

the contingents of interior troops did not suffice for this, often thsy

lacked the military experience, hence for this purpose also additional HKVD

regiments were required. The number of border reginents employed for the

security girdle, which in the period from, autumn 19+3 to the winter of 1944

ran about 60 to 75 > way have readied about 100 by the ckte of the

capitulation.

Of decisive importance fbr our evaluation was the fact th t the

KiJTD border guard regLnait remained in constant coordinated relation

with the arsny of the RKKA they ;^ere supposed to safeguard, i. e. in case

of change of position, say ftom one \sing of the front to the othar or even

from one front to another^ these regiments rsoved r&th the army. Hence it

was possible to chedk the location of armies of the RKKA and so concentrations,

shifts of strength, and creation of strong points by observing the traffic

of these border gir rd units.

The change in structure of the border gu^.rd units and their cojr^ositicn

before and during the top can best be shovai by the foXLovdug comparison:

Before ly/g Huriber in each battalion Since 1%2 Nw±>er in each repoment
Battalion :

Regixaait

Sub-battalion 3—5 Battalion 3
[ cornroandantur? ]

Outpost various Outpost 9
Reserve outpost Up to 3

Detachments various
various
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an area up to 60 ki 11 (Meters wide. In the course of time it, could be shorn

that to secure the rear area of an army of the RKKA, independent of the iddth

of the front, 1 cr 2 HKPD regiments scould be required* Determination of the

employment of these regiments ??ae mrie by front staff of the KKTO itself,

these were in the immediate vacinity of, often in the ease place v;ith the

front staff of the army but got their orders fTon the RKVD central office in

Moscow, To a front sector, of which after the capitulation of Findland there

were about 11, there were assigned 5 to 3 NK7D border guard regiments for the

first line of the security xslt* The task of this belt v;as to prevent desertion

and the penetration of hostile agents into the interior by hermetically sealing

off the itorit area from the zone of connunicatio s, to clear areas near the

front of enemy groips and bands which had becors separated, and to remove

the population to a depth of 20 to 30 killoiaeters, to remove and resettle

for political considerations, to employ the population for repair and

rebuilding of roads, .defenses, air fields and economic plants, to giazxi

replacements dn the roads([?] Rollbahnen)and to assemble and transport

prisoners to the interior. After the occupation of German territory by

the RKKA and the penetration of the area by NKTO organs v/hich follows

d

shortly thereafter, an additional very important task was turned ever to

tte border troops NKTO. This was seizirg all men left in the area between

14 and 65 and all women batmen 14 and 50 who -were capable of uork and getting

then ready to be carried away. Down into Hay 1%5 we could read currently

orders regarding the nailing up of -such transports, instructions for feeding

and assignment of personnel, arrangements for punishments to be imposed,

such as beatir^, shooting or simply liquidation of those who did not step

lively, and reports cf the execution of such orders • The great number of
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Note: The outposts are nunfcered 1 to 9 (or 12) within a regiment.

Compare appendix 2 (part IV) area of employment of an MKTO

regiment.

Among the successes of our cryptanalysis belongs also the early

establishment of the fact that the entire economy of the Soviet Union,

particularly military economy and ccrcnunicaticra system, are urrio- very

rigid control and so under the influence of the NKVD. For this purpose

the KKTO employed the local units of its interior troops. These supervise

constantly the carrying cut of tasks set by the state planned econoqy aid

mice regular reports to their superior offices. Decipherment made possible

the reading of such control reports and afforded hints as to the capacity

of nany branches of economic importance, often shaved unsatisfactory

conditions and the methods used to combat and eliminate these. Such

reports yjere especially valuable during the mr since they allowed us to

recognize the kind and extent of the difficulties wit! v/hich economic

leadership of the Soviet Union had to contend. In the coarse of the ,v;ar

the functions of these NKVD offices ;vas expanded in as much as along with

intensification of the peace tins controls and their right to intervene

directly v;hen bad conditions arose, they were assigned the task of putting

into operation closed or destroyed economic plants as veil as that of

building new ones. For this purpose the officers of the interior troops

of the 'NKVD mastered all technical persons in their areas arri put them to

T?ark or in case of need sent them to other NKTO areas. These duties ^came

especially comprehensive tdth the territorial expanse resulting from the

occupation of rav; territory in the nest and, as already mentioned, could

only be carried cut v/ith the support of the border and security troops of
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the BK7D.

As an essential part of the entire economy of the country the

canznunication system, in particular rail traffic, ras under the control

of the NK7D. After the outbreak of the war protection of the railroads

had to be taken over alorg with the control. This called for guarding trans-

ports , depots , bridges, junction points and important or endangered mil

lines. To acconplish these tasks specially trained contingents

- railvay troops KKBD were set up. The organization here corresponded to

tlxit of the array with the division as the largest unit. In areas near the

front three divisions of NKFD railway troops were identified during the

war aid their employment could be followed currently." The NKPD railway

troops wo doubtless a -war phenomenon like the NKTO convoy troops. These

tasks in peace time fell in the sphere of activity of the interior troops,

probably the troop contingents of these special units were set up about the

turn of the year 1942/23 c The insecurity on the railroads, especially close

to the front , roust have been very great around the beginning of 1%3, to

judga by decipherments. As numerous cases show, not only thievir^ vas

involved but -wholesale robbery, murder and regular high-jacking. Above ail

in the Ukrain the Ukrain National Partisan groups vjere very active even after

security on the railways fed been generally increased by the use of railraiy

troops rWD and these Partisans endangered Russian transport to the front.

Since the rain task of cryptanalysis in the forrer fxerman army lay

in clearing up military and political matters and ssssages of an economic

character did rot fall v&thin the immediate assignment and could only be

treated secondarily,
^^^^^^Q ^"j^^^^«^^^?
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recogiized in a fragmentary fashion, but even thus the extremely important

role of the TICTD in the economic life of the Soviet Union could be clearly

recognised. Without a question a still tider influance of the HKVD on

economic life v.ouid appear if the economic internal radio traffic v;ere *

monitored fully and if fit troved practicable to decipher the sine.

Especially illuminating for ar$r estirate of the power of the NK7D

is the relation of this crgsiization to the RKKA. The MKTO has taken over

tte political indoctrination of the BKKA, beginning v>ith the General Staff

an2 endirg v.ith the last private, in order to guarantee an absolutely

3olshevistic, Connmnistic philosophy in every member of the Red Amy, Far

tliis purpose the IJKTO has a system of political leadership and guidance

extending frosa the General Staff down into the platoon of the, company*

By the use of the so called ?!fifth sections" (OC05kl% OT&£Ji m

special section or ff0/?)lT
' - political section)

in all staffs fron the General Staff deem to the Divisional Staff, and

of WoAHTK^M ~ political commissar and

Jf o$ tlT^y K '
' m political leaders in the lov;er formations to thfe

platoon, every nan is Y/atched, guided and trained by the IJKS/V. Aside from

tbs official representative of the KKJTD mentioned above, secret agents

am spies from the ranks of the Red orry itself cooperate, it is the task

of these later to recognize cirrents hostile to the Soviets among the

leaders and troops in m early state and to report the sax8« Arrest and

punishment are exclusively in the hands of military tribunals directed by

the IWJD4 The 1IK7D e:xercises a tremendous influence on the isake up of

the RKKA due to tte fact that all changes in the ranks of the hi^iest and

TOT SECRET
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dom to the medium eoanantj as v:ell as the selection and training of

coraaand replacements, can only be made with the consult of its organs

«

Aside frotn the political education the NKTO vjas also charged v:ith

- the nilitary education of the RKKA in a number of special fields.

Asacng others for instance training of sharp shooter units is handled by

organs of the NKTO, v/hich also runs schools far rasssenger dogs and messenger

pigeons and has charge of the military toughening up of the youth of the

land, •

.

The lar^st sharp shooter units are regiments vjhich can be broken

up according to need into battalions, companies, platoons, srovips, or

individual marksmen and assigned to individual units of the RKKA. Since

the sharp shooters in their frequent shifts from unit to unit are

exposed to all sorts of whisperings and temptations and because they

are often employed with badly depl&ted^ demoralized units and viiereever

they go alrost always have isolated posts, it is not strange that the

MKVD has taken charge and looked out for the proper training of these

spe dalists.

A specially dangerous field is the safeguarding of nilitary secrets*

Hence it is cuite compnahensitLs that the NK7D has been and is exceedingly

active in this field* The security of Signals comur&cations deoerais

;
primarily on the dependability of the personnel entrusted therewith. For

this reason the NHTD devotes particular attention to this group* In

addition to sanction aid supervision of the technical corxmnicaticns

personnel, the RKTO exercises the sharpest sifting and constant supervision

of people engaged with secret documents and the cipher service. Their

18
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technical training is the assigi/rent of special organs of the NKTO. The

technical part of this report will give details*

In vsriais phases of the war the reed became apparent of employing especi-

ally effective and dependable units at endangered points of the front or at

strong points* For this recourse vras had to NKFD troops and from these ?/ere

fcrnsdthe so called 0«***T*%MUf &0*CKA »K&£
r operative troops NKVD, which ^ere assigned in divisional units to fcte

RKEA a?niLes * The exact mniber of such elite divisions could not be

established beyond all nuesticn by signal intelligence ciyptanalytic r^aiB,

bub re can count on at least 20 divisions. It is significant that the

principal use of these units was in the year 1942 and their employment

decreased materially after the crises v/as overcome* ^fter the great

turning point in the Russian theater, indeed from the Element when the

Red Anny shifted from defense to offense in almost all sectors and in

a very short tine showed gpod efficient units of the PJtKA, the use of

the operative troops NK7D ceased. It is not knam whether the units were

disbarrled cr assigned other tasks, possibly in the Far East, but in any

case units of this kind did not appear after the i-iddle of 1943 c

T7hereas after the beginning of the war the HKTO Tias <&>le to handle

the major portion of the resulting increase in wrfe by the aid of the

apparatus it fed built up and developed in peacetime—sometimes with great

esq&nsion of personnel — for combatting espionage, sabota-p and the

activity of eneiay agents it became necessary to ere ate a nev# organization

which took over this activity formerly nonaged by the general organs of

the ?HCTOo
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This organization kno;m as SfSSRSGH (CM?ftU z Ctfk£TYk> UjflWOtf/i/n

= "death to spies") \sas formed from the section of the BCTD called NXGB

SSSOJJACHOC Tf'j -Peoples Conmissariat for State security)

v;hich had likevase arisen during the rar and v/as later traisfomed into

an independent cocmissariat working in very close contact v;ith IIKVD.

SMERSCH became sufficiently yseLl known particularly in the final y=ar

[of the viar] as respects its significance, rathod of functioning and

employmerfc , due to messages read. Units, groups, organs and individual

functionaries of SMERSCH v;ere assigned on a supplemental basis beginning

about the middle of 1%U to all troop units of the RKKA and also to abaost

all HKTO units , The number of SEERSCH functionaries depended entirely

on ho* big the unit, on the sector of the front i.tiere it was located, on

whether in hostile territory or hoiae territory, on the tasks assigned,

on its reputation and on the amount of observed or suspected eixeny agent

activity in its area* Ostensibly SERSCHj like the MS5B in general, ivas

set up merely to combat enemy agents and espionage, practically it served

not only this' admitted purpose but vels an additional guarantee of the

Bolshsvic conduct of the Russians themselves.

To the particular tasks of the NKVD in nartinie belonged also the

puttirg through of inobilization and the drafting of recruits for the

RKKA, also the setting up of armies and Units of foreign nationalities

and their incorporation and employment t&thin the framework of the RKKA

was the duty of the HKPD orgsns, all the no re since political considera-

tions were here of decisive ir^portanceo The training and guidance of

partisans, scouts, and agents behind the German front, vhich becarB

T O PSECR E"T 1
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extremely important in the last two years of the war, vas likevd.se thevjork

of the HKPD*

!Te must rot for^t to menticn that the tUCTO offices and their organs—

HCTD troops of various categories — performed their manifold and cften not

simple, though in^rtant tasks with astonishing rapidity and lack of compro-

mise . To be sure, as a study of the messages shovyed this was done by apply-

ing to their own people net hods which were not" always hmaane an! often were

gruesome*

The difficulty of the service to be rendered by the organs of the

£IKTO is recognized by the special position its units occupied in the USSR*

Fron deciphered messages dealing, vdth this subject it could be proven that

the pay of the KKVD mits was essentially hi^ier than that of the RKKA and

the rations appear to have been better too*

As is clearly apparent , the MTO and the rei&y created correapending

and coordinated NSGB combined all the functions and duties which ware

exercised for example in national socialist Germany by the secret military

police, the Abwehr, the Gestapo, the SD and SS, So far as is taavn however

no difficulties arose in Russia, as they did in Germany, in respect to

competence because the cohering organisation, the leadership and adminis-

tration of the NK7D in !!osoov>, alone ?;as competent to deal with all

differences of opinion which might arise<> Beyond doubt ths insight into

the organizational structure of the HKTD made a deep inpression in Germai^r

and influenced in no unimportant v;ay the working lastheds. of the Geraan

organizatiens of that day,,

2L
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The foregoing obssrv&ticris give a sketch of the structure and

significance of the KOTD set-up as made possible by putting together

results of yesrs of t»rk in signal intelligence. The third section of

part 1 of this report gives exanples of the type of nsssages which can be

of great iroortaica for the higi ccnsaand in spite of the brief period for

-tfhich they are valid zzd vMA can, due to tteir nailtiplicity, give

tiltioately a wall rouirled picture if carefully evaluate d«

22
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Arxy and Air Force (RKKA)

1« Short Review of the development of the RKKA up to 1939

*

2. Amy and Air farce durins; the occupation of Poland, Baltic lands,
and parts of Romania <>

3# Anny and Air force during the Runso-Finnish i;ar.

4. Arcqy and Air force during the '..*ar 1<&1-1945.

a. Before reorganization
b. After reorganization*

Since in general a great deal has been v;ritten about the Red Amy

as such and its s%iificance vdth resect to strength and effectiveness

has been sufficiently demonstrated by the events of the vcar and since it

is not the purpose of this report to enter into the subject in detail,

the author ^dJJL lirait hinself to a brief account such as could be had

exclusively fron deciphered messages of the years 1935-19A5»

In the years do\n to 1937 the. radio was little used by the actual

arisy formations of the USSR while the already mentioned border troops

belonging to the HKTO made abundant use of it in the years 1935—1936o

pQivn to 1937 the arrqy iiaited itself to the use of short tern, single

systems, T/ithin a narrow frame v;ork not extending beyond the military

district, in many cases radiograms v;ere sent only during maneuvers or in

radio practice work. ?he air force doim to this point used relatively

siinple little systems although for a relatively long tare. In general

little could be 3jearned fron the messages transmitted, /generally they

dealt vdth reports of starting and landing of individual rachires,

weather reports,
j damage? ] reports, status reports of air fields, cachines

and instruiaaits and operational and traffic reports. Really only in the

TOP 3EGRET-
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days just before and after the first of !S$r in the years 1936—1938 was

traffic of Russian airforce stations and even ground-air traffic at a.21

heavy. The grand parade on Kay 1 was seized upcn by the airfbrce units

as the occasion for radio practice on a largs scale, 'vith a brand new

little code issued each 3*3ar solely for this purpose all reports ^cre

transnitted reading the meeting, arrivals and departures, events during

fligits such as emergency landings and damage reports, weather reports, etc.

Since the number and type of the machines arriving from the different

milifcaxy districts were all recognized, this traffic was ouch more interest-

ing and instructive than the- messages sent during the remainder of the year.

But even in those years it couH be determined with aosolute certainty

that the airforce was and remained an integral component of the RKKA and was

not an independent part of the armd forces as it was in Germany, accordingly

later on, after radio had become the general property of the Red Amy,

the more extensive cryptographic systeins employed beyond the franevra-k of

the military districts were employed simultaneously and in comcn by army

and airforce.

The top comr.and organization of the Red Amy -^3 the General Staff in

Moscow, subordinated to it in respect to the v:ork and personnel ttere the

command and adninistrative staffs of the individual military districts which

were regularly stationed in the capitals of the states. These cossrtand staffs -

virtually raver appeared on the air dom to 1937, in general dovai to '.this

point the RKKA appeared in the ligit of cxyptanalysis as a purely experiinantal,

thcugh numerically vast undertaking.

24
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Only vjith 1937 did the constitution and development of the Red .\rn5r

begin to be reflected in the results of decipherment and evaluation but

now it took on /more, and more concrete form froni xaoath to month, in large

measure due to the rapid growth of traffic

The foillot&ng military districts became knam from deciphered messages

and v/era rrjsnti cried repeatedly

M&O /WC£/<6BCKHi1 ZCciiHUE « Militaiy district Moslem

P^
JIBO fl£HYltirpfy&^t,*tt „ = Fdlitary district Leningrad

0 BO SEfioPGCCriHCKtiff " " = imitaiy district :.%issrussland

%?>0 yKPAMtiCKltlt " " m unitary District Ukraine

C k 80 C IfBiTPKABKAKK H~ft «« " s Hilitary District Nordfeukasus

JAKdOffiKfiBKAjtKA* »• M = Military District Transkaukasus

fl PH£0 iTfftBOAbtktfA " '• = Military district ;.
:o2ga

jPS6 \fP#flbCKHH ii ii - tiiiitary district Oral

go ^*«080CT0^HWM « " =101itary district Fern Ost

Military district Okrain was divided later, about 1938, into the

military districts:

KBO KH£&ti<*H BOEftftblH OKPjf = Military District Kiew

XBO XAPbKoBCKHH i* » = Military District Charkow

The largest unit of the amy was the corps, it had three divisions
?

each with three regiments* Ths concept "army" did not appear until the

beginning of the t:ar. Especially notewcarthy was the relatively high

number of cavalry corps vMch later in the course of motorization where

generally transfurSESd into mixed corpse Armoured units also cams into
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being in the USSR during the war 1941—1945. In the years 1935—1938

hardly anything was recognised except infantry and cavalry corps and

divisions, ?;hiie so called ftEiot •medi ,T divisions (motorized-mechanized

divisions), "not" cr simple !,mech rf divisions rcere mentioned in isolated

cases during large, scale maneuvers.

Nevertheless it can be stated that the total number of Soviet

^roussd Troops nentioned in publications available to the r;ereral public

isas probably never even approximately correct, the imperfect [ cryptalogic]

observation of the RKKA exceeded the public figures by far o

Instead of the ranks usual in other countries, such as Lieutenant

arri General, the following designations veve used in the RKKA:

KOMKof \<oth*HM? KOPflyC/* corps Commander

K<jMj3>tf6 #i %H8*3tiA Divisicn Commander

44

A -

JU "

3* "

Senior Commander of
the first grade

Senior Commander
2nd grade

Senicr Ccs.mander

3rd grade

Medium Commander
first grade

Medium Cormander
2nd grade

Medium Comander
3rd grade

G-eneral

Lieutenant General

Major General

Colonel

Lieutenant Colonel

IJajor

Captain

1st Lieutenant

2nd Lieutenant
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The non-co;.Tiissioned officers, both top sergants and lov«r, v.ere

designated junior eoMiaiders*
t

•

Tte grades in the Russian ari^v were and are the fbllcK.ing:

AH Cresnerals are nsntioned individually an^i by nameo

CTAPutn* k6mAH&#?ZK*& tccTAS s senior conaaander
• corps stai i onicers

CP£J3frrt$ m w — nediuni ccnp.a-ider
- corps

MJlAJtuMn " 11
5aitiQ3? comr'iiinder non-comissicned

corps officers

P|AOBo^ C^CTAB enlisted 201 (line)

Hovrevsr as early as 1938 these "popular 51

,

designations which had been

created during cr shortly after the revolution gradually fell into disuse

end the designations used in Russia "before 1917 «here again introduced*

The grades remained unchanged.

The RKKA curing the years 1935-1933 v;as constantly being expanded,

one innovation followed an the heels of the other o The intensified

motorization, idiich initially encountered great difficulties because ..' -

technique and ocperience were lacking and- highway conditions vie re

catastrophic, at first led to compromise solutions. The quite inadequate

system of mps, the oiticuated naps scaled in versts and the use of naps

produced in England v:ith English raasures, the current renaming of villages

tov^is and cities for "heroes of labor" or deserving revolutionists, the

desire to accomodate the systen to tlxt of the adjacent countries—all

these irs.de recsssazy the printing of new maps in the kilometer- systen 9

Bam to 1937—33 the Russians ivorked both vdth ..the old verst maps and trfth

kilometer naps with English inscription, it is dear that this situation,
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T^hich rade errors a natter of daUy occurrence, was unt^aable in the

long ran* Supported by the effort to introduce the decimal system wherever

possible, the hitherto customary names of weights were also discarded and

gram ard kilogroci took their places*

"?tet has been stated thus far night give the inpression that the

ground troops of the Red wobTj *i<* fes be8a said 1x1 a *****

of constant developaOTt and reorganisation dam to 193S, rould rot have

bem a faster to reckon mth under any cirConstances. To a United decree

that mi^it have been true down to 1937 but it oust be remembered that

German observation by roans of wireless ^s just in the development stags

and -was groping its v;ay further eastiaard year after year. £ven the military

district of Moscow, after it oecaraa possible to observe it py cmitoring,

yielded a far different picture than the frontier districts Leningrad,

V/hita Russia and the Ukrain which had been Donitored previously. Beyond

a doubt the cadr© troops cf the Red Amy, vrail trained units progressive

in equipment could rot be spotted in the three military districts nwiticned

but v&re present in great nickers in the military districts of Hbsccw,

Volga *id Ural. Aa be seen in the technical part of this report it

is significant that the first extensive cryptographic systems, vshich

presupposed a rather higt degree of training fcr their use, first appeared

and v?ere employed in these same military districts.

The airfares, dam to 1938 an often disdained experiment of the Red

Army as far as army men pete concerned, still a core infant, was now

incorporated into the army as an active component. Here again difficulties

had to be oversow, all the rare since the types of pianos used in those

days met the demand made upoh them only to a modest degree* Fcr recoxmaisance
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purposes for instance only training planes were flown tvhich rare kncftn ly

the designations -Ul-,-{J2-, and -C22-( }fH£6HVM C^AMC>S\£T

2 training plane) and were generally old scdela.

The fbllosring types were flc«n in considerable numbers by the RKKA

down to 1939

\fl,JL>Z2 r y*ff5tf*/tf OAMCJitr s Training plana

tg *eKOpO£#OH fcMSftfVffW&HAK = Speedy bombar

MHT - AHAP£$ HhKoSAZStii TffcOSB -Multiple purpose plane

(this last raodel followed dcsely the American Douglas type of those days)

•

Planes were combined into groups * these [vers sub-divided] into three

squadrons of two car three flights each. The nursbar of planes v&thin the

groips varied, 1 recall that 27 planes constituted a pursuit groip while

a heavy boxaber group had only 12 mchines*

The airfares, although particularly, in the war years essentially

enlarged and improved, could not compete qualitatively vdth the ground

forces, its successes, insofar as effectiveness can be cozaparsd, renamed

far behind those of the army*

TThen in 1939 the Russians occupied part of Poland in agreenent with

Genrany, the impartial observer got a picture cf a quite undisciplined

inferior- armed force* Apart from the fact that the troops themselves were

hardly ibxrodjafcained contingents, technical equipment is&a almost utter3y

lacking* It is remembered that in order to make an inspection trip,

regimental consmanders had to request an automobile from the division staff,

it was also noted v/ith nerriinent that tte harness and reins of mounted units
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and those of vehicles wore Es.de of rope and string and th t leather *ias

almost, entirely wanting. Since the invasion of the Russians could be

observed in all phases by Herman -ignal Intelligence, i # e.even

defficiencies i;ith respect to the training, discipline and equipment v.here

m.nde the basis for generalisation, a corpletely distorted picture resulted

and the actual striking power of the Soviet Union v;as nisjudgsd. Tie lack

of organization in planning the invasion vent so far that Russian units

repeatedly fired on one another, especially at night, where by the

casualties did not stopT;ith the ucunded. Today it is generally known

that the Cadre of the RKKA did not participate in Poland, the Baltic states

or in the P^so-Finnish war and that this was intentionally a theatrical

perforrance even at the cost of human lives as was shorn later in the

Finnish campaign* The occupation of Poland, Houniania and the Baltic States

?;ent off without friction* ^though there wcfi practically no resistance

anywhere, plundering, oppression and acts of violance against tte population

where the order of the day* In radiograns lists of booty were constantly

transmitted, among other things the simplest utensils such as witing

utensils, kitchen and household equipment. However people uere not arrested,

dragged away and executed until the arrival of the NK7D troops who irnrrediately

covered the entire country with a net v;ork of agents in order to nip in

the bud any possible resistance movement,, The airforce fed no part in the

actual occupation, there was no air recormaisancei/cnly after tte occupation

was completed v;ere Soviet isachines stationed on existing fields and a

large number of new fields built 0
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In its first phases, aftor slight initial gains in territory on the

coast of the Finnish golf and on the Karelin Isthaos the Russo«?iisiish

war brought the Russians teavy reverses, tfmaaroua reglrBi&s of poorly

equipped, poorly trained troops, inws>enienced in winter warfare, were almost

entirely annihilated by the Finns, encircled divisions died of hunger and

cold* The radio messages of encircled or cut off posts shewed panicky

mood in all cases* The situation ctenged little when Sensrel Stem,

successor to r^neral BlUcher in the Far East,took over the supnaae cozassnd*

The Soviet aSr farce due to the unfasrorable wsathar and its then backward

state made bat feeble attacks and scarcely afforded assy relief and support

for the heasrily engaged ground fbrces* Sisaarous emergency ladings by

Russian pilots on Finnish soil often gave the Fir© undaraagsd laachines which

they then flew* It raa all more astonishing therefore t*ben after acntte of

fi^iting^relatimLy saall numbers of Cadre troots fxoia the Military District

of Hosccw broke througi the Mannerhein lii» in the last brief pteae of tha

war, notorized forces reached HeLsingfors in a few hours and forced the

capitulation cf Finland in a few days*

At the beginning cf the war 1941—1945 tte battls-ttied German troops

were opposed in the border areas by relatively poorly trained units md fcy

units recruited among the Lithuanians, letts, and Estonians. Hence the

great initial Gorman successes mu3t not be estimated too high* The an©

holds for the first metin33 in the air* The Russians x*ere flying completely

antiquated rraehines, hopelessly inferior to those of the (fcnoBns, fighting

in lines (Reihenflng) without persuit plane escort (Jagorbegleitung) *

However it 3s noteworthy that in contrast to the Rueao-Fimish war a paniiy
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feeling tsas rarely observed after the expiration tff six months and alsjoet

completely disappeared in the coarse of the first year.

It cannot be over emphasised that probably no foe learned jaore

rapidly than the Russians « The reorganisafcicn erf the RKKA after the

first war -sinker or during the course of that Kifcter is v/iiheat
. parallel

for speed and thoroughness. Aside from the reorganisation in the crypto-

graphic service (see technical part), there vas probably no part of the

armed fbrcss, no unit however email, *hich was spared* In the first place

all rsasta?es uhich up till than had given the v«r on the Russian side a

Caaramistinternational character *ere very cleverly changed. The

Coraissars, tsho up till then had to countersign eveiy order of tee conr-anders

ani exorcised an often fateflil influence on the morale of the troops,

disappeared officially. Freedom of religiai ms prodaiiaed, the war was

dedans*: a campaign for the freeing of the Fatter&and. Nevertheless an

invisible political surveillance by the KKTO continued* unreliable cosmaaders

wre transferred and thus disappeared more or less rathout attracting

atteifcion. The organization of the RKKA, both ground troops and air force,

was altered* An awcy shich dam to March 1942 consisted of too to three

corps, each v.'ith three divisions and 1-—3 brigades, "was new conposed cf

4 to 6 divisions vfiile the ntaber of brigades remained the saine. The

concept corps, disappeared entirely for the luomsnt and iaas then born.only

by cavalry and arnwjred units fighting outside the arny as such. The con-

sequence of this rag that the nunber of armies increased materially since

tfe personnel strength often jaerely corresponded to that of an overstrength

corps of earlier days* Special units in great nucfoer wore incorporated in

tte RKKA, armoured brigades and divisions, corps aai armies oodarnised arri
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changed the appearance of the Scsrist anaed forces very nafcerlaDL3y»

Especially hard hittdn j armies to close g^ps in the front, to hold

especially exposed positions or to reconquer lost positions Here crated

under the title yAAPUAflAPMVifi » striking amy. The

grouping of several grenade throwers mounted on trucks *ich caa© to be

know as "Stalin-organ" began in 192*1 and rras soon employed on a lar^

scale as a special arm.

The Russian designation of this arm and its translation is:

5 Special Grenade-raine-thrower section.

After Stalengrad, the great decisive turn in the var, the tern

^Guard", "which at the tine was one of the stated reascns for the revolt

tian, v»as reintroduced and bestotsed upon deserving units as a special

distinction, furthermore troops which had been charged fcith regaining

territory cans to be knc*<n by the nans of th$ region, city or river

concerned, thus there are for example the divisions "Lacabsrg" ff»;arsa»fT
>

the reginents fTRiga ff

, "Kovel", «?rut* and Grodno"

»

The airforce ^hich dorm to March 1%2 \tb3 cruized only in groups

and squadrons was increased niany fold in a few years, indeed in months;

better types wore produced cr were finally put into use. Ttere arose

air regiments vjhich v;ere combined in the air army£ long range fighter

and long range bonber groups and new units of the ground organization like

tte RAB (PA6 ) and RAO (SAO ) m battlicns of the ground personnel aid

the airfields guard, Even thoigh the great bonbes* am of the RKKA never

flew missicas coinparable in nunbers to those of its Western allies, it oan
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be said nevertheless that the increasing activity of the Russian airfares

cover, especially as regards its low attack and fighter planes, bothered

the German front line troops very imich and in addition grsstly disfcarbed

and interferred with supply .

In connection rath these startling innovations, improvements and

chants in the structure of the red srn^r.ay once rore cal l attentiai

to the fact that the thesis loudly proclaimed by the German conmand in

1941/42, namely th?t the Red Army was about to collapse, — a fateful

error— was a piece of utter nonsense, iicactiy as at the time of the

invasion of Polaid and the Baltic provinces, during the first' phases of

the Finnish campaign and particularly after the supposedly irretrievable,

catastrophic losses and defeats in the sunnier and autumn of 1941, the

Russians pretended a weakness tiiich indeed their opponents to draw

heavily on their reserve in order to speed up the apparently impending

collapse of the RKKA.

On the basis of cauticjis estimates the Russians my have employed

gradually somewhat uore than 70 armies after the spring of 1942. If we

fifjzre an average per army of only 5 divisions and one indeandait brigade,

the Russians had at least 350 divisions and 70 brigades in contact with

ths enemy during the course of 3 years. Independently of these there were

committed the previously menticned hard hitting armies [shock troops]

some 10 in nunfoer, at least 25 armoured armies, indepandait cavalry and

tank cseps and coirbst units operating outside the array organization. From

ths evaluation of messages it could be established that sctually there

were armies from 1 to 70 or slightly above without break in numbering.
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Of course they *sre not all in the front sirmltancoasly but were often

withdrawn in ca»dar to be brcu^it back to strength, regrouped or even

dissolved After sidch they would reappea- in otter sectors at the front

or vanish frora the radio picture* If ve consider that all these figures

are too lav rather than too high, if add the contingoats of the airfares^

navy, NKTO troops and Partisans 9 then and only thaa can cne get an icfea of

tlB numerical strength of the Russian armed forces*

It is s? mply inexplicable her; the German coMK»d couH igrore tte

current reports about the new formation of g^eat units of the 3ed Jtay,

including numerous amies, in rear areas Tshile the bat tie of Stalingrad

was on. These ariaies, as appeared later, r;ore by no lagans composed of grey-

beards and youngsters* But just as the Gennan ca^aand rejected these

disagreeable figures as untrue and the creation of a timid farcy, laughed

at the nunkei* of new formations of air armies vtfrich were recognized by

the cryptographic section* in the sane, way it vas nns&lling to believe in

the increasing capacity of the industrial plants beyond the Crals,

especially in the iSusnetzki Basin^ where again the cryptographic secticn

could repeatedly bring figires.

The Russian; supreme coranand* the General Staff of the RKKA in Mos6o?j,

took into account in all military discussions the vast war industries

beyond the ffrals ?/hich ware in those days as gopd as exempt from attack

'an* vjhose capacity was virtually unknot abroad Tfe Bed Amy had as its

allies Time, Hinter and Space frart the point of view* of costing the enen$r

a maxixaum attrition of men and raterial, xtiereas it was able by drawing on

its vast human reserve to throw against the enemy every new units recruited

T-Oi^&G-RrE-T—

-
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from all areas of the hugs country without eonmitting the operational, vary

effective reserves held in the anterior*

All these facts cere,known to the cryptographic section from intercepted

material and often enough gave German Sigial Intelligence reason to warn

its own Hi#i Copcaii but an often very short sifted attitude, and umd315ng-

ness to listen or to comprehend, and in the final years military and political

impotence prevented effective counter measures*- I shall only add that

Signal IntaLli&ence energetically oppoaed the conscious underestimation

of the Soviet Amy end Air Force and even before 1941 was able to present

figures which in no wise, corresponded to the aescaptiens desired by the

High Connaid.
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Intelligence results from the dedjiienasnfc of laessagss of the

Arngr, Air Fare©, 1TKVD and Partisan Radio.

1. Preface

2. Recognition of the ensmy situation,

3. Recognition of operational arri tactical naasures.

a « Concrete iatenticn .to attack and sennit.

b. Shifts of strengths

c« Concdtaait of special troops*

d. Bringing up of reserves.

4. Recognition of the supply situation.

5. Losses of men and materiel.

6 0 Replenishment of units and setting up of nes cnes^.

7. State of health and norale of the troops.

8. Authentic^tors and recognition sigas*....

9. Situation in the rear areas.

10. Details regarding canininlcaticn and transport situation

11. Details reading v\rar pitxiuction.

12. Partisan activity, scoufcs£and employment of agents.

13. Polish resistance movement.

14. Signal Intelligence as a security coefficient of our ovn conduct of

of the ttar and the zaost dependable source of information on objectives

of attack and coiiinit^SQrttiv;7 -

The first t?x> sections of part 1 gave a rare or less rounded picture

of the political and military structure of the Sariet Union as it could be

dram by Bvaluaticn by collecting and piecing together deciphered radio-

grams during the ccurse of the ;years. 3efore discussing the actual

deciphered traffic, i. e. the single message and its diverse possible

meanings, the follovzLng must be made clear:

TOPTjEGRBT
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Among the multitude of fully or partially dedphernd messar,es by far

the greatest part appears to the layman irrelevant, unimportant or outc&ted,

but for tfte trained evaluator messages of this sort may sometimes be of

decisive significance. The reason lies in the fact that frequently only

the sun of unimportant messages of a, network ?d.th sligrt hints such as

family names, changes of vjave length or call signs or data for traffic

schedules, permit deductions v?hich can only be made with the aid of the

card file, memory, experience and actual dependable knowledge* Even with

messages of older date additional information is gained of a tactical,

if not of an operational value. As an example of this latter case it

may be i^nticned that an order to attack or to commit vihich is read late

no longer gives our own command any opportunity for direct counter

measures, yet the units which may be mentioned in the messa.^e signify a

further supplement to the enemy situation, if they are not vet known.

Signal Intelligence in peacetina has the task of deciphering and unking

readable as many messages as possible, of developing the systems in use,

of attracting a sufficiently larga staff of collaborators and training them

and then of v;orking over the information gained from cryptanalytic activity,,

*t must also see to it that the observation of networks and traffics

hitherto unexplained is not broken off, i.e. that the treatment of

unsolved cryptographic systems be guaranteed and everything tried in order

to break them. Hence in peacetime it is chief2y a niBstion of working for

the distant future and of burying oneself in the subject as a science in

order to be erual to the greatly increased demands in time of war. Of course

crypt analysis as a science must not go so far as to neglect the doiands of
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content evaluation and thus those of the General Staff, of the Political

Leadership and the National Econony,

•Ttth the beginning of a trar^ Signal Intelligence is confiwnted by

a net; demand, fulfillment of vsfoich is only posed.lie if adequate useful

work tes laid the foundation in peacetime. Now it is necessary to real

actual rressag^s to provide the operational cor.jnands v;ith the basis for

urgent neasures. This is only possible if the inessages are enciphered in

systems v:hich have already been broken or are far enou^i along in the

breaking process so that fragments at least can be read* Of course with

the Signal Intelligence which fulfills all these presuppositions there will

be tines vfcen it will fall behind events — for example v. hen the enemy

changes keys — but the aim must always be to make these periods as few

and f iir between and as short as possible.

Ths following discussions and reproductions of deciphered texts given

from memory are adapted to the actual traffic of the war. They are intended

to shov; to v;hat a hi^i degree signal intelligence was dble to aid our o?si

leaders in their decisions*
/

One of the mast important taste of signal intelligence is probably

as e^act, speedy and exhaustive a clarification of the enemy situation as

possible , i. e e current determination of movements of all eneicy units in

and. behind the front. Signal Intelligence performed this duty conpletely

during, the entire war, either through deciphernsnt of enemy messages directly

treating such movements cr thrcu^i evaluation of others ivhich indirectly

remitted recognition of the iiDvenents* Not infrequently it vas possible

to learn of intending changes from declared message s* The following typical
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example of deciphered enemy messages illustrate the types*

Direct evidence of movements:

Army message: To the Chief of Staff of the 237th Infantry revision.

Cocrand Post of the 1032nd Infantiy Regiment
is located in the woods 2+5 km northeast of Ivanovo*

Regimental Connando: Petrov.

Air Force Message: ^° ^te Coraaandor of the 127th Air Pursuit Regiment*
Send a Liason Officer to the Staff of the 4th Air

Arny at Foltava*

Signed Ssablin.

Indirect evidence of moments:

BKVD rBssage: To the Chief of Staff

•

On 12 ,8 .44 at 0750 o'clock Ked Amy man Kosolov*
Petr fsassiljevitch was arrested at the south exit
of the village Bolgaya ty a patrol of the 15th
picket. He deserted the evening before from the
642nd Infantry Regiiasnt of the 113th Infantry
Division of the 16th array* Leader of the picket

Koirarenko*

tony message: To the Chief of Staff of the 149th Infantry Division,

,
copy to the Commanders of the 9i2th and 946th

Infantry Regiments*

3nemy in strength of one regiment infantry and tanks
had broken into our position • Enemy tank points

are at north-west exit of the village Shirokaya
and on the road Shirokaya-Toraakovka 3 km south of

Shirokaya.
Renuest support*
Conmaader o£ the 933rd Infantiy Regiment*

Il^endinr change of positions

Army lasssags: The radio station of the 267th Cavalry regiment
is being dismantled* Vie are moving to 3oiotye*

End of traffic. You 111 hear us again cn 14*6 at

0600 o'clock*
Leader of the radio station*
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Mtrop nfissa^: ?° the ConnEnder of the 96th HK7D regimoit.
1 ^ Your left hand neighbor beginning 0090 o'clock on

16.4.44 is the 128th HKVD regirasit* Establish contact<

Chief of Staff of the SKTO front staff of the

firstTJhite Russian front •

Golcsiel Lyssyj.

Even nore isroortant for our ora operational leadership is the procpt

recognition of enemy intenticn to attack and to commit since this gives

a possibility of innediate counter measures. Signal intelligence is very

often in a position to make deductions regarding ensny intentions not

merely f*om various observed circumstances but through reading direct eneciy

orders for attack or coijcdtnent. Vtiile arny orders for attack on a large

scale (army) vers regularly enciphered in the operational and tactical 5-digit

cipter, the airforce sometimes used unimportant although not siiaple systems*

EsmpLe of direct order for attack and for cormi&taent.

*nw Massaeel To the Cccinanders and Chiefs of Staff of the 172nd*
AZ5ny iless—e

178th, 192nd am l<£rd Infantry Divisions, the 73rd

and 112th tank brigades.

Commander of the Aroy has ordered:

1« 172nd Infantiy Division attacks on 14*6.43 at

-

'

0403 o'clock with the 460th Infantry Regiment in

the directicn of Gorovok v.dth the objective of

winning the south exit of Grodok fcy 1030 o'clock.

Crossings over the river Klinka 3 and 5*5 to

southwest of Gorodok are to be forced in conjunc-

tion with the 461st and 512fch.Infantiy Regiment,

Arrival of 112th Tank Brigade is to be awaited here,

2. 178th Infantry Division (etc<0*

3 >

(sinilar orders to attack issued to the units

enumerated in the address
.)

4 .. ..Staff of tte 27th Amy 13*6.43

1730 o* clock oapL: 100 000 Mwogorje —

T'O^SjE^^e^Golona Klin.
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Air Force messages To the Ccrananders of the 65th and 79th Boraber

Regiments and of the 134th Pursuit Regiment.

In the night from the 25th to 26th of September

ereny approaches in the area Jampol - Ternovka -

Vishnopol and the assembly area in the roods

4km northwest of Novo Archangels are to be

bcrnbed* Report execution.

Chief of Staff of the 9th air array.

Pronpt recognition of such concrete intentions of the eneciy to attack

often led to inpressive German successes particularly in the first two years

of the vz.ro For instance in the early weeks of the siar si#ial intelligence

promptly recognized an order for large scale commitments of the Soviet

bombers against the crossing of the Dtina, this permitted taking counter

Treasures v/hich resulted in the destruction of more than 100 Soviet Barbers

by Germn pursuit plmes (if&Lders) befcre they reached the target area.

Tte great German victory in one of. the convoy battles in the Arctic v:as

likevise the result of a proisptly deciphered radiogram reporting the

situation 5 route, speod and size of the convoy 0

Sigial intelligence was always able to spot and report to the High

Conr-and preparations for large scale enemy operations, for example the

formation of strong points* This information was not based on the content

of individual ressages but upon current observation of occurrences in the

individual front sectors, whereby reports of shifts of strength rare

usually the decisive factor* Here increased importance attached not only

to the analytic vrork but to operational and traffic evaluation, since

careful traffic analysis can note concentration of traffic even on nets

whose positiais have been located [DP] although nothing is known about them

tactically or by cryptanalysis « Always infornstive and significant vas

tfe request for or the Introduction of special uni^s, generally of a type
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indicating preparations for attack* e. g. O.G.JJ.D. (colloqually Stalin

organ)* Iraaediately pending . operat ional plans v*eve always associated

vrith the appearance in the traffic of assult troops. The bringing up of

reserves, vrtiieh is often recognised by signal intelligence, <fixl not necessar-

* ily point to impending attack bit when ether characteristic signs were present

could very v*ell signify "wholesale preparations for major operations*

The following simple xtessa^s can lead one to expect op^ations if

otter signs are at hand*

Army message: To Rubin

Load by 18 April for 47 army 20 T-34 and 15 SlS.
Request escort troops of 1491st Infantry Reticent.
Maintain contact r.ith us. Line test [ ?J follows •

Report execution «

Chief of Equipment and Supply of the IJcrthwest
front
Majcr Stepanov.

Arqy message : To the Chief of Staff of the 47th Army Colonel
Petrushkin.

3 Q.G.M.D. have arrived at the 273rd Infantry
Division*

Only a limited amount of amiainiticn at hand. I

Further supply and sharpshooters are expected*
Morale of the troops and condition of the
vehicles good.
Chief of staff of the 273rd Infaxtry Division
Ma£or Rylov.

Of only indirect, though in the long run not to be underestimated

importance, was decipherment of supply messages frem which a fairly clear

pictire of the enemy supply situation in the individual areas could be dravzn.

Knowledge of the supply situation, of available stocks of ammunition, of

available motor fuel etc, sometimes permits accurate deductions us to the

fighting strength particularly of encircled continents. The author still

recalls distinctly the current, almost uninterrupted information on the
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supply situation of Soviet Troops in the Crinea daring the late winter

of 1%2 9 At that tine Signal Intelligence could report daUy for almost

every hostile unit the food sapply and the stock of ammunition by caliber

and nunfoer of shells, precise ouantitiSs of motor fuel and other stocks,

sonstirtes the replenishment expected.

Sfcannle of acununiticn report:

imp ffessage: To the Chief of Equipment of the B3ack Sea Amy*
iUmnunition stocks of the IS 31ack Sea 3rigade:
Hires (for mine throwers) SI m — 470, 105 am ~
62, PTO (ffTOz nPoTtiBO'TAHKOJiCF OP^An'e
38

/mti-taafc";
:

guns) 76m — 905, Rifle cartridges
13O30cRomanov*

Of similar importance i<as the decipherment of enemy reports on his

losses of personnel and isateriel v&ich at tines could be deciphered

currently alc«g individual sectors. In the above mentioned phase in the

Crimea Signal Intelligence vas able to give specific reports almost daily

.

Such reports were generally a part of cessans tfiich also touched on other

questions. The part coming into cuestion would have approxinsately the

following content:

Amy message: 4. Losses for the 23*2.42 of the 17th .

Black Sea Bri^de: killed-non-cons 3* enlisted men !ij wounded-
officers 1, non-commissioned officers 2, enlisted
men 24; missing-non-coms 1, enlisted men 17,
kil2ed-l horse* Burned 2 T-34, hit 1.

Since such reports often ended ttith the present strength in personnel

and EBteriel or uere followed by such reports after a short time interval,

thqy afforded a very useful picture. For instance tte author recalls that

tte operational group "Popov" during its break tfaroigh nvvemab to the Sea
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of Azov in the spring of 1943 reported in its daily reports the losses and

also the strength vo.th the greatest precision for each of its units* Since

these messages w&e read the information could be utilised by the German

command*

No less important for air oim decision ras knavledge of proposed or

actual ly occurring replenishments of enemy units v;hich could be gained

from deciphered messages, often :;ost precisely* The messages announcing

the arrival of replacements usually contained illuminating details*

Exsnple of a report of a replacement transport*

Army ressaga: *.*send on the evening of 17*4.43 to Komarvka
staticn 1 officer and o men to take charge of
740 replacements* Divide these as follows:

Of the 172 tankmen give 4& to the 36th guard
tank brigade, 64 to the 174th tank brigade^
the remaining 60 to the group Kustinov. Of
the 43 radio men 21 U> 1%th tank brigade, the
remaining 22 to the 216th motorized infantry
brigade* Of the 64 W men ail to Kustinov*
Tine remaining 461 men v&ll be divided between

your own and the 311th Infantiy Division according
to need* • • •

•

/JLso the ivithdravjl of badly battered units from the front and their

transfer to the interior for regrouping, as rail as the setting up of

entirely new units from ths* recruits^ could often be recognised by Si^ial

Intelligence. Thus it was possible to foil07/ for a time during the v/inbcr

of I94I/42 the setting up of tv;o new armies, to learn various details

regarding the training of the recruits and* most important of all, to

reeogiize the probable date and area of commitment. Events later confirmed

the essential accuracy of information =sdned from decipherrant,

The picture of the fighting strength of the enemy was rounded cut by

decipherment of radiograms giving details as to the health and morale of
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tte troops. Reports of this character occurred especially frequently in

the early months of the *«ar and, coming rastly fron units which had been

cut off, often bore an alarning character. 3ufc even after the situation

had stabilised the political leadership of the medium and small units

soretinies had oceas&a* to complain about sinking ;x>rale or open

diGsatisfaction. Netewerthy and significant for evaluation of the

fighting spirit of the RKKA was the care observed during the entire war

to suppress the obviously strong trend toward desertion in the ranks of

the Red Aray« *n endeavor naa made to counteract this by camouflaging

tte International Coraunist Bolshevist Ideal, which v;as not very dear to

the feart of the fighting men of the RKKA, as a national patriotic affair.

Sigial Intelligence was able to observe the systematic arrangensnt to bring

about such a change in the spirit of the troops.

Examples of raessages dealing with riiorale, health, attenpts at desertion

and internal service.

Array niessage: To the Chief of Staff of the 33rd Anmr Colonel
Rudin*

The norale of the troops is poor. Enemy pressure
from the direction of Koslovo increases hourly*
Attempts at desertion in the 113th armoured brigade
are increasing, anti-tank ammunition is lacking^
Please supply by air.
Chief of Staff Lieutenant Colon Burlayev.

Aray message: To Lieutenant 3urlayev<>
The Goaraander of the 113th /.racured Brigade is
to be relieved, he is to be brought to the front
staff on 15 February. Provide sure escort <>

Colonel Hudin, Komissar V/ernyj.
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KKVD messa^:

Amy ;.-BSsag@:

Aray nessage: To the army staff,
"

The condition of hsalth in the division is
catastrophic*
HLsentary of epidemic proportions, 379 cases
to date*
Request medical assistance*
Coranander of 164th Infant ly Division.

To the NKVD Front Staff of the 1st Ukranian Front*
It is reported that operative and nobile groups
of the I28th NKVD regiment hive repeatedly picked
up and held Red Away nen of various units of the
51st army who \;btb encountered in the supsly area
without obvious raasone There is suspidbcss of
dasarticn.
Cooraander of the 128th MKVD regiment.

To the Connaanders of the Units of the 3&th
Infantry Division •

Give instruction-, regarding the latest speech
of the Marshall of the Soviet Union, Coiarad
Joseph Stalin.
Chief of Staff of the 25th ah^«

Soratii^es decipherment of authenticators and pass wrds led to local,

generally lesser successes. Such cessages often gave the airplane laarkings

for several days, occassicnally for two or three weeks in advance, and their

content v/as quite useiiil for cur command.

Example of a riessage regardir^ airplane markings:

Amy and Air message
s To the ComsEnders of the 105th, 67th3 264th, and

301st Infantry Divisions, 18th and 107th Amoured
Brigades. For recognition of aircraft by army
units signal—aw a friendly plane — . On 23.5.
by day dip the right wing twice, in the night fran
23*5* to the 24.5* short flashes ly plane lights
for a period of 3 seconds.

.

0n 24.5. by day
alternately dipping both vdqgs 3 t±^s 7 in the
night from 24.5 to 25.5 2 white and 1 red rocket.
On the etc 0
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Exsanple of a iressage giving countersigns

NKVD message: Passtwds for 27*H« Challenge "Taschkent % ansiver
fIKasaicstan ft

, For the 28 QH challenge ftilonor", answer
. "fame'1

, the • etc.

PriiaarlLy from the deciphersent of raiiograms of KKVD border and

security troops employed in the security zone valuable deductions could

be made as to the situatf.cr . -directly behind the Russian front. From

this traffic it could be seen that the difficulties caused by"German

agents dropped at ni
:̂
it behind the Soviet lino were considerable and

called far extensive action in defense. Knowledge of the measures taken

by the Soviets agiin and c^ain isade it possibLe to perfect our method

of employing agents. 3ands operating in the Soviet supply area, anti-

Soviet Ukranlan and Baltic elements and snail groups of deserters from

the RKIU f caused considerable disruptions* Kaoviledge of the existence

and activity of such ,findirect allies" gave the German leaders a chance

to incorporate them in their plans and led to support of such groups with

materiel, The extent of these disturbances becoioes evident from the fact

that the NKVD Security Troops mere often obliged to employ rather con-

siderable contingents — sometimes several regiments and even operative

NKVD divisions — to liquidate these bands. Thus the ISth NKTO Cavaliy

Regiment v;as tied up in the southern Unraine over 4 weeks by one such

action 0

Examples of ressages of Border and Security Troops NKVD shoeing assignments

in the supply area of the front.
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message:

KIVD messages

To the conaaanders -of NKTO regioents 103 ,86,and 87.

The forest area coordinates 4721,4719,4720,4319,
4820 and 43ZL is to be combed thoroughly,
dispersed enemy groups are to be liquidated, the
forratien of bands vdth the aid of the populace
is to be prevented under all circumstances ,

Report whether it is vdse to evacuate or to
shift population. See to putting the roads in
repair* Heport execution at once.

Chief of the HKOT Front Staff of the second Ukranian
front Colonel Kusnetsov.

To outposts 4*6,7*3 and 9* In the night 3?cci

4th to 5 th October the enemy dropped agents in
the area 6211, 6212, 6311c
Taks measures to find then.
Coi.inanier of the 68th KKVD regiment

.

To the Cciasander of the 66th KKVD ReglEKSit.
On 8 October
civilian Pavel, Ivanovitsh Jershov, was arrested,
25 years old, dark blond hair, blue eyes,
medium hei^it — stocky, no special narks of
identification, dressed in a green jacket, old
grey trousers (stiefelhosen) and black amy boots,
-without proper papers •

leader of the 8th outpost Lieutenant Bogdanov.

•; the Ccanrander of the 74th NKTO reginent.
The villages Sloveni and Krassilovo are to be
de-populated. Use all inhabitants capable of labor
for bringing up motor fuel [?3 on the auto road £?]
between Sloven! and Tolotshin, for the rest proceed
according to normal instructions.

Cldef of Staff TIKVD of the Second Ukrain
front—Colonel Pushkin.

To the recennaisance of the situation in the rear area belongs the

recognition b*r signal intelligence of traffic conditions on Soviet railways,

waterways and highways* Reports real shoiviig overburdening of particular

stretches, the assembling of transports at particular points, the re-routing

of certain supplies, not only provided useful hirits for the e&ploynenb of
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of armament plants beyond the Urals.

T;ith the coming of winter 1942 partisan activity began in the

Russian territory occupied by (rerciany and in the course of tire this spread

ovar practically the entire German supply area • Thece units operating on

very different scales ;v<yo at first entirely on their om but later v/ere

ccnbined into a general partisan orfipnizatica and their employment was

regulated from the Sariet Union. Special staffs of the partisan movement

^ere created which cooperated i&th the front staffs of the HKVD troops in

the particular regicn. Determining the location of such partisan groups

and combatting them vaa possible only by watching the radio traffic betiveeri

the groins and their staffs and deciphering the messages.

Lite crgans for partisan control guided the employment of 'groups of

scouts and agents in the German rear, even in Germany itselfj these agents

v;ere generally dropped from planes. Here again it was up to Signal

Intelligence to make it possible to find these agents. Hcrcever althou^i

a large portion of army, navy and NKVD systems v^ere read, taking then on

a percentage basis, decipherment of partisan, scout and agent messages was

far more difficult, in part impossible . This was die to the great nucber

of different systems — actually each agent had his om keys, to the

difficulty of the ciphers themselves — individual additive systems, double

transpositions, and grilles — but' even :;ore to the scant amount of

homogeneous naterial.

Examples of Partisan,Scout and Agsit messages.

Sirall transports of troops on the auto road.

;Little rail traffic, principally wounded from the front.

Burlak.

-TOr SECRET
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To Group Rodina

Preverfc bringing up supplies on the stretch Ossipovitshi—Bobruisk

by bloaing 151 the temporary bridge over the Volanka.

Staff Ssafalya,

To Staff Pusa:

The agents Feodr, iibraaovitsch Ustov — Bobruisk, Gorki St. 14 and

Ivan Gavrilovdtch Rudenko—Bobruisk, street of the October Revolution

1927 are to be shadowed. They are suspected of coanunicating Kith the

enemy.

Nikitin./

Our station recognized, awing to 3rd alternate position.

Request nets key material, food and money via latia.

Calling again at 2300 ©»olock.

Golcbann.

Toward the last, l%h/l6, reports of this kind had to be taken very

serlcusly for they showed indirectly the conditictis behind the German front

and in the often insecure supply area . - In many cases it was possible

through reading such aessages to preve* single acts of sabotage and

partisan attacks cr to pick up agents or scouts. However the great lack ,

of personnel on the eastern front , ma decisive in this matter, the security

units of the German Amed Forces consisting of "old gentlemen" were hardly

ever able to achieve i^jortant successes in combatting these organizations

on the basis of pgrfectfy good hints from Signal Intelligence.

In the final phase of the war abnndant traffic could be intercepted
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which ?;hen decitiered revealed the activity of a Polish nationalist

novement * From the content it could be learned that this nosrement for

the irionent adopted a waiting attitude v&th regard to the Soviet Union and

received its directives directly from London. It could be recognized that

this organization then in the course of formation was pursued by RKTO

organs as became evident from nurasrois reports about arrests of their nsnbers

by the Russians. There Here also repeated complaints of acts of terrorism

in the part of the NKVD# The texts of these roessages ?;ere in the Polish

language and v;e r® concerned v;ith the need for setting up, expanding and

strengthening the organization* The scanty deliveries of arms, inadequate

propaganda material, an unreliable and war weary attitude cn the part of

the Polish population prevented this nationalist movement from becoming

an inportant factor* absolutely anti-German in the beginning, rather pro-

Russian, as a result of the brutal acts of the Russians and the constant

arrests of its leadens, the movement became definitely hostile to the

Soviets and for a time ?.'as inclined to make common cause vath German

minorities and Isolated Baltic groups. The ffiWD units knew toe? to reduce

this party very quickly to the status of an insignificant underground

nove&ent by using its own agants and denunciations, by arrest, sending into

exile and execution •

The examples given probably shot/ quite clearly the importance of a

Signal Intelligence Organisation. Carried cn systematically and cont inuously

it affords in peacetine ouite important informtion regarding the develop-

ment of various branches in the country under observation. Often it pernits

deductions as to the true irtentions vhich the country under observation may
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be striding more or less cleverly to conceal. In tine of «ar the value of

Signal Intelligence is obvious. It warns its csm coimand by giving it

Qreny plans, it enables the comnand to make its dispositi ore, with reason-

able security, by sketching the situation and strength of the eneia:-r# and

it points out vaeak enemy positions and profitable targets for atteck^

Thus to a certain extent Signal intelligence eliminates the uncertainty

and therefore the risk from military actions. It is perhaps the youngest

branch of the service but already has considerable acmnen and v:hen employed

intelligently and on a large scale inust not be underestinu ted either in

defensive or offensive warfare.
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Part II Technical Part

After gdying in Part I an oyerall picture of the Soviet /irmy and

Airfcrce and of the political organisation of the HKTO and having shcan

the individual cipher inessages vdthout any technical corsrientary, these

messages "tfiich are the stones of which Evaluation constructs its mosaic,

;ve wiU now discuss Hussian cryptograph and give details of the individ-

ual systems •

Since a Ascription of this material presupposes a certain acquaintance

with technical expressions^, an alphabetic compilation of these terms v;ith

brief e^lanations has been included in Fart B" (appendices) . The appendices

include also illustrations, sketches, and tables on single sheets which make

it possible to compare the descriptions in the text idlth such presentation

All drawings, plans, sketches and tables are schematic reproductions,

since without exception they had to be made up fron ujemary. In general

they are clo se to the real article and in handling and structure should

coincide ccnpleteLy with the real thing* The figures in the survey of

performance and status are roughly rounded out and are consciously tal©n

too low rather than too high

•

It need only be added that in this technical part the author fully

guarantees the essentially accuracy of this statenent, both in respect

to the text and to the graphic reproduction*
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Russian cryptography

In structure and organization.

I. Army and airfares*

a» The 8th Section of the General Staff of the RKKA and its sub-
ordinate or^ns.

b. Basic changes during the v;ar dam to the status of the spring 1945

a. Direction and control of the HKTO cryptographic work,

b. Brief survey of internal traffic.

c« Trafiic of Partisans, Scouts, and Agents,

The chapter on Russian cryptography in structure and organization is

the only section o* this repert not derived exclusively from results of

decipherment* It nust be evident that the structure of the 8th Section

of the General Staff in Moscow and its functions could not be the subject

of enciphered coiimunicaticns but that knowledge regarding it inust be secured

from other sources* Fcr this reason all prisoners and deserters suspected

of having oven the slightest official connection with these matters were

turned over for interrogation to the control station of Signal Intelligence*

In joost cases the aifchor conducted the interrogations himself and thenks

to these and to information obtained by decipher nant and capture he was

able to draw a practically complete picture of the structure of this control

organization which corresponded very closely to the ikct3# The reasons

'which early in 1%2 forced the Russians to depart fraa their previous habits

in cryptographic /natters are proven by events as these statements -will show*
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The highest authority aid hence the controlling office for all matters

connected T?ith cryptography in the army and air force of the Soviet Union

is the 8th Section of the General Staff of the HKKA in Moscow* Directly

subordinated to it are all Sth Sections of the staffs of the front, of

armies , and corps and all 6th Sections of divisions and brigades as well

as the SCRO (SHO) ~LUO=W»q>£ OT/f£/>- - cipter sections of

the !c**er echelons. The Sth Section of the General Staff in Itoscow is sub-

divided according to its duties into three groups, of Hfhich each takes

over a nuxaber of functions* Constitution of the Sth Section of the General

Staff of the REKA.

Group 1: Personnel natters •.

Issue und recall of cryptographic oaterials for the anuy and
airfares*

Production of cryptographic isateidals.

Registering all ciffoer messages in operational anci tactical
syateos.

Grotp 2: forking cut of nechanical aids.

Development of Glyptographies naterials and checking proposals
relating thereto.

Group y. Employment ofTAH #0 PA3B£A KA -

radio reconnaisarce.

Cryptanalysis

Evaluation.

The first group also is, for all practical purposes, the acfoinistration

of the Sth Section, in close contact v&th the KKVD it is responsible for

selection and maintenance of cryptographic personnel, it sets up training
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courses and distributes the trained men according to needs. Tip to the

spring of 1%2 Grcn* 1 «s solely responsible for the distribution <* c^ypt-

ographio mterials bob was obliged to give *P this function, as events

showed, However ft regained responsible for the issue, recall and replacement

of the operational-tactical 5-digit system (Chiffre) and had to provide

current «H8 of eneiphernant Cadd±t±re sequence^ for ttis autographic

system. AH radio »S8BflM in this *>st important Bussian V*mv**9 sent

in the original, after they had fulfilled their imediate purpose, to

Group 1 of the 8th Section and tm» here sorted and filed from the point

of view of military history. They *ere intended to form the basis for a

subsequent general staff study as W» repeatedly stated by captared higher

officers.

Th3 task of working out new cryptographic mterial **S divided between

the first and second group, ^e the second group undertook the purely

theoretical development according to cytologic principals, the first group

checked these with respact to suitability and convenience, *acog the duties

of Group 2 belong the conpilation of the 5-plsce, virtually endless digite-

seouemes (additive eequence) used for eacipheriixg the oporstiona^tactical

CWffre. Systems of call signs and ware allocations were also «wted cut

here. Beyond that, Group 2 was occupied checking proposals received from

people outside. After the shift in 1942 Group 2 devoted its principal

attention to the developaent- of Baudot traffic.

(Jroup 3 had essentially the same tadcs as Signal Intelligence in the

German army. However, while the importance of this intelligence agency

could no longer be questioned in Germany, <fae to its successes, the third
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group of the 8th Section of the General Staff in Moscow may have remained

a stepchild down to the final years of the v;ar.

In the choice of Signals personnel, in particular of those working

sdLth cipher, an extraordinarily strict rule vjas applied doin to the beginning

of 1942. It is known from repeated interrogations and confirmed by captured

material that all rasmbers of the 8th Section or its subordinate organs,

hence d«n to the last SCHO member in the smallest unit, ted to be old party

members and absolutely reliable in their political views. Hence

selection ctf this personnel v.as made undo* absolute control of the NKTO.

Moreover the tvo special schools for cipher personnel in Moscow and Tambov

were conducted by the NKVD. Before the war and dorai to early 19U the period

of training at these schools was 6 iaonths. Aside fron operating very varied

cipher 3, the history of cryptography v/as taught in condensed form and the

field of crypt analysis was touched upon briefly. However, it is certain

tfet no decipherment of any type of foreigi cryptograms T,as taught and

practiced at these schools and that the brief glimpse of cryptanalysis was

only intended to demonstrate to the pupils that such a thing existed and to

train arxl inspire them to precise, responsible use of cryptographic material.

Thus one prisoner, a Russian captain in the cryptographic field, stated in

tte course of the interrogation that at both the schools for cipher personnel

great attention v?es paid to the time of the • orld uar 1914A3 in the history

lessens on cryptography* The significance of cryptograms as such is

emphasized historic events \*hich can influence tte course of operations,

e.g. tfe prelude to the battle of Tarmenberg v/here the Russians sent their

messages in clear because both iSrtners had different cryptographic material.

A^ter the heavy losses in the sunmer and autunn of 1941» also among crypto-
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graphic personnel, it v/as necessary to change the requirements regarding

selection and to reduce the training period at the schools • The Ru3siah

with his ingrained tendency to allow only the smilest possible nun&er of

people any insight into secret matters had not been able to mke provision-

for the loss of trained people and provide trained replacement s at once,

he \:&s therefore obliged to give up an all too strict and thorough selection

of cryptographic personnel* Since 1943 especially suitable non-members of

the corrmnist party can be employed as cryptographers , if they are otherwise

dependable, the period of training which was first reduced to three months

has since 1%3 been only one nonth. Due to the high personnel losses the

nunfoers in the 8th and 6th Sections respectively had to be sharply reduced

and the great loss of officers now led to the introduction of civilian officials

as directors of 6th and 8th Sections of the corps* ns I rexaeiabca?, personnel

strength of these sections, before and after the reduction, was stated by

prisoners as follows:

Frorib Staff
(8th Section)

Array staff
(8th Secticn)

Corps staff
(8th Section)

Divisional staff
(6th Section)

Brigade Staff
(6th Secticn)

Before the Reaction

Chief ;Lt.Colonel
2 officers; 2D men

Chief; Major
2 officers;12—15 men

Chief; Captain
1 officer; 10 men

Chief; 1st Lt*
6 men

After the reduction

Chief; Major
1 officer; 15 men

Chief; Captain
1 officer; 10 men

Chief; Adjutant
(1st Regimet ), 6 men

Chief; Adjutant 2nd Regiment
3 nien

Similar to division staff a
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Interestirg and illiwdnafcing for the importance of secrecy is the

fact that the sections warkirg rith ciphers at the in&vidual Staff could

only be entered by the Conrander, his deputy and the higiest political
^

functionary and that, aside fron the Section Chief of the moment, only these

had the right to check the i.ork of the individual cipher clerks. The cipher

personnel on its part van only pernitted to take orders free its irradiate

superior, i. e* the chief of tte Section concerned. Since the chief of

the cipher section, at least in the first year, *as an did party mmbor and

thus very often closer to the political functionary of the unit than to the

Canrander, there were often disagreeable conflicts which night ultimately

lead to an ±>solute split between political and military leadership. In

any case down to the niddte of 1%2 it \:as practically impossible for the

Coocander to send a report by radio without the knov^led^ and counter

signature of the Commissar whether to a superior office or only to sub-

ardimte faraaticxis. This untenable situation came to an end vrith the basic

changes in tte course of 1%2, the competences of the political leadership

viere clipped pro forma in hanncny with the proclamation of the war as a

fatherland crusade snd the Commanders new obtained the right to mate their

decisions themselves. Practically hcrever everything remained the sane

since the Coian&ssar still lad the ri£it to read all messages and could,

if he choose, use these as proof against the nilitaiy leadership*

Since cuts in personnel and training tine doubtless occurred in other

parts of the Sigial Service at the same time, it i.as comprehensible that

pqrfornance and dependability of the operators and cipher clerks nust suffer

tterecy and consequently more errors appeared in either nessages which

frequently nade deciphernerrt much rare difficult * Frequent inquiries on
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manor Russian circuits and requests for repetition or changes of key proved

that the consequences of the cut and the difficulties in their own opera-

tions tore becoming noticeable* These facts were doubtless one of the

reasons for the rapid extension of Baudot lines in internal cannunicaticns,

in this v?ay it t*as possible to spare communications personnel in the

interior VJhether din adcjiticn to Baudot, cipher teleprinters and coie

recently speech scrambling Eachims, pure cipher machines hare also cane

into use on internal circuits is not quite certain, however it can be

stated tint traffic in machine systens had not appeared on railitaxy

circuits up to May 1945 • One camct escape the impression that the Russians

prefer manual enci}herment, at least for use with the armed forces, all the

nr>re since in the use of l-ti£B additive he has fourd the ideal system

of encipfoerrBnt

According to the statements of prisoners, deserters and agents,

Russian radio intelligence attaches primry importance to traffic analysis,

direction finding and observation of operations while ostensibly crypt-

analysis was able to show only scant results in spite of extensive employ-

xaent cf the 8th Section in Moscow* This statement is based solely on such

testimony and cannot be proven since there is no possibility of checking

on it On the ether hand it is certain that a largs staff of scientific

employees, including lingaists and mathematicians , was active in cryat-

axialytic vjork in the 8th Section cf the (reneral Staff in Moscow and it is

quite possible that more or less success t:as achieved in this field if we

consider the Russian mentality, their aptness and talent for mathematical

matters and secret affairs • Ve msy add that among the "temporarily secret *
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ciphers and enBrgercy teys used by the Germans were sore systems which were

anything bub secure end that in the beginning armored units for instance

used Sigial Cedes *ose canposition and encitherraant would not even be

considered today. Russian traffic analysis was able during the v:ar to achieve

very considerable successes to the sorrow of the German earmold by intensive

use of tarn and equipment and uhinterrurted observaticn of various German

circuits . Thus for instance the Russians monitored with great persistence

the arrival and departure of Gernan planes at all sorts of airfields. An

antiquated system of call signs on the German part often gave them a chance

to determine the number of planes and their type and to recognize what they

•were doing. Far /ore unpleasant for the German frcot in the East, which

v:as often wry thinly held in insufficient depth, was the fact that the

Russians by studying indicator groups ani by direction finding recognized

the joints in the German front and cone eatrated tha£r attacks on these

,
points which, as everyone knows, are likely to be the weakest. Cryptanalyais

in the army at the front accounted for only a little developed, quite

unesseribial part of the liussian Signal troops, a few front Staffs had units

fcr cryptanalytic work but from the army down to the division only a few

intercept operators and DF men were available.

Preparation and issue of new cryptographic systems as well as withdrawal

of those to be replaced was exclusively the duty of the 8th Section of the

General Staff in I'csecw till I5arch 1%2. In this way a unified direction and

cortrol vjas possible ani the issue of only a few general systems had the

advantage that these were well mastered by ths cryptographic personnel and

that errors in general could be voided. It is obvious that this type of
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miiled direction .as also of great advantage f* unauthorised decipher-

^ because a cone****** of^ tfffl* *^
into the .vm and tl» xelative* long period of » of the single

^taa as -II as theW United number was what rade possible expanding

these breate. After the first of the bat™* Ctaaaany and

the Soviet Unim the mmm* <*
to

respect to the exposition and distribution of cryptographic system.

Tha rapid German advance during the sunesr and autaan of 1%1

inevitably rented in the German capture of nuaaroxs Soviet cryptographic

doc^ts of the and airforce. Sims tt« they v,exe used universally

the capture of a single copy m* sufficient to expose the systeas of the

entire front, it *» obvious that the Soviet Suprs-e Coanand had to *aice

a change as qui***? as possible. This basic change in the organisation

of its orography in a period which «as evading* critical for the USSR

«. put through in the notably brief period of three tenths, using threats

of the saverest panalties for any delays or contravention, and by the

elation of the ««* of March 1«2 w contrast

to the cmtralisatiat of tines the construction and distribute of

cipher material was no. Mm**** °^ *» Preparation ani issue of

the operational and tactical 5-digit code (Chiffre) .as still reserved for

the-Sth Section of the neneral Staff in Boeeo, while the front ^tess-

« cancuflaged corHnunications of the Demand, ware worked «t by the Signal

Chiefs of the subordinate units, issued at their discretion and replaced

whm there .as danger of capture. *hs aystess thus originated ^ere dis-
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setting up and rorking out of SOT systems by the individual Sigial Chiefs

a schecie was worked out by the Sth Section in Itasccn which outlined in a

general ray the size and character of such ciphers bat contained no

directives as to the choice of encipherrant • The 4-digit codes Tith 3000

to 10,000 groups, vihich had been used in conacn by the anqy and the airforce

dovn to the beginning of 1942,for arqy — corps — division — brigade —
regiiaent, rare tdthdratm, although according to their oto statements codes

of this type had appeared absolutely secure doon to 1%2, inasnaach as the

encipheriBnt tables rore different frco all larger formations. One code of

this kind, the "CKK-S^Yras captured by the Finns during the Russo-Finnish

Mar end a oopy Tas passed on to the German High Comacd. ^JLthou^i, according

to a radiogram, the loss of this code v:as known to the Russians, on3y the

compromised enciph<a*iaent tabLs was vdthdravai ivhile the system as such

remained in use for months. It may be assured that only the very frequent

capture of such systems T:ith the most varied enciphernent tables finally

induced the Russians not to use systeos of this kind in the anny and air-

force for the time being. Although according to the stateronts of prisoners

other large 4-place codes were in preparation, none of them appeared again

dovai to the date of capitulation*

It is solely due to this change in cryptographic organization that the

readability, especially of army messages, became less and the capture of

new systems, -which were employed in a small area, no longer endangered the

vhole# The multiplicity of such systeirs, the relatively sH$it amount of

intercepted traffic on the individual nets and the brief period of validity —
particularly in the army, raade deci-rharioent extremely difficult and often made

work co. small and very small groups of ressages an impossibility* If in
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spite of this it was possible right do*<n to the final days of the war to

pro-ri.de the high corjaaid t.-ith important reports , often when our can

to the fact that the former German arzzy had plenty of trained, practiced

cryptanalytic personnel* Compare appendix 3> part 17 — Chart of general

types of cryptographic systens c.rranged by size and area of use*

At the end of the section dealing v:ith cryptographic systens of the

arcy and airforce the surmise may be vultured that the 8th Section of the

General Staff in- Moscow nay, now th t the rer is ever, return to the fomer

centralization of compilation and issue of cryptogenic material • The

author sees reasons for t* is in the fact that 1) administration and

control of the elaborate set-up can be handled ruch nore easily in this

way and 2) in the reflection that the sole cause for the change in 1%2 —

the possibility of capture by the eneciy of secret docuaents — no longer

holds* This change would be very icportant for our or/n cryptanalysis since,

assuming a long period of use and resultant greater tass of intercepts within

any given sy^ber., it "would allow devoting nuch care to vork on the systems

and result in the reading of completely deci]>hered messages rather than

mere fragments. The only question is, hew far the Russian nay have been

induced by the experience of the v^r, in particular by inspection of the

results of German cryptanalysis end the statements of prisoners, to change

his cryptographic systen and radio ccoruinicatiois further in any basic way

and to aiapt them to present day requirensnts* The ansv:er to this question

can only be given by sifting and studying actual iBssa;e i^aterial*

Central Office for the cryptographic office of the NKVD orgm is

located i<ith the ©SP-JIKTO in Hoscow* Organization and function of this

comunieations system ?;as having great trouble, this was exclusively due
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Seetlax in the fieLd of JJKVB csgptqssaj*y an not teonu In contrast to

the cryptqgxaphiB ayst^ra of th© arqy soft the alrfbrca ft laaar possible

to captwe EKTO ^gbercs which tram in bm» At rapists point* fa the fsoat

4-plaea HCTD codes did fall Into tte hands of Oetfik troops bt& thenm
already cub of we or rare resanre flpBtam i*dch beeaae of tha OMpPOBtoS

never ^er© pot into use* (tenso^on^ tte fiKTO Cryptographic Ceate&i OfifSs®

in Moscow \£as able to rairtadn tSmsi^aefc tte «tire *ar ite rartfcod of

ctttz^isatitin fes* the prepeustim* too «d raosU of cryptographs©

sateriaU For this reason the Section of GB^-NKH) corresponding to the 8fch

Section of the General Staff of tha BSE1 «as not obliged to mk& any radical

change in the fvrther degreloixaaito of ciyptographio system as sac* but

remained stabstantiaUy unchanged fita* ffee tine w began systematic observe

tlco down to tha dey of capiiulatiwu Therefore in spite of the sseat

number of dif2es>ax& KKVD organs there was caiy^a liglted tmaber of SE7D

cipher systaats in use and these raoataed in use for a relatively' long ttae*

often mere tlBa year** Thia gore the chance fbr our crtfpttoa3y*ts to

do extensive votk and led eventually to vtust often was 100& rea&2£Lity«

However one moat not make the mistake cf regarding the HKPD qtft*» a*

simple* easily broken caesa on the contrary from the beginning they resisted

systematic analysis extreiae3y wall and the ultimate complete readibdliiy tf&s

only due to the lozg period of use and the ctcsequsnt great aiaonnfcs of

haaogenecna material and to the untiring industry of those! who wcrketf en

thesu It sounds paradoxical to say that tha cipher section regarded every

relatively important capture off cryptographic material v&th very mixed

feelings-* Even thoigh captured o&terial frequently made possible complete

working out of partially broteh s^tecs, on the other hand the inevitable
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cc&seqiense rms the replacement of these systems "which ware now cocpletely

legible but soon oit of use* Since as already xamtio ied lira NKTO material

ne -or fell into £enaan hands, it "»as possible in the ci]ter section to

acecaplish zors with far less pareotmel with NKSD than edih amy and airfares

^jrstems*

Tte ffiottitcring and deciphering of ixiernal radio traffic sas not an

assigaMrt oT £rs$r signal intaHigsaca raits but necessarily aessages of

internal rsti&rks were solved and fccrted cn« Special offices in the fbrster

Persian arsay wre occupied aoong other things with the reception of messages

of Baudot circuits, the value of the results however belonged in a different

sector* Even in the years 1938/39 a relatively simple device */as constructed

vfoich Jifide Ut possible to reproduce diroctly on typewriters the 3audot

massages which in part i«re transmitted fcy hi^i-speed transmitters* The

results fran the point of view of content in no wise corresponded to the

expectations * Of the entire traffic monitored at great expense at best

10£w useful for economic leaders >Mle pdlitary~politicel natters

constituted hardly l£« The mjcr portion of these oessages was like the

content of tin long distance telephone messages and contained private or

busirass affairs It was learned that all these circuits rare not only

monitored and controlled by the WKtfD but in many oases were directed by it,

and that in all probability the GOP - HKVD rcis also responsible in large

xaeasure fcr the issue of cryptographic naterial for internal radio traffic.

.The TTKTO also had an important share in preparation and issue of

cryptographic naterial for partisans, scouts, era! .agents* lath the original

multitude of partisans operat &ig independently and T.ith tha mss eniployraant

of agents and scouts in the enerjr's rear, prcsrisiai had to be made for



ctrrer* replaces*!* of cryptographic aaterisl hereby it uss of prise

importance that the systems be bandy, siisple to use and yet assure* This

task could no* be accomplished by a single catbzal office ho^w big,

hence the individual partisan ataffe, *hich verm ^oerally in the

imedi&te vacinity of aray and also HCTD front staffs, were assigned pro-

duction and distribution units fea8 such cryptographic systenB although all

3uch units ^.sere \mder the gaidance end coefcrd of tho NKVD. AJfchcu^x the

^-stans used in partisan, scout, and agent traffic, frcm the sicplest to

the sost difficult, included sone which v^ere neither theoretically or

practically capable of solution, it can oe stated i.ith good roaecn that

in isany respects Mucfr latitude t?ae afforded the individual imagination aid

discretion • * noun, similar to that in the SUV qjrstsas of the array and

airfares, did not exist, the structure and nee of cryptographic means had

to oe adapted here to the iaixaentury needs of ager&s v<ho often viorked alone*

Fran the foregoing it agiln ia apparent to ximt an extent the HCTD

exart^ed aa influence in affairs of the amy and aixtforce and also in the

eeonanic field. Since l%k the KKQB has gained increasing influence in

the economic field and taken over some fcuacticn, especially those of control

±rca the NKTO. This does not by any sa&ms indicate the wakening of the NKTO

but is based solely on an overburdening of the latter rith too many other

assignrmts. ALthai^t i.iarjy people xaay entertain the opinion that the in

consequence of its employment arxi influence in all fields and of the vast

number of peopQs engafted and its long period of existence is suffering,

froa over-organisation, it can be asserted on the other hand that this

organization had a very important part in getting through the crises and
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in the victory of the Soviet Unicsa ov^r the Go-nrai anned forces* Especially

noteworthy is the high degree of education and responsibility of the NKVD

personnel which during the entire r.sr prevented any BIRD cryptographic

nsteriaLs in current use from falling into the hands of the enemy*
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The envelopment <£ Russian Military and Political ciypto graphic systems

in ths light of ciyptanalysis.

1„ Systeias of arny, airforce and NKTO

a. Operational systens

b. Signaltafeln [very snail codes]

c. Address codes

d. Substitution systems*

e . Transposition systems

f « Additive systexos*

2. System of Partisans, Sccats. and Agents,

3. Enciphernent and Disguise of Coordinates.

Ths relatively advaiced state of decipherment of Russian material in

• the former German amy was due primarily to the fact that systematic

observation of Russian military and political radio traffic and also work

on the Mages, i.« e. decipherment, *as begun early. Ths development of

Russian cryptography shows how iaportant it is to start decipherment

of the cryptograms of a country whenever possible at a point ?&«s the

cryptography of the country in question is still primitive. It is then

necessary under all circumstances to continue observation of the traffic

without breaks even for a brief period since otherwise ones own signal

intelligence finds it difficult or even impossible to keep step with

developmsits. In the case of Russia it was possible for the former German

signal intelligence to meet all requirements for a favorable develop-

ment of Russian decryption, as the following historical cryptographic

review will prove.

At the outset we may rasnticn the fact that no recipe can be given

for cryptaialysis itself, i. e. for the gsneral ability to break unknown
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systems and reduce them to a readable state* The ahiHly to decipher

v&ll always depend upon a certain gift snd upon oood general knowledge j

linguists and mathematicians being equally important , Naturally the

analyst uses much traditional knowledge such as Sreqaeactes of letters,

bigraias, trigrai23, syllables and rords vhiie mathematical fundamentals
,

of combinatory analysis, theory of series and theory of probability

find application p however knowledge acquired in all these can never

replace the knack of a good cryptanalyst. In the course of time it v*is

possible to develop in various fields of ciyptanalysis noteworthy aids in

the handling of unknown traffic, to work out methods and build mechanical

gadgets uhich are able to speed up and facilitate decipherment „ Precise,

penetrating 1in31istic studies contributed their share to facilitating and

simplifying th=* analysts task. However x.ithin the frame work of this report

it is not possible to go into details respecting such aids and ssthcds and

a discussion of these must be left for a possible further report* Ite

same holds true regarding the training of replacements for signal intelligence

in general and for a Russian staff in particular » ?fce selection of personnel

should be made \?ith due regard for what practice and theory have taught,

which points vdll bo touched on briefly in the first part cf the report*

For various reasons, but primarily to avoid a confusion of technical

expressions and concepts, the various tyres of systems v;ill be treated in

what foliar/ s irrespective of whether they t;ere used ;y army and airforce or

by the NKJTO. •

The development- cf Russian cryptography in general and the perfecting,

expanding and the increasing of type complexity of the several systems are
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a reflection of the. developcent of the RKKa itsaLf . Even though the

cryptographic system of the years 1335—1937 were in the main simple and

vary simple ciphers \*iich scarcely nerit the nane cryptographic systems

tod^y, it is necessary to discuss then if we are to show the development

of Russian cryptography• Primarily these early systems t«ere so called

operational system, simple to use~v?hether for encipherKBnt or decipher-

inert , and serving in the bagiming almost exclusively for operational

needs. Almost the entire radio traffic of the ariay and airfares in

1935 /3o served prdmari3y for instructing the personnel in the secrets of

all matters connected vfith radio.

All cryptogram intended primarily for operational-technical messages

fall under the heading "operational systecs 11
. As examples a few messages may

be reproduced.

Our station will operate tonmrow from 0700 — 11C0 o* clock

aid from 1500 to 1900 o'clock. Levitschenko.

Thy do you not answer all calls?

, Our v/ave length is 157*

To the head of the radio station.

Your operators are performing badly. Have then relieved.

Chief—Signal Officer.

It should be clear that messages of this type were almost absolutely

worthless for evaluation of content and that they could be used solely for

operational studies. Nevertheless this material was important even for

Mercian Signal Intelligence in order to get accustomed to Russian traffic

since in this way one could becooe acquainted v&th the habits, peculiarities

arri manner of sending, message structure and use of call sigis and wave

lengths ax&t as already mentioned., was alie to keep step vdth the observed

situation. Later on even operational/traffic .-sonetiaes gained in significant
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nhsn such a cipher was used as emergency systaa by encircled units as was

the case during the sears 1941/45-

All these systems, al:nost entirely substitutions and in rare cases

snail codes, are trad PT = ft T = HF/ToPHA# 7fit £J1 H 4*

s chatter tables* The first operational system employed for a Ions tiae

by the army and airforce of the entire Soviet Union was the PT—35

(chatter table of the year 1935). Tl-is table did nob appear in traffic

until late 1936, it contained 100 groups and had a new encipherttent alnsost

every day within the individual network*

Compare Appendices 4 and 4a

«

The 10x10 nunfcer squares serving as keys v.^ere called "systea squares'1

and rendered our crypt analysis and especially our operational and traffic

evaluation very valuable service in respect to identification of circuits -

since the call signs of the different stations i^re taken from the same

square v;ith the same nuosrical orientations as the cipher elements used

to encipher texts. In general three to four system scares were used

alternately in one military district and these remained in service up to

two years. Consequently it vas quite possible — and was repeatedly

established-that keys which had once occurred wore used again after not

too long a time, at times an indicator v:as prefixed to the enciphered

text consisting of two digits of ?;hich the ten indicated the first and

the unit the second key sequence of the system square used for encipher-

XTient o

In the final months of 1939 the PT-35 was replaced by the FT-39. In

contrast to the cne it replaced this opsrational table showed sere variants
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and contained two switch groups inriicatiig how these were to oe read.

These sT&tch groups, each having one group in the code, served to tell

the cipher clerk -which of two possible neanings of a group to choose.

Appropriately enough these switch groups readr

1. Read letters (single letters)*

2. ?.ead TOrds.

The type of enci^fceriaer* Vsith the IT 39 was essentially the ^n? as

t ith the FT—35, the system squares t;ere changed socjewhat more frequently.

Conpare Appendices 5 and 5a.

Barly in 1942 the IT 41 succeeded the PT-39. It was of the same

size (lCbdO)j 98 cells out of the hoaidred had tm meanings, a^ain t\x>

switch groups indicate "which neaning is to be taken. Tte aljfcabet and

the digits 0—9 always had two values, the most common letters:

0,J{ , E, H, T, A, B, C, P, K, and a few others fed 3 values.

I&iciphermenfc by system squares remained the saw save that in scxse cases

the squares were now dianged every month.

Coiipare Appendices 6 and 6a.

In contrast to the array and airforce which dorm to 1943 had on© conrnon

operational system vdth daily change of key for each individual network,

" the riKVD organs, in those days the several border guard districts,* almost

always fed their om operational system* Later on the designation operation-

si system v^s only appropriate to a limited degree fcr these systems of

the individual border guard districts, although the border guard Kasakstan

from 195 on had in addition to the operaticnal tabla a 4-place sinple code
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(s«3 substitution sgrsterw) which, as f.r -r-s csntent '.as concerned i_r .

exceeded the linits of an operational eyst-a-•;, all the other border xu<rd

districts, sotse of thee: do;an to 193?, had to use t si-vis system, the

operational systen of the rtoaoat, Tor all ^rr-osos. Ite substitution

of the border i&uvd districts h'orth, Lsnin^i-d and Kasa&sten and that of

the cot st -nerd district Kovorossijsk vhers the sane in structure ..Vrf use

as ths operational systers of the arsy, She only difference ;.as that the

systea of the border gvtrd districts North, Leningrad and Kasafcstai hs.d

instead of tv.o digits a digit and a letter as ci.her elements.

T]^ systea. of the coast cui.nl Odessa .ax; in .:artieuli_r that of the

b<rder gus rd Kasakstan were already ..ore advanced, the foraer v.as collocated,

by using a null, the later by transposition*
r

For ea<&;*eriaerfc of the text aiai uf the call siijis, system squares

like those of the amy and ;drforce were employed* For the raxed elects

used by border .guard districts Rorth, Lenia^d end Kasakst® too system

squares v;ere required, cne with digits irnd one i.ith letters

•

Compare Appendices 7, 7a, 8, 8a, 9, 9a, 10, and lCk.

.

(Operational and general systems of the border and coast guawi district;.

Not until 1939 was a cordon substitution cysten similar to that of the

ariny and airfcrce introduced as operational systens for all HKTO organs 0

Since the structure and use of this new system, uhich was intended only

for operational and tactical traffic, alnost completely correspond to thaf

of the ??—35 of the amy and the oirforce, ue can dispense viith any fuller

reproduction

o
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Regarding the substitution systems for operational use we my say in

conclusion that these almost always involve cither groups of too values —
1 digit cr 1 letter for the horizontal and vertical coordinate% which were

combined in the messages into groups of 2 or 4 places and far the coast guard

Novorsisk into 6-place groups*

Sigial code tables did not appear in the Soviet Unicn until the second

half of the i?ar* These were 3 anrt 4 place systaas of sli^it extent tAich

fall under the heading and type SOT and vere used exclusively by armored

-units. They contained in addition to a spelling alphabet only cne digit

numbers and rords or phrases important for tank warfare with small and

raediuned sized units. In ue ssages of this class unimportant i.
:ords nay be

sent in plairibeaet, simply inserted between cipher elements, map coordinates

—

gererally 5-place — are disguised by the most varied nap or coordinate keys.

Caapare appendices 11 and 11a (Schematic presentation of a small
tank signal code table and a sample
nessage)

*

It i?as very rarely possible to vork out such tank tables completely,

frequait change of key and often very sLigfrt traffic greatly hindered

decipherment • Yet in most cases even fragnentary reading could afford

valuable hints*

Since in general addresses and sigistures spelled out in letters or

syllables afforded the most iinportant starting points for unauthorized

decipherment, the enengr began in 1%3 to encipher these addresses and

signaturescin messages in the SUV qjrstens -with special address and

signature codes quite different from the text* These supplensntal codas

which were issued by a front staff or an army unit contained in addition

to simple concepts like "chief*, "coinnander", "leader", or "deputy"
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composite concepts such as "chief signal officer" and in tie address

code of an amy unit such expended concepts as: "ccmoaider of the 17th

tank brigade" or "chief of staff of the 4th armored army". Interpre-

tations of this last type wexe difficult to reach end could only be

risked after very careful, intensive study of the traffic involved,

'"ith interpretations of this sort decipherment has to assure a great

deal of responsibility because an error of interpretation not only

giyes the wong ordinal of a unit but nay mislead regarding the direction

of attack, the target, the point wfaers the attack is to begin and the

momentary base of the unit invoked. Concepts like those of an address

code only occur as such and cannot be checked by the context elsewhere.

It as particularly difficult to solve enciphewEnts of such address

codes but nevertheless good results were achieved.

Without question the great majority of all deciphered Russian systems

belongs to the class of so called substitution systems, including codes,

cede tables, small and very email codes, and expanded substitutions (Cesar).

Systsas of this type appeared in Russian use from the beginning of our

observations and although they, were mostly quite primitive when compared

with Russian systems of 1945 it may be worthjjiile to sketch then. This

appears all the more necessary since systems of this kind, although some-,

tines with difficult endpherment, could be broken and read currently down

to the very day of capitulation.

A few words regarding the term substitution system [TauschverfahrenJ.

Although this technical expression like all others is explained in

the appendix [29j, it will be taken up here in the text because the inter-

pretation contradicts the strict meaning. In general all replacement
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systems are substitutions since in place of the letter, syllable or the

Herd in the plaintext, a either element, i. e. sons corbination of digits

or letters is written. Or tc put it differently the plain element is

stitutions are called Tauschverfahren where the structure represents an

advarce ever the simple substitution (G&sar) and ?;here in particular the

reincijiierirant goes beyond the fnuaeworfc of a siniple letter- fbr-1stt&r

exchange and provides for substitution of bi&rairis, a nixed substitution—letter

digit) or a multiple (at least 3-fo3d) substitution of monograms,

e» g# with 3-digit nuni>ers — cipter elements for hundreds, tens and units

•

The first systea <hich could fte worked out fairly complete v;as a jjsneral

airforce code used in 1935/37 v:ith approximately 1000 groups.

Co/ipare Appendices 12 and 12a o

The endphemerit- of the systems nfcrely covered the 10 pages, each of

7?hic*i could be expressed by from 2 to 10 different 2-digit numbers, \4iile

the basic code numbers of the individual positions remained unchanged.

Change of encipherinent resulted irregularly and at different times in

different districts and netv?orks. -he amount of naterial intercepted in

this system also varied greatly* In the winter months often for days at

a tiiss no irfessages -were transmitted, i&i-Le in spring, summer and fall

several nets (military districts) viorksd siniultaaeously with this system

although v/ith different encipherJ?ents •

Other airforce codes of lite character appeared yearly around the

first of May and regained in use for a short time, approximately 1 naonthg

In all probability these v^ere used for practice at the maneuver-like air

exchanged for a
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parade held on the first of Hay in Usecca. Vj&h then were enciphered

starting and landing reports, weather reports, operational and traffic

messagss of air units coning and going frcci all parts of the Soviet

Union* TJhen those ^stonis were used it v?as possible for the first time

to note increased ground-air traffic .in cipher* These rare always >pLace

system with 500—600 groups and alphabetic structure. ShcipheraBnb was-

hy singla digit substitution in the 3-digit element.

Aside from a number of other mall and ;«diura codes used for a short

tins* during varices maneuvers and exercises of the airforce in all militaiy

districts, the last air system of this kind, the VAK — 38 «

3o£-/fHtl« ^MAlilie«^rf K©/^3* r airforce code of 1938

deserves special xasnticn. This 3-digit code Kith some SCO groins contained

letters, ir/ords (no syllables! cover groaps for types of planes, numbers,

punctuation marks and compound concepts like "plane ins icade emergency

landing" or "airfieLd unsuitable for landirg". This could be transmitted

with anyone of 3 basic encipherneats designated by the colors black, red,

and green and T&th additional eaeipheroent by 2-digit substitution for

the hundreds and ten (elenents « and 3). Elsaant C (unit renoLiBd

constant in the basic ansoderaent

.

Con?)are Appendices 13 and 13a

This system, used from 1933 to the end of 193?, represented an advance

over its precedessors*3ince 1939 systems of this kLrcl no longer appeared

as general systens of Sari* flying units.

In contrast to the airforce which had had systems like those just

described since 1935, a general system did not appear until 1937 in the arayi'
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Up till then a relatively large army code res knoran only in the military

district of Moscow - This containsd 20 pages v.lth 100 .groups each and was

therefore tvo.ce as extensive as ary air code kiovm u:; to that tine* Of

terainologic-alphab et ic structure [group numbers in natural sequence and

vocabulary in alphabetic sequence] this 4-digLt code was enciphered by 2-

digit substitutiai for e3etr£nts A and 3 (thousand and hnndred) by a single

digit substitution for eierent C (ten), vfcils eleisent D (unit) remind

unchanged.

Since a full description of each individual kncem system, even those

of greater size,- vx>uld take too long, only one of the best known, a 4-place

combined army air force cede vjill be described in detail.

?he first general army and air force ^stem of considerable size was

the 4-digit code with some 4600 groups in the military district Volga

which first appeared in connsction v;ith a isaneuver. The encipherrent of

this code and of its successors — codes OKK-5 to OKK-3 -~ was by the

aid of 2—digit substitutiai sequences or tables fca? ' elements SB and CD.

Usually 2 indicator groups showed the sequences selected and the starting

points.

Compare Appoidices 14 and 14a,

The OKK-5 ^Ot^titi KWAH R « P£#Hf? KM - 5~

s general cocmander code—5 ^ith 50 pages of 100 groups each was so

extraordinarily -well composed that its successors show only sli^it changes.

r:-_s ire and swiftly following replacement of U largs codes in the course

of the years 1939-1941 is explained by their capture. The OKK-5 *as

captured in the Eusso-Finnish tiar, cedes OKX-6 to OICK-8 in the Eusso-Gersan

SI
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?:ar. Hoover all these systems had been recovered analytically and were

read completely before capture.

The last substitution system on a large scale to be used nas the

ozkk-7- 0U>i<K-7*6&U\Hn U,EHTPA(lbHb(ti KotMtiXUPtKtill

m genial central commander code-7 which was esployed in the rear area

and yielded very valuable hints regarding supply and net* forcntims of

the eneiay. It was enci pbere d with 2-digit substitution tables like the

systems just described.

All systems vsith the designation SUV belong without exceptioi to the

substitution category. After decentralization of Russian cryptography

great latitude was given individual fantasy and initiative through the

fact that the sigial officers of every division, indeed of every regiment,

were able to compile and develop their om systems for their own areas*

Aside from a number of "stiligtio flowerings'* in the development of SUV

systems —- especially in the beginning, changes were made ultimately which

deserved serious attention and represented very considerable advances in

security in conparison with the earlier small substitt&icn systems. Above

all the basic change from a siiaple to a two-fold manner of reading greatly

limited the possibilities of decipherment and a large amount of traffic

became necessary in crdor to force as entry. The tiso-fold nanner of reading

consists in introduefrig 2, k% 6a ... to 20 sv&tch groups of which one half

signify "read the first letter of the ^ord*, the other half "real the entire

word". This made it possible to use any v?ord as its initial letter. Thus

the hitherto customary spelling alphabet could be dispensed with, the peak

freqiencies of individual letters disappeared, the frequency curve flattened

out
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The great nturber of SUV systenB differing with respect to size,

structure and encirherment makes it impossible to describe then individual! 70

It T?ill suffice to give one exairrole and to. state that of all the changes

the tv/o-fold mnner of reading is the raost important and nos t fundamental

innovation,

Coirroare Appendices 15 and 15 a«

Relatively large substitution system of the NKVD appeared con-

siderably earlier than those of the army and airforce. The first, a 4—

place code of some 25 pages tvith 100 groups to the pa:;e, va.s in use from

1935 on in the border guaid district Kasakstan v,here the herder troops

vjere often isolated in winter due to frequent disturbances of telephone and

telegraph v:ires by snowstorms and v&ere news reports were often received in

this code. Thus for instance early in 1936 a speech by Stalin which had

been printed in "Pravda" and in "Krassnaya SvesdaM (Red Star) v;as transmitted

to tlB border units of Xasakstan by radio as a cipher message • This message,

sojtb 1800 groups long, was recognised as having been enciphered by a code

vrhich had not yet been extensively broken and the content v;as soon

identified by samples as that of the printed speech* Our very imperfect

icnawledge of the code v/as thus materially expanded*, This example of an

incomprehensible idea of the actual purpose of enciphered radio communications

as the first ma.ior substitution system, v*as enciphered by a 2-digit substitu-

tion which changed approximately every week.

best shov:s the naivete and unconcern of those responsible. This system,
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Tte three 4-place codes which occurred dovsi to 1939 and had up to

5000 groups were enciphered by 2-digit substitution sequences or tables

exactly like those of the anny and airforce. It is worth rioting that

one of these oodes with some 3500 groups vjas the so called reserve system

and appear si occasionally in various districts down to 1943 *en regular

cipher materials \<ere missing.

In 1939 the first general HKVD code v;as introduced ?;ith 10,000 groups 5

100 pages each with 100 groups. This system which was used by all border

guard districts of the W.VD 9 the interior troops NKTO and by all other

NK7D organs whether military or political, was enciphered originally by

single digit substitution in three phases and later by additive sequences

(see NKTO additive systems)*

Encipherriant by single digit substitution in phases:

After the text has been encoded, this intermediate text consisting

of the basic code groups is enciphered digit by digit in three phases.

Example:

Substitution table for 3- phases

012345 6 7 8 9 Digits of the basic code

a. 7934108265 Enciphersent, phase 1

b. 3 61 8 7 2 9 5 0 4 Encipherment, phase 2

c. 046513792S Eneiphernent, phase y

Basic code groups: 3512 4278 9310 6264 0786 ....

Phase division: abca bcab cabc abca bcab ....

Enciphered text: 4243 7620 846O 8171 3969

84
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At the time of capitulation three 4-place codes of the KK7D border

guard and security troops were in use and as many as 200 messages in these

systems could be read daily. These were code tables Kith 2000 to 2500

groups of Thich Sernoa JtPftO and JTTvA

were enciphered by 2-digit substitution and 7isa m Bi 5A
by a mixed substitution (2-digtt and 1-digit). For v,ork with Serno each

of the rare than 30 different nets had 20 encipherment tables, 10 each for

the pages and the groups. By ten different possibilities of sliding the

groups of the individual pages with respect to one another 10
3 =1000

different encipherments could be used on each net. An indicator group,

position differing on each net but among the first ten groups, showed

by its elements a, 3 and C the group encipherment, slide and page encipher-

ment. Element D was usually a blind, often a null.

Compare Appandieas 16 and 16a.

The encijiierment of code table Hiva was similar and was also indicated

by an indicator group whereas with table Visa the enciphercent was less

complicated but va s not shown by an indicator group. The substitution

tables were changed vdthin the nets about every three .months . ~/e nay

mention further that code table Niva first appeared in January 1945 and had

been almost completely recovered by the author by the end of February. It

vjouM be conceivable, in view of the long life of MKTO systems, that this

code is still in use (July 1947).

As the last major substitution system of the HKSTJ organs reference

may be made to the 5-place railway code EC9D containing 2500 groups on

25 pages with elements A3 and DE. enciphered by 2-digit substitution

TO P
5
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seqisrses end element C enciphered by I-digit substitution. This code

likewise wee in use down to the day of capitulation* IHtth 25 pages of

100 groups each it ssas possible to express every neaning of the. basic

cede in several ways in an encipherment and thus to prevent repeats*

Exampjs:

For each of the 25 pages (AB), 01—25 in the basic code, there v?ere

4 possible egressions with 100 different dina&es (00—99) within an

encipherzaar-t* The middle element C divided eacii page into 4 quarters and

indicated the cuarter used. Consequently with 10 digits (0—9) t-wo

quarters could be expressed in two ways and the other two quarters in 3

v;ays, Hence there *;ere either 4x3=12 or 4 x2s 8 ways of

expressing cne and the same basic code group in any enc ifhercent

•

Aside from the largsr code described, smaller, usually 3-place codes

were occasionally broken and read, among others a system of the convoy

troops HERD* These codes regularly showed the same structure as like

sized codes of the army and airforce*

?ui£ transpositions, were only used in the array and airibrce for

f

practice purposes, in particular as training for a line planned in

193? between the Soviet Union and Ci^cJioelcr/akiao The content of these

transposition he ssages vjas pure propaganda tsx£<>

Letter transpositions such as were used for practice in the army v:eve

never found in KSTO traffic However a transposition was used as encipher-

ment of a L-place code v&th 10,000 groups in the Arctic district and along

« the Finnish frontier in 1943/44* This system v/a 3 broken and read in part*

Regarding the use of transposition systems on a large scale reference

is made to the discussion of partisan, scout and agent systems later in



in this report r.

Basically the 5-digit Cede Chiffre, also called operative code,

served for the trailsniission of radiograph of operational and tactical content,

i o e« those concerning upper level coixiand, in the networks of the higher

and highest oomand (from Ute brigade cr division staff up to the ganer&l

staff of the RIKA ), The Chiffre code or sinply the Chiffre v^as systematic-

ally altered in vocabulary to neet changing needs and to inprove it Avith

respect to cryptographic security by isore and more consistent use of variants

for frequent msnings (punctuaticn) as years went cn. These new editions of

the Chiffre car
:ie during the r:;ar at intervals of 6 to 12 months whereas in

peacetime—in so far as a Chiffre v&s used at all—the saoa code was

probably employed for longer periods, presumably 2 years at the least 0

The first 5-digit Chiffre appeared dicing the Polish campaign and the

period of occupation of the Baltic countries, Rouoania and of the Russo-

Finnic war* The original designation of this sode, which ivas recovered

and for the most part read by our signal intelligence, never be came known $

it was v&thdravai in the spring of 1%1 and v. as never captured by the Germans,

At the beginning of the Rosso-German war code OU-A was in use c This was

replaced by codes 023-A, 0^5-A, 062-A and finally by 091-A which remained

in use until the capitulation of Germany o Aside from these 5-digit operative

coles a lot of other 5-cftgit army and airforce ^rsteas xvere captured which

were either reserve systeias or, having been distributed to the troops, fell

into enes^f hands Is fore being put into use 0 All these codes except code

Khich *as in use from March 1942 to Karch 19^.3* were alike in

structure except for the progressive vocabulary expansions and improvements
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mentioned above* 'i-'h^y consist of a t©:t part and u special pert; the

arrai^eirent is alphabetic 0 The general part contained letters, bigraas,

trigrssas, syllables., Herds, compound concepts, phrases and entire sentences

in a strict alphabetic sequence with punctuation narks, fractions and ordinals,

hours snd sdnutce, numerical designations, amies and divisions, day dates,

year dates, and caliber designations scattered throughout the entire parte

In the special part these concepts, which were out of alphabetic sequence

in the rpner&l part, were assembled by group numbers to facilitate finding.

Code Oli-a had sora 19,000 meanings on sorrs 390 pages* The systematic

structure of codes of this kind seant that the number of groups increased

with each new addition. The last known code 091-A had some 23,0G0 meanings

on 430 pages. Despite the insignificant expansion its perfection was

considerable fpon the standpoint of decipherment* For the analyst the chief

points of attack ere the frequency peaks occiarrin^ in the text, and conditioned

by the language itself. These include especially m&rks of punctuation

(period and coi.Tia, ^hich "with sons b*% and Lg> topped the frequency curve

of Russiaanilitary text of the content met in Chiffre code) , ffhUe these

concepts were represented by single groups in code 011-A and therefore

offered tho analyst rpod points of entry, the nunfcer of groups assigned /

tteia increased with each nevi edition of the code and in code 091-A there

v;ere upproxiasately 350 groups for each of these t^o oaxi&s of punctuation*

This forced the analyst to change his method of brefcking-in and to use

more laborious means. These nev/ means will now be described briefly:

aside from the- raarks of punctuation there are in Russian, particularly in

military text, frequency peaks v;hich can be picked cut even when enciphered

by ^rllQtOes or by complete rords. * e tre concerned v.lth single letters

which in Russian have at the same time the significance of urepositions
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Gnd/or connectives. These are the letters:
)/\ = and, C =£ran (since)

A = but, K a to (to the}, Y = at [with] and 3 a in (in the).

Our deciphers nt developed new possibilities of breaking-in to this

last 5-digit code by making use of this fact even though v&th the niost

frequent cf these letters the # for instance the Russians had made a

subdivision into //} = letter, ft = final letter, and j/j =r connective 0

A fhrther frivolous handling of punctuation which was discovered later

further expanded the possibilities of breaking-in. In practice each page

of the code (except the fecial part) contained both a coma and a period.

If for instance the Russian had transformed the word ,fHLT" into a cipher

element and wished to follow \vith a mark of punctuation, for convenience

sake he took that period or that comma v;hich stood on the HET page of the

code©. Since this practically became a rude it uas possible to draw

deductions regarding page numbering in the basic code from a punctuation

mark vjhich might possibly be discovered, these deductions relating to the

page [of tfcs group! ahead of the punctuation and also to the vocabulary

items on the page. An exception to the series of strictly alphabetic

Chiffre codes v/as code 0^5-A as mentioned above. This code showed

interrupted-alphabetic structure. For a skilled analyst this hardly

meant any greater difficulty. It is interesting to note that whereas

all innovations in the Chiffre code were so promptly captured that the

originals were almost always in our hands vhen the Russians put them

into use and that therefore the necessity for code recovery dropped out,

precisely the more difficult code 045-A \;as not captured until about

3 oonths after it tsas introduced by the RK&U In these 3 months in spite

of tte fact that its structure differed from that of its predecessors it •
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was so far recovered that it was already possible to read some parts of

messages enciphered v/ith it«

The Russians attached no particular significance to the loss of

a Chiffre code, not even to its capture by the enemy, since they think

that the system. cf encirheraent affords full security even v»hen the codg

itself is in enei^r possession

«

This method of enci liiericent consists in the additition to the 5-digit

code groups of 5-digit additive groups from a practically endless, randan

additive sequence (so called Ckusaa table) • The tables used with the

Chiffre code can be divided into 2 categories according to use:

1« General tables, containing 300 5-digit additive groups*

lit the top and on the side of the table are 2-digit coluian

indicators and 3-digit line indicators, which permit the cipher

clerk to show by the coordinate principle the additive group with

-shich he starts • In the general tables th erefore encipherment may

begin at any desired point in the table but must then continue

serially until the last group of the text is enciphered.

2o Other tables Kith different names according to their use but

all alike in the method of application. Tu.th these tables containing

60, 80, or 120 5-digit additive groups enciphered must always begin

with the first group of the table and continue serially* VhflQ one

table is used by the next is taken autoaatically0

The general tables are regularly used for one day in the area of

a unit and its subdivisions (e.g« in the traffic of a front staff with

its amy staffs ce? of an army vdth its divisions and brigades*) The
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purpose of such tables is the transmission of nBssages "whose content

is intended simultaneously for several addresses (hence the designation

"general")* *11 other tables serve for oomauiricaticris between two

partners: the army with one of its divisions, the front staff i&tfa one of

its arraies , etc* These tables, designated therefor^ "individual tables",

are only aliened to be used once in contrast to the general tables which

may be used a nuober of tines during one day, since in the later case

security is assured by the possibility of using different starting points.

The individual tables bear different designations according to the range

of use, e* g d AKORD (army-corps-division), FAK (front-army-corps),

CC s GBEEX CPOWfct B - most urgent, 0 -ocoEbtE =r special and circular.

From the point of view of decipherment they all belong to one category,

namely individual tables, since they are intended only for individual one

tlioe use. This one time use means an extraordinarily great demand in the

RKKA for these means of encipherment <, Thep* are produced in the 8th Section

of the General Staff of the RKKA and are bound ip into BLOKNOTS [blocks]

with 31 gw»ral tables or 50 individual tables to the block, these are then

delivered to the front staffs. From here distribution to the army staffs

was made and these in turn supplied their divisions and brigades • It is

worth mentioning that the supply Gf such neans of encipherment to the

troops never failed even in the most critical psriod and that there were

always enough reserve blocks on hand.

Impcr tant is the observed trend of the Russians away from the general

to the individual tables because these later when used once according to

instructions afford absolute security against unauthorised decipherment

whereas when there was enough traffic general tables* could be recovered
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almost throxjghout the duration of the war*

The principal role in the encipheriaenfc ^steas for all major codoa

including those of the NKTO is played by the additive sequence v&ich

appeared for ths first time in this connection in 19A0 and has since

been employed in all mainer of variations*

The first additive sequence vtas prepared from the book "History of

Leninisn" by Josef Stalin by the use of a letter conversion table and

this additive was u?red to encither the &-digLt code mentioned among the

NKVD substitution syst ans originally enciphered by a single digit sub-

stitution in phases

«

Typical letter digit — conversion:

O ,%A = 1 A ,Y >bl =j6

BjX,bi =2 Z ,? >*> =7

T>A ,fi =4
jf )M)HA =9

Letters of the text ?;ere converted into digits by the above table,

the starting point in the resulting additive sequence waa given as an

indicator group namely the page (01—99) and the line (01—^5) • The key

for this conversion table v>as so constituted that the procentual freqiency

of the letters equated to a digit came to about 1C£. This assurred that

no digit (0—9) shaved any frequency peak*

Example of conversion:

7e will assume that the following Russian text is taken from history

of Leninism" and stands there beginning with lias 27 on page 34»

Then the indicator would be 3427*



The conversion of the letters into digits, i. e. the make-up cf

the ad dative sequence, would be as follows:

3 2 1 5 2 1 4 0 9 1 5 3 6 4 2 9 A 1 8 6 7 9 9 6 7 8 5

Translation: ... it is necessary to krow th : t Karl Marx...

Study by our cryptanalysts of the recovered additive finally iaade possible

recognition of the additive as converted letter text, due to ratter long

repeats, and to solution of the fey. On the basis of recovered fragoaits of

te:ct it was then possible to .^less the book used for the purpose.

In 19^2 another NKVD code for interior troops was enciphered in similar

manner. The basis for production of the additive was in this case a military

manual, "sigial intelligence service".

The border guard troops NKTO on the frontiers of neutral countries

produced their additive encipherment, so far as the anther recalls, by

20 t- 4 digit sequences i&ose displacoaent with respect to one another "was

stressed by means of an indicator group.

The double additive wldch *as in use at the last (simple additive down

to the end of 1944) using Gamma tables concludes our survey of the develop-

ment of additive enciphermerits of NKVD systems. >7ith this last method of

endphermofit there was a decidedly clever camouflaging of the indicator

groups so that these were especially difficult to recognize and were only

comprehended relatively late. The camouflage follows different formulae in

each network.

Example of disguise of indicator groups:
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Assured cXrher text: 2739 1825 7930 8221 1975

6308 2649 2314 5539 ....

• • • . • . « * . r. 0 • •••• . • * •

etc. to 4199 1537 2811

3081 6275 0185

Formula: Al - M S5 + S3

Ul means the first group, A4 the fourth group from, the beginning;
§3 is the third group from the end, S5 the fifth from the end).

Indicator (according to, forinula): 2739 - 8221 = 4518 (ciod.10)

Control group (according to formal a): 1537 * 3081 = 4518 (mod .10)

Here both Al and S3 a.re inserted groups vdthout textual meaning,

their position in the message is shottxi by the final group.

Final group: OI85 (ABCD) where a * B indicates the position of the

first inserted group, C - D that of the second.

Since isith the double additive as with the former single additive

the same gamma tables were used several times, the enciphercent of 50—75^

of all messages could be removed and the content read after recovery of the

code. The actual 4-piace codes, 3 in all, were 2-part codes. The

encipherer therefore needed a copy — Chiffrant — with the entries in strict

alphabetic sequence, the decipherer needed a copy — Dechiffrant— vdth the

code groups in strict nuraerical sequence. The breaking of such systems,

quite apart from the' difficulty of an additive encithercient, is very laborious

and -is only possible by numerous comparisons v.«hich nust be set up in the

form of chain statistics.

In conclusion it must be stated that the advanced status of decipherment

of precisely these very difficult HK7D systers is to be ascribed in large
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measure to the fact that they were v©rked on centrally, i« e# exclusively

in the office of the "fterBral der Nachrichten - Aufklarung" and therefore an

increased degree of secrecy was assured • Fran the very fact that NEVD

systems almost always remained in use for more than 2 years it must be concluded

that the Russians considered it impossible for unauthorized persons to read

them.

Especially varied in structure are the cryptographic systems of

partisans-, scout apd^assgfcg. In contrast to army, airforce and NKVD,

nunercus transpositions — single and double — appeared, Hess often

grills • in the main the use of transposition for those circuits is due

to the fact that their use avoids the necessity of carrying along TJritten

caterlal* Kor single transposition it is only necessary to reneciber a key

word, for double transposition two key v/ords, by the aid of which the

nuaerieal kay can be produced at any tine. In contrast to the army,

air force and MKVD "which required extensive to11 developed cryptographic

systems for their uses, for the traffic of -artisans, scouts and agents

minor systems, usually with difficult encipherraent, serve the actual purpose

better* A frequent change of key, in this case a chaise of system, can be,

accepted riore readily here than with the army and air force and especially

with tte HKVD since here only two or at r*>st a few stations are forced to

use the sane cipher while particularly with the HOTD the entire organiza-

tion for the whole great country uses a ^rsteci for a rather long tL^e even

thcugh with different encipherraent s. It would lead too far afield to

reproduce all types of ciphers which ware recognized, worked on and

decrypted, hence only a few examples of characteristic types will be given*
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Compare Ap$>endices ISa—d*

In transmitting place names, areas of attack, comraitment and

assembly the Russians in anny and airfaree traffic made use of 5-p&aTO

coordinates (Gausz—Krtigsr), vfoidi ?;ere inserted in the nessa^ text after

beiig specially enci>hered* Before the v;ar a glanshette^[msk] of celluloid

was devised for this purpose which made it possible to pin point areas of

1- square kilometer, or by adding a 6th digit (l—9) or a letter (a—i)

areas of 333 sqiare meters (i/9 square killerster)* On the maps with

scale 1: 100 000 used for the purpose a 2*-digit nunSoer was printed alongside

cities with a population of 10,000. In as much as only 100 such numbers

(00 — 99) were available, these necessarily had to be repeated many times

in vie^ of the size of the countxy. However the general area in question,

in most cases the map sheets, was known to the encichering and deciphering

clerk in advance* The numbering ran in strict numerical sequence from

left to right and from top to bottom over the entire European portion of

the Soviet Union • •« •
.

'

Conpare Appendices 19 and 19a* *
•

After the outbreak of the v*ar the Hussiari-' had to count also on the

capture of these coordinate encipherirents and was therefore obliged to

adopt J^anotTier diguise. In the long run the various units enciphered the

coordinates differently, the X: 100 000 maps with printed numbers beside

the names of cities with 10,000 or more inhabitants went out of use*

One of the most frequent methods of encipherment became now the

symbolic [mod; 10] or arithmetic addition, of imo dyncmes, in the latter

case omitting the hundreds, to the AB and CD elements of the 5-place
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coordinates leaving the final element E unchanged. Hap reading after

decipherment was in the usual order — left (right) than upper (lower)

margin — the final unencirhered digit of the coordinate gave the sub-

division of the 1 square kilometer area.

In contrast to army and airfree the HKTO organs used 4-place coor-

dinates, i. e. withait any subdivision of the 1 square kiloneter area.

The lack of 1: 100 000 maps for the Balkans, Hungary, Croatia,

Czechoslovakia and South Poland caused the use of 1: 300 000 maps where

the 4-place coordinates designate an area of 3-3 square kilometers. The

most important differences in the coordinate data between amy and airforce

on the one hand and JJKTO on the other lie in the fact that the former

disguised the coordinates separately while the fKTO orgins encipher then

along rith the text and furthermore in the fact that 'amy and airforce

transmit eithr separately disguised coordinates or place names enciphered

in the text, while the HKTO formations regularly give both the place and

the coordinates one right after the other and ettci;iier them in the text.

Only in one case does the NK7D omit the names of places lying in the

coordinate area naaely vften aroas are involved, such as rather large

forrest areas, rhich are bounded by several successive sets of coordinates.

The so called verst maps which were used in 1937/38 are no longer

enployed. In general the Soviet armed forces employ today only maps

1: 100 000 and 1: 300 000.

The herewith concluded main secticn of the report vith its nunBroue

appendices has been concerned with the deveLopmeit of Russian military

and political cryptography. The author requests once again that the reader

ber-r in mind that it is extreoely difficult to explain more or less
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scientific material to those nob familiar with the subject without being

boring and going into too great detail and yet to do justice to the facte

although -writing purely froa memory.
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Part III

Structure of the Russian Cryptogenic sectiox. in the former German amy
and a criticism of its- organizational defects.

A. Introduction

B. Organization of the cryptographic section (Russia) and its aaploysBnt,

C. Cryptanalysis — Russia

1. Short review of the dereLopaent of cxyptanaiTsis — Russia.

2. Personnel and performance.

3* Top direction and resulos of aralysis.

4* Selection, training, aad empiqyment of cryptanaly tic personnel.

D. Criticism of organizatioiBl defects.

Signal intelligence arose in connection v&th the developing, of radio

in its early stages and under very different names in the years oi the first

world war. Its significance especially in Germany, was at the outset quite

problematic. In contrast to Great Britain Tjhore the BrSblrt Admiralty f**

example was able to achieve outstanding results in the course of the ease-

ments in the North Sea, in the first phase of the battle of Skagerrak (Fvost

Grand Fleet and High Seas Fleet), the German units were only able to score

occasional successes in the last two years of the tsar. Sigial intelligence,

still new and nob well organized in its needs and duties, was at first a

purely experimental thing and was often termed care play since practical

results were rather rare.

Only thi further development and utilization of radio for all purposes

of cranunioaticns, both in war and peace, for military, diplomatic and

economic purposes, gave signal intelligence an increased importance and

finally permitted it to become one of the most inportarib, in any case one

of the most reliable cff^fre^t^ijg^^^^^^
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Unfortunately there are even today a great many people in important

military and political capacities who, whether from ignorance, disbelief

or plain aitipathy, igiore the significaice of signal intelligence,

especially that of cryptanalysis, and prefer to trust the instable, often

indifferent repots of agents and spies. This attitude fes habeas rill

appear, disastrous consequences for Germany's conduct of the war.

The organization of signal intelligence properly divides into 4 groups

or parts of which each part assures a nuufcer of functions whale all are

most closely coordinated with one another, iiven though the assignment of

each of these parts is perfectly definite, nevertheless in judging the

entire apparatus and in the employment of each individual part the

organization as a whole must be taken into account. Just as the final

part, content evaluation, arose v.hen decipherment could achieve practical

. results, decider-Dent only became necessary — or couM only function —

,

*6Q * Was ^ supply for decipherment not merely individual messages

intercepted at random but the entire, traffic of recognized networks and

circuits are at least substantial quantities of this traffic. This

recognition and ordering of networks and circuits in its turn presupposed

the clearing up of operational signals, of call signs and wave lengths,

and was based naturally enough oh message intercepts, i. e. on the intercept

service itself. 13ut from this fact-the rise of traffic analysis from the

intercept service, the employment of decipherment on homogeneous, quantita-

tively adequate material, made possible by traffic analysis, and the creation

of a content evaluation on the basis of the pracS&i results of decipherment -
can be adduced the necessity for considering the whole, the indivisibility

of all four parts.
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Tte follovdng chart shows the duties of the individual parts or groups

of signal intelligence and also the coordinated employment of the parts*

Assignment

Group 1 -Interception

-Direction finding

Organization

Intercept service
Search
Cover

T Ejection finding
l

- Attempts at location

Training of intercept operators

Group 2* Traffic analysis

Coverage and control analysis

Group 3
l<-
Crypt analy s is

Scientific studies

Linguistic studies

Training of analytic personnel

Group h^Jh Content evaluation

- Card files

— Met analysis

-r Study of radio operations
Recovery of call sign
systems , v;ave and frequency
allocations*

-rwork on the decryption of

|
nessagss.

pStudy of cryptographic systems
^Development of cryptanalytic

aids*

-rTranslation of messages
{-Tactical evaluation
^Operational evaluation

yFile of ncmes

\ File of troop. units
•-File of abbreviations

• Map material

Liaison vdth General Staff lc( ,fHorchlage !t
)
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At the head of the former German signal intelligence stood as directing

comniand the General dor Nachxdchter^Aufklarung (formerly ISA « Leitstelle

der Nachrichten — AufiOSrung, still earlier H.L.St, s Horchleitstelle) .

In operations against the USSR since the beginning of the vor or during the

course of the war there ras subordinated to this top office in respect to

functions and personnel 3 to 5 NMS = Nachrichten-Aufkl^m^Ausr^ertestellen

(Horchkomandeure) and 1 N; chrichten-Abte ilung in Finland

CoWare part Iv, Appendix 2k (itaploynent of signal intelligence against the Bast).

The signal intelligence evaluation centers developed out of the fixed

intercept stations \»hich had operated in peacetime ( formerly Feste Funk-

Ikapfangsatellen) at Breslan, Treuenbrietzen- (earlier at Jtiterbog) and

Kdnigsberg.

Subordinate to the NAAS, which generally x:ere located at the head-

quarters of the army groups, were fixed inter cept stations (only with NAAS 2),

intercept companies and long range reconnaisance [intercept] platoons.

T<tole the fixed intercept staticns and long range platoons v;ere generally

not subdivided, the intercept companies employed close range reconnaisance

[intercept] platoons and V/F platoons further forward.

The dose range intercept and D/F platoons,. whose business v;as the

reception of enemy radiograms according to directives of the intercept

companies and the iocaticn of unknown stations by D/F, sent their

intercepts to the intercept companies vdthout working on them, the intercept

conpanies attested decryption of the simplest systems and sent to the NAAS

jnaterial they could rot solve.

TOT SECRET-
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The fixed intercept stations and the long range intercept platoons vers'

pure intercept stations located farther from the front, they rorked priinarily

according to directives of the General dor Nachrichten - AufklMrurg

transmitted to them through the NA35. The intercepted traffic v&s sent

to the NAAS.

Tte duty of the HAAS r/as tte deciriieriasnt and the evaluation of .

HBsnages delivered to them by their subordinate organizations or inter-

cept d cn the spot. For this p\s*pose the NAAS fed considerate numbers of

analysts available whose duty it t&s to work on lesser and medium difficult

systems of the amy and airforce and to report the contents of such messages

via Evaluation to the "lc* [0-2] of the arny group as v:ell as to the Evalua-

tion Section of the General der Nadirichten-Aufkltoing . The cryptanalytic

v;prk of the NAAS viaa directed by the cryptanalytic section of the General

der Nachidchten-Aufkiarung which also tept the HAAS posted on advances in

cryptologic science.

The ;^ctivity of the section in Finland corresponded in general rcith

ttet of the NAAS but this unit v;as smaller and coordinated its vrark in

certain miters r±th the Finnic army secticn for Russian cryptography.

All traffic from the NAAS and the Finnish section v.as serib in carbon

copy v;ith the notation "wrked on" or nnot wrked on" to the General der

Nachidchten-AufKLSrung. All 5-digit messages of the amy, airforce

and NKVD as veil as all material recognized as coning from the NKTO ras

v;qrked on exclusively at the central office of the General der Nachrichten-

AufklMrung. Tte purposs of sending all messages YJhich had already Veen

worked over to the central office v.as control of the cryptographic activity

of the NAAS, with direction and assistance were needed.
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The results of all deciphered messages ?;ere issued daily by the Evalua-

tion Section of the central office in a report "Horchlags" and handed to the

interested parties • Included in the distribution v;ers among others: Chef RNVf

Heere f s-Nachrichtenwesen [Chief Sigial Ofilcer]), Operatiais Section* Foreign

Armies — East and the cryptographic section of the Airfcrce High Command. This

report, consisting of deci]iiered and translated messages (
trTO. - Meldungen") and

evaluation of content, direction finding, and traffic analysis, v:as sent by cour-

rier classified "Geheime Kc.nnandosache" (the highest degree of military secrecy).

During the v.ar (l%3) certain defects in cooperation betveai the office

of the General der N-ichrichten - .LufklSrung and the HAAS, discussed in isore

detail in the criticisra, caused the setting up of two fixed intercept stations

directly subordinald to the central office.

Chart of Signal Intelligence-Russia in the fomer German array*

Central office (Horchleitstelle 1939/40|Leitsteile der Nachrichten—
Aufkiarung 194L/44;General der Nachrichten-AufklSrung
1944/45).

Horchkojiroendeure 1940/41 Grosspeilstellen Feste-Horchstellen
(Intercept commands) (£fain D/F Staticns) (Fixed intercept stations)

Nachrichtei-AufklErungs-
Aus;vertestellen 1941/45
(Sig.Int.Evaluation Centers) ,

Horch-Kompanien Femaufkltoingsztlge Feste-Horchstellen
(Intercept Companies) (long range intercept (fixed intercept

j
platoons) stations, only

J ! for NAAS 2)
NahaufklSLrungszlige PeilzUga
(close: ran r

33 intercept (D/F platoons)
platoons
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Bora to 1939 the fcOlowiig fixed intercept stations Mere employed against

the East:

1. Faxed intercept station Treuenbrietzen (USSR and Poland)

Radio security stations: SchneisSsisahl, Schlochau, PasemLk.
Keserita aid Franstadt.

2. Fixed intercept staticn KSnig^berg (USSR , Poland and Baltic countries).

Radio security stations: KejLdenbwg, Lyck and Tilsit.

3. Fixed intercept station Breslau (USSR and Czechoslovakia)

Radio security stations: Slats, Kreuaburg, and Glcgm.

Within the signal intelligence service there has been from the

start a conscious or unccnsciuis cuarrel, a constant competition, between

intercept service, traffic analysis, cxyptanalysis and evaluatioi of content.

Each of these four- parts claims for itself prime significance and iinportance*

It is qufce idle to discuss this quarrel which was caused solely by a

craving for appreciation. Looked at objectively it can be seen that all

four parts are of value only as a unit, i. e, that each part is directly

or indirectly dependent on the ethers and will alw^s remain so. The

obsenratiois at the beginning of this paper may serve as proof and

explanation of this stater:©nt.

On the other tend it can be established that the tjrpe of personnel

of at least three c£ the four parts is entirely different, cr at least

ought to be c

:*hilfl it is quite possible that a good intercut operator after years

of experience at the receiver may becoot a good traffic analyst, the other

t*wo partsj both cryptanalysis arid content evaluation, call .for entirely

differed knowledge and essentially higher general education.

JW5
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It is practically inconceivable tl&t the traffic analyst should not

have been an intercept operator or at least a radio operator. Knowledge of

details of reception and experience vdth the routine are prerequisites for a

successful traffic analyst, to this should be added if j^ossible some

experience in direction finding end technical knowledge of various instruments.

Technical and practical experience and loas practice are for the intercept

operator and for the traffic analyst ncre important than axy theory.

Cryptanalysis calls for good linguistic knowledge on the part of

translators and translator -decrypted and good rnatheraat ical knevded^ on

the part of analysts but also presupposes in both cases an adequate general

background, quic^ coup? ehens icn , adaptability, persistance, rental alirrfcusss,

a certain amount of imagination and an indefinable knack.

practice in the 'reman Signal Intelligence — demand that his knowledge

in the general field of military science, of tactics and logistics,

correspond at least to the knowledge of a good, experienced officer,

bettei* still to ttefc of a general staff officer. Naturally a content

evaluator must have a good general -background and a sense of respons!oility

.

in addition ho ruust if possible have linguistic i&ility.

It is not the purpose of this report to describe in detail the entire

organization of signal intelligence, hence the neighboring fields, traffic

analysis and content evaluation are described only insofar a3 the require-

ments of cryptanalysis she*-' direct points of contact *dth theiru

The beginning of analytic activity in the Russian field after the

*.Torld &r 191AA8 falls in the 20' s. The efforts of Chi (ReichskrSsgs-

Of the content evaluator ho;vever one -

:.iust in contrast to previous

ministerium) [[.cipher section — ministry of i;arl at th:/& tins led to
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no noteworthy resuits since very little rateriaL v;as available. »J±bh the

growth of Russian military and political radio traffic there came into

being in Germany at the then intercept stations, the so called Feste-Funk-

Ssipfangstellen, small crypt analytic sections, often only 1 or 2 persons,

v;hose v*ork do?jn to the sprirg of 1939 ^as subordinate to OK!;

(Reichskrie^sministeraiim), mhareas the personnel was subordinate to the

signal intelligence sectirns to which the fixed intercept stations belonged.

Down to 193 5 there were really only three fixed intercept stations for

observation of the neighbors to the East and Southeast, namely in Breslau,

KSnigsberg ar^, Jliterbog* During the year 1935 these three stations were

given the right to cet up a nuober of so called radio security stations of

their crn with locations in the areas bordering on Lithuania, Poland, and

Czechoslovakia.

Cryptanalvtic sections at the thrse fixed intercept stations v;ere

conposed of civilians, officials and soldiers, but at least until 1%1

assumed raore and rriore a civilian character* This civilian character,

especially at JCLterbog (lat^ intercept station Treuenbrietzen) had the

advantage that no military service, e* g. drill, roll call, gpard duty,

was required of civilian employees and therefore their entire time and

energy could be devoted to the one task, namely cryptanalysis* As traffic

increased, primarily as a result of greater radio activity in the USSR,

the need for cryptanalyst 3, translators and clerical v/arkers increased

likewise e

A comparative table shewing personnel end accomplishments of the fixed

radio intercept station Jtiterbog (later intercept station Treuenbrietzen)

10?
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for the years 1935—1939 (figures are estimated in round numbers) vd.ll

make clear ths development cf the cryptanalytic section and also show the

decline in diplomatic traffic and the increase in military-political traffic.

Compare Part 4 * Appendix 25

Performance and -personnel of the fixed radio intercept station Jilts?bog

(Treuenbrietzen) together with radio security stations for the period 1935

—

1939 (assignment: Poland and USSR)*

With the creation of a signal intelligence unit of the OKH, e« with

the division into diplomatio-aconcmic (OKS?) and niilitaiy-political (OKH)

assigacBrits ?
' vith the increase in the number of irassares intercepted and

in ths results of cryptanalytic activity, the cryptanalytic section

experienced a considerable expansion in personnel* Unfortunately however

provision for this had not been made in tins and so it was necessazy to work

along in the early years vath nens untrained helpers and to devote a great,

deal of tirae, at the expense of the actual cryptographic problem^to. train-

ing these people* :noreover the isork of these newecners called for constant

supervision and correction This e^ansicn of personnel in the crypto-'

graphic section With virtually untrained people, the fateful decentraliza-'

t5.on — control station* IfAAS, NA-Finland and intercept companies—resulted

in tins in a quite unproductive ratio between accomplishjr«ent and personnel

strength* * .

%

Compare Part XV, Appendix 26 •

Personnel strength of the array cryptographic unit Russia contrasted

v:ith cryptographic accoiiplishissnts (1939—45)*'
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Among adiBinistrati-re authorities, especially in the supreme cccnaod

itself the cridespread, very erroneous bpinicn prevailed that personnel

strength, note or less with exit regard for the kind of personnel, was the

all inportanb &ctcr of cryptographic success. This layaan 1 s view

regarding the ''Black Art" as cryptanalysis t?as called resulted in very-

little attention being given to the actual difficulties -while the supreme

command not merely regarded disagreeable results of decirhernEnt and v

evaluation -with scepticism but rejected them as untrue and tendentious

reports; 'That fateful results this rant of belief entailed can be shown .

fcjr the follov&ng striking events from the field of operation of Chi-OKVT

and of the [army] control unit of signal intelligence.

1. In the Sprirg of 1941 the high command of the airforce asked its

om airforce cryptographic section and also the older, more

experienced cryptographic section of the ariay (OKH) to rspcrt

tte total strength of the (first line) airfarces of the USSR

as ascertained from the results of signal intelligence. As I

.
recall, the reports of the army and the air cryptographic section

differed by apprcKinately 500 machines. Tte airforce reported

som 11,000, the army some 10,500. This report came hack *±th a

notation "absolute nonsense".

2. In the winter months 1941/42 signal intelligence of the army

learned of the setting up of new Russian divisions in the area

to the east of Moscow, by conplete reading of messages the

ciy]± analytic unit learned th9 division number, the composition

and equipment of the divisions, the name of the military consider,

the garrison point and the probable aiea of ccsmaitc&nt. These
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intelligence reports v;ere rejected as "nonsensical" (except for

OXH) but vers folly confirmed by later developments.

3* In the fall of 1%2 the cryptanalytic section vsxa able to detenuine

the setting up of nev; armies (62nd, 63rd, 64th, 65th 69th)

to the east of Stalingrad. Although these obsarvaticne uere con-

stantly supplemented &nfi confirmed* people at the highest level

could not ntate up their ainds to believe these reports • Only after

th3 6^th u2?7 tf ;pear<Ki in a sector of the front near Stalingrad

was Foreign *rrdss - East permitted to enter the other armies

(with question niaricsi) on the chart of the Red Amy and to preset

this at the discus sien of the situation at tha Fiihrar's head-

quarters vithcut expecting to be erased to wild insults*

4» Fron Turkish dipla stic i^ssa^es the results of the Yalta conference

were presented, shortly afters its conclusion, in the form of a

memorial to the Camand Staff of the Arced Farces, to the 0K» and

to the FuhrQr f s headquarters • The QKV/ Cipher Section got bade the

copy presented to the Coionand Staff of the Aimed Forces t-dth the

notation ,fBem Hosenscheiszer Kettler sollte roan coch endlich das

Hsndwerk legem /s/ Jodl". K.B. : "The FOhrer is of the sane

opinion /s/ FegaLein".

Note: At a later conference on this subject the Chief of the Cipher

Section ras infaroed that this lias a ptece of Russian Radio deception (l).

The original coty uas. taken into custoqy by the "nclish at the prison

canp Lttneburg.
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5, A similar event occurred at the time Rumania quit the ;ocis«

» Plans for this became known 3 or I, months in advance through resdirg

diplomatic ressa^es and the ratter rcas brought to the attention

of the appropriate authorities, -he reposes "./ere called "crazy

'

7

at fchs *cii:LG and found no credence. After Hirsania deserted Cbi-^S?

was cnHod uix>n to put all nBssa^s on this subject together and

present then to the supreme cerrand •

It would be possible to give a nuwber of ctha? similar cases but

details are rot clear in the author^ mind and for this reason such cases'

will not be mention d. Although the incredulity at highest levels has

already been nentioied in the two foregoing parts of this report, it is

iiroos-;sible to stress the subject often enough. If actual examples are

not included until this 3rd parts that is due to' the fact that in the

last analysis the attitude of the Supra*® Coiamand towards Signal Intel-

ligence, no laatter whether OKH or CKS?* is primarily responsible for the

failure to take full advanta^ of the theoretical possibilities and that

mention of the subject, as an influence oh development , belongs to this 3rd

part. *

Cr.yptanalytic personnel, since all standards s&e lackingy/vas selected

initially according to points of vi^w vMch did rr>t rneet the require J39rits •

-At first it -was thought that linguistic kriovsledgs should be the main require-

ment even for analysts* Experience showed that this view, 'as well as the

thesis advanced by Chi-OIT.T — you couldn f t tell under 5 years whether a

person was suitable for crypt^.alytie work — is erronsous

«
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It is fundamental zo dLstingiish betv-een analyst and translator.

The decipherer is priiaarily en analyst, hence aLso a matben&ticianj the

translator is a linguist, when both taloats appear in one person without

the one overshadorjins the other, xm jnay specie of a translator - analyst.

These sinple observations led to setting ip certain criteria and examina-

tions for the selection of replacements. It is not possible within the

scope of this r<port to discuss a detailed plan for rethods of selection

and training, here again an additional repeat vjould be needed to give a well

rounded picture of the factors, considerations, experiences and questions

involved in what may ssen to the layiaan a relatively simple matter. At any

event the inethod of selection mentioned v»orked out ;vell on the uhole. How-

ever the level of the available reserves sank froci year to year just as

their nunber decreased. Before the war great iiqportancs was attached to

general education and new appointees had to present a good conduct testimonial

from the police and be vouched for by three reputable citizens, with the

beginning of the war these requireiients began to be disregarded cr>re md rare.

In any event after 1941 it v;as very difficult to select nev* personnel which

even apprcociiraioly corresponded, to our vishes and requireirents. For instance

it juay be stated that of some 250 so-called analysts around the turn of

the year 1933/34 perhaps 10$ xiere very good cr at least good, and another 15$

v:ere suitable translator-analysts and 15& nigtit be considered adequate

translators. The remaining 60% dan only be classed as clerical-assistants

if ;.*e apply pre-war standards. The training of analytic personnel took the

form of courses avhich tiare sdven in Berlin, initially at the intercept

statio:, later at In— 7/VT and for the .aost p^rt were conducted by the

author himself. -*ifter completion of the course, which generally lasted k to
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6 v?eeks, the ieyj rorkers were distributed according to need to the

control statioi, the UAiS With their intercept companies and to MA-^inland .

Further training v;as on the job

o

The fact cannot be overlooked that this procedure has a large nuircer

of defects but in viex? of the dearth of time, the urgent and, due to

decentralization, far too groat demand and to the ever shrinking opportunities

for selection, no other solution vas possible.

The author f s long years in a key position at the central office of the

signal intelligence in the former German amy gave him a chance to recognize

a nurrber of serious defects both in tte functiojiing and in- the structure

of the organization. The nost ijipcrtant, striking defects in signal intel-

ligence generally and in the cryptanalytic section in particular are listed

below and v&ll give the answer to sons questions vfoich ntay have arisen

in the readers mind. This criticisa is general property of all long time

specialists in cryptanalysis and in signal intelligence in general*

1. The administration of the central office and of its subordinate

units had either no or at best very alight technical Icnovjledge in

the field of cryptanalysis and often none in the general fields

cowered by the ?;ork. Hence it \;as not in a position to afford

competent leadership for the entire set up and for its individual

parts and v:as always completely unconpreherding and often uninter-

ested when faced with the problems T^iich naturally arose in the

course of tine in the various special sections. Hence as a rule
«

it tended to retard rather than to advance the ivork. There t:as an

obvious effort on the part cf the administration to sivell the

figures for the sole purpose of increasing the .idninistrator's
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aim personal, importance by the edae of the units

•

2. The wart of knoKledjs and frequently the lack of interest on

the part of the -:j±riinistruticn vith respect to the needs of

tte rcyptc^naphic secticn usually /.lade it hopeless to offer

any suggesticns vhatsoever for changes, readjustments, or

pefcrau Here, as everyv/tere in the erned forces, only' hitter

military rank carried any weight*

3. The decent ralizaticn of arisy crypt analysis and of Jl ciyjt-

analytic effort, v;hich v:as inaugurated with the beginning of

the war, resulted fion the desire for recognition, primarily

of the intercept co;;ii.ianaers. This decentralization resulted

in a splittii^ up of the &ood aen, caused duplication, favored

the :'pap€r v^ar", and created lasting friction between different

heads, made necessary constant training of nstv workers and

materially endangered security/ by introducing less and less

responsible lersonnol* Vith ^pod udecjuate wire comunication

s

(telephone, teleprinter, and secret teleprinter), which are

tal^n for grantee! today, there is nothing In the way of a

centralized cryptanalysis , and even in those days centralisation

would h&ve overcome nost of the defects just enumerated. /JLthough

all tapcrtant analysts repeatedly expressed this view a change

could not be effected due to lack of insight at the top*

k. One of the worst faults in the appointjjent to key positions at

the central office and at the evaluation caters v;as.. the fact

that the Chief of an ll^S almost always had the rank of colonel
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whereas the faigser rankfcg organisation had as chief a first

lieutenant ut best* The consequence -.vas that vihenever there

ware dtLsagrcaasritSj questions or competence or the like 5 the

higher rank frequently carried the cay. In many cases the SA&S

appealed to the area cocmndar [arsqy group] 3 the Central Office

to tbs Chefi-flKn as final court of appeal.

5« Due to the fact tfet the HA/IS was physically attached to the

coE*usid of the erqp groups a close contact betv&en tte "lcn

of the later and the evaluation section of the HAAS inevitably

resulted -which finally brought % about that the control of

the NAAS in technical natters corresponded less with the needs

of the central office than to the v;ishes of the co;4iianner.

This necessarily led to fricticn cotv*ean tfra HAAS and the

Central Office and this often had a bad effect on the results

of the work. Thus for instance the SiAS-2 once refused to

intercept KKVD radiograms in cny quantity on the ground that

.the content of these messages vaould not interest the ltlc« of

the army group and that ferthernore the cryptcinaj^/tic treat-

ment of these nessar,cs was reserved to the Central Office.

This and similar casts forced the office of the General der--

rlacro^ichten-Aufallcal^rung to set up 2 fixed intercept stations

of its own vfrich should serx?e only the needs of the Control

Office j in order to avoid unnecessarily embittering the

relations between the Central Office and the NAA5 and because

irrational appointnents to key posts had ;nace it appear futile
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to fight the natter out.

6* The splitting up of czyptanalytic mrk between the central office

and the N AAS vath its intercut companies had as a result that,

along with a vast "paper -war" — 1 original arid 2 carbons of

ever? inessapp for the Central Office, NAAS and Intercept

company—^ there nas almost airways duplication of effort by the

analytic and evaliation sections. It frerjuently happened that

one and the sane rrsssa^e. was intercepted by the intercept

companies of several NaAS and uas worked on almost simultaneously

in all these units, :7ith the set-up described such duplication

v/as hardly to be avoided.

7* The above criticized duplication of vcork was not infrequently

the result of a completely misdirected ambition on the part

of the administration of the individual unit. Conscious of

the fact that a particular system T?as already worked on success-

fully by another unit, they ;vere determined for competitive con-

siderations to solve the same systec and try to dispute the

"credit " of the unit v/hich originally solved it. In spite of

the regular exchange of solved systems hetv?een the individual

units by «?ay of the Central Office this could often be done

without incurring suspicion of plain cribbing because courier

conns cticsis viere often poor.

3. Ths worst disturbance of the professional mxk both at the CentmL

Office and at its subordinate units resulted without question from

pure military red-tape. The tre^tr^ent of the workers v/as not

according to their professional ability and accosplishrents but

TOfSECMjl
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exclusively according to thsir military rank* secondarily

according to their military bearing. Military service such

as drill P target practice or field exercises 9 guard duty, roll

call, even inspection of grounds and quarters v;ere taken so

seriouslj' and considered so inrjortant that the actual cryptographic

work not nerely suffered as a result but vas soxiBtiras discontinued

for hours. In comparison it can be stated that with the civilian

character of the organization in peacetime relatively much more

was ac corrplished.*

9. The Evaluation Section v?as nade up for the r.ost§ ^art of subordinate

officials who were inexperienced in theoretical and usually also

in practical command and knew little of jailibary science* They

often gave free reign to their fantasy and their incompetence

and consequently not only evaluated faulily but often drew wholly

unjustified conclusions. In addition scarcely o.ie of the

^valuators knew Russian well enough to v;ork v-ith \he original

text of deciphered radiograms and consequently had to rely on

translations which can frequently be misinterpreted., no matter

ho?; able the translator.

This enumeration makes no pretence to being complete c The aithor has

merely sketched the rest striking zrA damaging defects ,1 number tf other

inadenuacies digit criticized but thej'- night not be very damaging to the

rork itself*
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The unmistakable result of all these defects "«as m extremely unpro-

ductive dissipation of energy resulting in a distinct over-^gani&ition which

ran idle much c£ the time. VJith sensible, professional planning it vjould

have been possible to accomplish very much r.iore with a much smaller, better

integrated and simpler organization.

To sun up r.-e nay repeat and emphasize the fact that the prerequisites

for a maximum performance with a raininum expenditure can only be achieved

if the foILov;ing very urgent conditions are met:
,

1. Close cooperation of all the sections under the leadership of

a responsible, active, intelligent per-son who is interested

in the work itself. (It is not necessary that the intercept

station be located in the vicinity of the otter 3 sections

,
provided there ere good wire connections, particularly as the

location of the receivers v&31 depend upon intercept conditions).

2. Centralization of cryptciialytic and evaluation vork to avoid

splitting up [personnel], limitation of the "paper war" and

avoidance cf difficulties arising from ouestiens of competence.

3. A sensible policy in regard to personnel, taking tte point of

view that quality takes precedence over quantity, vdth a

resulting assurance of security through the employment of the

least possible number of dependable, highly qualified and economic-

ally v/orry-free professional people as guardians of the secrets.
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Part I?«

(Appendices)

Aside- from the appendices renticned in the text of the report con-

sistii£* of schematic reproductions, nap sketches, comparative and summary

tables, there are three other ^ pendices v?hich may be explained briefly ,

here*

Appendices 21 and 22 give a3 exact data as possible regarding systems

solved or captured T?hich v/ere in use over a long period, appendix 2L covers

the peacetira years, appendix 22 the var years* They repent in general

various details of the second section of the technical part in order to

give a <•general survey and a coioparisbn by aeans of thunib nail sketches*

"Jithin the limits of this compilation it is inpossiKLe to introduce

individually the multitude of systenis falling in the category MSUV"

(camouflaged transmission of messages of the troop cocmand) and rtPTrt

(chatter tables), all the nors so since these were usually short lived and

often v;ere only partially broken and some have slipped from :y memory.

In appendix 22 therefore only the most important characteristics of "SUV"

ani "PT1 systems are included again.

Appendix 23 gives a comparison of three alphabets.^ The first is the

Russian Cyrillic alphabetic, the second is the Sermai (EnrP-ish) alphabet

corresponding to the 7?orse signals of the Russian alphabet and the third

serves for phcnetic transcription of Russian names of persons and places.
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List of appendices

Appendix Description

la,b Area of employment of border guard Leningrad and North*

lc Area of emplo^mait of coast'-guard Odessa

•

Id, e Area of employment of coast guard ftovorossisk and of

border nuard Transcaucasus.

If . Area of employment of border .^rd Kasakstan*

2 Area cf employment of HK7D regiments of the border &iard

and security troops.

3 Table cf general types of cryptographic systems arran^d vdth

respect to si^e and to use*

4 npr—35
,r

3 first general operational systsn of the amy and airforce

with key material "for 1 month.

4a Example accompanying 4 •

5 np*p—39" Qensral operational system of amp and airforce,

5a Exanpie accompanying 5*

6 "PT—Al" Last general operational system of array and airforce.

6a Example accompanying 6.

7 Substitution system of border guard districts North, Leningrad

and Kasakstan.

7a Example accompanying 7

8 Substitution system of coast guard Novorossisk.

Sa Exanple accompanying 8

9 Si&stitution system of coast guard Odessa

9a IScample accompanying 9

10 Substitution system border guard TransCaucasus.

10a Example accompanying 10
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11 Small tank signal table (SUV system)

11a Exonpile accompanying H

12 First general airfare© code 1935/38

12a Kxaciple accompanying 12

13 — 38" Last general dlrfbrce code 1938/39 •

13a Ticample acco:q>anyins 13 . ^

14 Sample pagi cf «CR!5-5* (general comanrfer code'of the RKKA) rcith keys.
]

14a Example accomj-snying 14 (code description)

15 Exarpl^ of the general SUF system. (regirCTit)

!

15 a Exsnplo acconparjying 15 '

>

16 Fragrmtary reproduction of code tabl* "SZRtfO" of border /juard

and security troops BJD 1943//5v

16a Description of code and method of encijtierjaent, accoxnnanjdjig 16

»

17 Example of additive encinherent (operational-tactical code general

taile) •

18a Partisan, scout and agent systems.

Sample of a one and. two place substitution Trdth example.

18b Sample of a double transposition vith exanple.

13c Sample of a grille with exaaple.

18d Additive encipherrents

19 Example of a Russian map pianchette (scale 1: 1.5)

19a The nap pianchette and its use.
\

20 Explanation of technical tonus

21 Corroilation of systens of the <-rcy, airfarce and KKTO 1935—1941
-which More in use for sonetiire and vore decrypted. /

22 Conpilation of the root iinpartant ^stens of the amy, airforce and

HCTD 1941/45 ^hich were broken or captured.
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23 • Conr>arafcive table of alphabets*

24* Conmitiaent of signal intelligence against the East.

25 Table shewing accomplishment and personnel streigth of the fixed

intercept stsdbion Jtlterbog (Trei^nbrietzen) with out-statiais

1935—1939*

26 Comparison of personnel strength of the Russian section v.ith

accomplishments (1939—1945)-

Supplement

Ciypt analytic aids and not hods particularly for Russian
cryptocrans. [outline only]

Problems of ciyptanalysis

[ outline,also te;:t of Part II Secticn 3]
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suit vsoo 000

The area of the de-
ployment extends up to 60

Kffio The front lines of the

CP. extend from 30 to 60

Xm 0 /

1 to 9 pickets

10 to 12 reserve pickets
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4a Appendix

Exaaple shotting
Nuse of the first general amy and airforce

operational system ?;ith keys for on© month.

Original designation: «/7t" — 35 = Chatter table of the year 1935.
(Russian 2-digit substitution)

The system squares serving for enciphernent are so coiaposed that all
digits from 1—0 occur .once in each row and colmn. The system sousre shorm
at the left above the basic substitution ie ued to encipher both the tens
and the units of the dinomes (cipher groups). In the upper left scuare are
tte 3L numbers corresponding to the cay cttes of a nonthl

Choice of key for the 9th of the mcnth.

Below the day date 9 is the seoience: 2,0,4,7,5,9,1*3,8,6 a enciphernsnt
of the tensj on the line ^dth the 9th, at the right, is the seousnce
4,3,2,9,5,1,0,7,8,6 = encijiierasnt of the units. The dihone forced from the
first tv;o digits of those sequences, here 24, is the indicator group for this
encipheriaent.

Russian plaintext: qAU/ rjOj of 3 HOH r 4 T/l - BoJ\HA 173 +

f •

I

Translation: Tour call sigh is — 4tl — wave 173

Cipher text vvith plaintext above (indicator for encipherment on the 9th).

Indicator BfiUS IfOjtf&tfoft

24 27 01

BoflHA 17 3 C») Jl

21 09 39 79 45 03

Or: 2427 0175 5983 9375 2109 3979 4503 S433 8442 8473 -

C~) 4 Til CrO

75 59 S3 03 75

< M. 4 H 'H
84 33 84 42 84 73
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5a .Appendix

Example shewing use of the second general amy and airfarce . operational
system.

Original designation: "DT -39" = FT-39 « Chatty table of 1939
^Russian 2-digit substitution with double readings) [variants]

The tt© empty coluons (20 cells), are for optimal entries (different
for each network.

Russian plaintext: KJ}A0K0B^«

BAuiA PAhHorPAMMA ne p/icKoAHPyBTc^ kaKHE kJlfoyn ?

Translaticn:

'.That key?

Cipher text with plaintext above:

To Kljukov
Year radiogram cannot be deciphered,

Huhin

01

tjHTA% CflO&A

Ik

K
63

BAUfA
63

33

to

29

k o & $ 6 )

63 03 42 23 40

PC
44 01

c
83

A
.02

(?)

90

K
63

K
63

0

03

H
52

M
43

02

£
92

23

M P y
52 13 23

4UTAH CSIOSA

5k

* S ? A
73 92 13 62

E r C % (3) K
92 53 33- 68 30 63

tamm wm &yuan
38 01

39 52
H
73

Note: The underscored groups are switch groups,
indicating in the one case "read letters " in
the other case "read words". The cipher
text ray be transmitted in two or four digit
groups.
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Appendix 6a

Example showing use of the last general operational system and emergency

key of the amy and airfcrce.

Original designations* M I1T = 41" =?Ta4l - Chatter table of 1941

(Russian 2-digit substitution vdth variants)

Encrlp&^nent is still by stem squares and is sometimes changed several

tines a day within one network,

Russian plaintext: HAH. CB9t3**

haw nr*MHnKOTKA3fi<>h#AitT£ noT£j)frpA$y

Translation: To Chief Signal Officer

Our receiver has r;one b^d, request transmission by telegraph.

Rot&rmel

Cipher text v&th plaintext above:

' tjvt TAHrfCAo8A HAM. LBffJMI H ATA$ TIT 5$KBU (•) CSJoBA

16 87 15 28 22 16

«AUJ /7PMEMHMK WTMTfSjXeit o T K A J A
50 82 3 20 10 55 59 45 76

54 04 4S 76 46 33 35 01 92 16

renerPA* yumm s\/kbu ? q t B p rt £ J! b
31 2§ 34 25 10 95 06 97 35 SS 40-

Note: Underscored /groups are s\sitched groups reading "read letters" and

"read ucrds"*
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Appendix 7a

Sxaaple showing use of the' substitution system of the border guard
districts North, Leningrad, Kasakstan.

Original designation unknown (Russian digit — letter — substitution)

Enciphermerit by the aid of a letter square and a digit square •

Changs encipherrosnt daily.

Since border 31ard districts North and Leningrad hed no other systeins

down to 1933 this was also iced as a -;emraL system.

- The blsnkscells were filled gradually vith operational and technical
words and expressions, these differed ivith the three networks*

Russian text:

K 0 M CO » B 0) H P H
£ OE SE </£ 5* 3? 7<P 7F -f-f

£ U -ft H P M S E T £ 0

?e t)P S<P 7<t> IS +4> 3$ ti> JLE i£ d£

r o m 0 Ji o 8 y co
3£ G£ SE OE S<P GE 3$ gC STP -

nPHBET & otomosi o ey.

Translation: The section chief has arrived.
Greetings to Bosomolov.

Cipher text vdth plaintext above.
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• _ / Example 8a

Example showing use c£ the sifcstitution system of the coast guard district
Novorossisk.

Ehciphermart by use of a system square. Change of key approximately every week.

Since no other systems were available in the coast guard district Novorossisk
dam to 1938 this was also used as a general system,

Russian plaintext:
HAH* or^e/iA ynBo HKBAQ

HPOiDy C0O&W,HTb HOB biff PAAHOfiAHHbiS HA.<pBBPA/lb,

ttfiH. 3. OTpflHA rop K0 8EHKO

Translation: To section leader UPVO IJKVD.
Please send keys of February
Leader of the 3&rd sub-section Gorkovenko

Cipher text with nlaintext above:
HA<i* OTfi£fiA HKBfl CO n P O tt)

S7 81 36 88 90 38 31 36 26
y coo6tqnrb
34 79

H o & *>l £ PA8VO XMiHbiB
39 36 53 21 58 05 67

H A P € 8 P A
39 57 27 58 53 31 57

A 6 CO M^. 3. OTP/tAA rop K OBE HKO
30 25 90 67 49 85 59 36 31 37 36 53 58 39 37 36

ft

T'ote: The c ipher text is sent in 6-digit groups, the final group is padded
with random digits Tjhen necessary.
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Appendix 9a

Example shewing use of the substitution system of the coast guaid district
Odessa*

Original designation unknovai (Russian 2-digit substitution Kith nulls).

Enciphernent by tee of a system square • Change of key about every week.

In the cipher text a null is inserted between the first and second,

third and fourth, fifth and sixth,.... etc. groups. Thus null increases
progressively by one. The groups in the cipher text are therefore 5-digit 3

tte naifdie digit beiig the null.

Russian plaintext: '

' *
BC£A1 H*% $AC TAB.

CPoHHO XfCn/iHTb OXPAHJT BEPtTA.

HAH. OTfiBJIA yriBO HKBfi

Translation: To all leaders of (coast) outposts.
Reenforce the coast patrol at once.
Section leader UFTO NKTO

Cipher text (intermediate text) with plaintext ihovet

3C £M ///IV. $ACTAB (0
?4 52 60 39 03 71 43

CPOHHO yCrtJliiTboXPAHy
24 59 52 31 35 3L 50 90 53 93 57 68 36 59

S £ P ' £ r A 0) HAH. otaejiA Jfneo HKBfl
63 60 57 60 62 68 43 03 77 79 76

Ci]iier text divided into groups vdth nulls underscored:

6A452 60^39 03671 437L4 59852 31935

31050 90153 93257 68^36 59^63 6C£57

60662 6S7A3 ^03877 79976 -
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Appendix 10a

Sxmqr&a sharping use of the substitution systems of the border gpLid
Trans Caucasus

.

Original designation unknown.
(Russian expanded 2-digit substitution with transposition)

Encipherrent is v:ith th9 aid of a systen square. Chan js of hey
approximately cnce a veek.

Plaintext is first converted into cipher text. This cirher text is
treated as an intermediate text and divided up into sections* of 5-cipher
groups each. '"ithin these sections the tens of the 5-cirher groups are
confined into a 5-digit group, then the units are ccmbiiBd in like manner.
The individual sections are separated tron one another by bars and i*y be
transposed at «U1«

Russian text:

HAH. OTPX/IA CAT PH.

^?o H H0 CO0 6HlHT£ r&£ HAW 7* Yf7&> #K8&KAKABAA$E.

Translation: To the leader- of the Subsection (in) Gagri.
Report at once location of our steaa cutter 7.
UPTO NKTO Kakabadoe

.

Intermediate text vdth plaintext ^ove.

H*H* orPftAA r A r P H C•) CPoiiHO cooSUIHT? ni£
18 3 .

- 82 89 82-44 64 79 34 35 -67

HAW P CO K (*) 7 (;) ynBO HX8R K A K A 6 A
19 17 79 68- 79 25 79 09 40 68 89 68 39 83 - 89

A J F CO
56 57 50 79-

II. 12888 38292 - 46733 44945 - 81176 79798 -

72704 95990 - 6S6G8 89893 - 85557 96709 -

Cipher text:

81176 79798 - 85557 96709 - 46733 44945 -

6S6S8 39893 - 72704 95990 - 12888 88292 ..-
'

TOP SE C R-E-T-
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Appendix 11a

Example showing the use of a snail tank signal table "SOT" system*

Russian 4-digit code.

The tank signal table t/ifch 200 groups shows an interrupted, partially
alphabetic sequence, i« e. the vrords v.ith the sane initial letter are groused
together tilth t. tern exceptions . Aside from the most irroortant v.oids for tank
warfare the.code contains 1-dLgit nunfoers, the most important narks of
punctuation and an auxiliary alphabet where some letters are used selectively
corresponding to the text.

Sncipherisent is by dinanial substitution for elements AB and singLe
digit substitution for elements -C and D. It is changed at the discretion
°A the signal officer concerned. £ach code value uny be eroressed in 5
different ways in respect to the cipher elera&nfc D.

ISanner of reading the group is in the sequence: coluan (dinaae in
the upper <r lower ssargin of the table) — double row (single digit at the
left and right outer inargin of the table) — row (single digit at the left and
right inns- margin of the table-, this uay be expressed in five ways).

Russian plaintext:
nPornsHHx cwjiow ro i 5A ta/iicha m tahkh b pAhoh?
Z743? 3 3*74*7, . JTfltt *?+33 M At44\l > oBXo^ C CtTBB?A

Translation: Enemy and strength of one battalion and tank (is) in the
area 27439, 27447, 27443, 28433 and 28441, encirclement
of Nor den has succeeded.
Captain Rudin.

Cipher text with plaintext above:
(Insignificant v/ords and 5-digit coordinates are not enci.Aered).

72h5 ^8100
. 4775 3032 V\

TAHKI4 -PAHoHe8 7VIWOHC
27439 27447 27448 28433

19?3 B 6723 27439 27447 27448 28433

M 28441 oSXOg c CE8£PA yj\Af,OLb CO
W 2S441 3019 C 8105 7227 2877

KATtHTAH P y H, <i H
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Appendix 12a.

Example shewing use of the first general sdrforce cede (1935—1937)
Original cfesigiaticn unknot •

(Russian 4-digit code)..

Encij3ieroent of the ten tz.ges (columns in our version) by 1 to 10
different dincaes per .r&gs is irregular, changing on each network as deened
necessary.

. The large digits 0—9 at the left nargin are the tens, the 10x10 small
digits 0—9 are the units for the rov;s.

Order of readii^: Selectively one of the danowes of. the page involved
(coluran) — large figire at the left nargin as 10
of the row — small figure as unit of the row.

Russian plaintext.:

Cf Mfiiunttbi cesiA SfiAronoAjyHo. npoaJy coo suburb KorAA
BFPH/Tb M BblCOTy n£P£/l£TA +

HAVfiJltHtiK ASPoAVoMfii TOMEflb TlOHAMAPEHKO

Translation; To the commander of the 83rd squadron.
9 machines landed smoothly.
Request instruction vfoen end at what altitude return
flight is to be irade.

Comander of the *irfie3d GomaL.
Ponamarenko.

Cipher text with plaintext above:

8 3 CO 30M« CO 9 VAVHHbl

3225 3780 8475 3758 7557 9058 5281 5177

EJfAroTtoAMHo («) TTPcay coos^nrfe KoTXA B r
6952 0439 8458 1485 4764 1321 5203 9013
"P H - 3f T b H BblCOTy riEP£Ji£TA HAH.
3738 8424 5245 9042 8453 3717 7247 8925 6 626

A5P0XPCMA ro w £ Jl b no HA M
2923 3709 5223 9013 84a 3753 5234 9025 3723

A P £ H KO CO
9000 5233 3413 5224 8420 9053 —
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Appendix 13a*

Example showing use of the last general airfcrce systea (section)

Original designation: «S/*K —38° m VOL - 38 Airforce code of 1936.

(Russian 3-digit code).

The - 38 rath some 800 groups is transmitted with 3 basic encipher-
dents. These are desLgmted black, red and nroen, in our diagreia I, U, and
III. 7hs three dinones standing 4n the outer box of our rejraserttat ion ~

Left I = black,

saddle II = red
Bettea III =r green — indicate, each color key

separately, an ascending or decending sequence of dinomes. Since for BOO
groups in SO decades only 60 dihones are reouared, 20 dinerves of each
encipherment ray be enndtted & rdH. The single digit (in the decades)
alv.ays reoains unchanged an any color-kqy.

Encipherment is only by change of the dinar.e sequences and all three
dinorae sequences of the color keys are always changed siunitanacusly.

To illustrate the encijhering process "vse need only the sectien showfa

in the diagram (8 decades = 80 code groups one-tenth of tho entire code).

Russian plaintext:

cAMo/ier C6MT TTPO TMB HM KOfiA

TraisLaticn: Plane shot dorci by enemy

Cipher text vrithin the three oola-ed keys:

I (black): 756 786 703 -

H (red) : 963 948 028 -

III (green): 324 339 260 -
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appendix 14a

Description of code and ercijherrent in connection with a page of the generaleomoander code. ^ ^
Original designation: "CKK—5"
(Russian 4-digit code with substitution table.)

This code with some 5000 groups has 50 Pages of 100 groans each in
alphabetic-teminologic sequence. It consists of digraphs, letters, trigraphs,syllables, words, phrases, numbers fron 00 to 99, marks of punctuation and

i^%^
TJn

bt^°
r pla

V
e ty?e3

.
as vsl1 *s a reserve cells. In the original

•

25 paCGS
' ^ at the right, the last 25 ore at the le>tsideoi the page.

Enciphsrnent is by two dinons substitution tables which are different

Sh^lt fffJI ^^^T^Sed arbitrarily. The substitution tablesnifch soce 12—18 dinomial substitution sequences each are numbered insequence * the left and at the right margin and this numbering is alwaysrepeated twice either from 00 to 24 or 25 to 49 or from 50 to 74 or frST
l-JZ £r 5? * ^stitution tables differ from one another in that one

f^om%o\VK
Uen

rf
°f the

v

nunbe
f
s fl™ 00 to 49, the other has sequences

*? Moreover the numbering of the double sequences (dinomes at

two tablet.
0 separating the sequences in the table) differs in the

The numbering of the lines and of the double secuences are the indicatorcomponents of the indicator group. " muicaxor

o^J^Jf
s5^+

uP' the correct pair of sequences as ^shown by the indicator^f^SV^1™*00 taDle 13 foIded together and inserted in a pocketattached to the made of the code book cover in such fashion that only the

the* code)
s"»««se re.-nains visible. (Conpare diagram — leftside of

-
1x1 ord^ to demonstrate the use of the indicator group, the fight sideox the suostxtMta.cn table as shown as an unfolded fragment. It isHear that

'

each sequence is introduced twice in succession, this is necessarv in orderto exhaust all possibilities of encipherment. '

The position of the right hand substitution tables would correspond to
r,?+C

n:^^'or 3roup 3807—double sequences a 38, first line number = 0? —
. .

h£nd ±Itiicator group only the number 54 of the double sequenceis visible since the sheet has been folded.

Example: The rajre shown in the diagram has tte alphabetic index !'E,)K :' whichcan be expressed enciphered by the number 50 or 91 (the index is on the sane

iT&^XotecF??**^ P6 «wdA0 MecHTC Would read when enciphered: 5022

wS.rw ^i'^r^r^BHB' 11 hence right to*
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- Appendix 15 &•

Example showirg use of an SUV system (ftegiiaental unit)

Original desigmtioc unknown (SUV)

Russian Wigit code)

This system has wards, punctuation narks and the digits 0—9 and

also contains 4x2 switch groups signalizing

1. ?-ecd wards

2. Read the first letter of the vords*

Etaeittsrxwit 3* by dinonia substitution for elements AB and CD* Encipher-

mat is at t he discretion of the signal officer involved.

Russian plaintext:

npoaiy cte&QHTb r#£ Kn nos\KA

Translation: To t*» Chief of Staff of the 932nd Infantiy Regiaoit.

Ptease inform me of location of the regraeitai command post.

Tichondrov

Cijher text with plaintext abo-re:

(Swatch Rroiaps underscored). - _ _

7545 2991 3-23 3L34 2923 ' 6411 4239 8608 2934

4239 1008 8691 • 7541 2289 0359 1052 £52

noJlKA etHr.nifiSYK.CA' TMX-o MflPO S
2914 2932 8602 0320 8645 2934 6478 0334 1041 2934 7525
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Appendix 16a.

Description of cod.es and of encipherment showing use of a (fragmentary)
code table of HKVP border and security troops.

Original designation »3£PftO ir s S2RN0
(Russian 4-digit code encijfceraiwith substitution sequences)

The partial reproduction of this 4-place alphabetic^eminologic code
table vith 250 groups (50 pases of 50 groups each), shows the msbextm of
pages and lines of the basic code*

The code contains, letters, digraphs, trigraphs, syllables, voids,
numbers from 0 to 31 ( corresponding to dajr dates, marks of pinctuatiai
(v;ith variants) and cover groups for surnames of military and political
leaders (differing in each net).

The paces 01 to 50 and the lines 01 to 50 of the basic code are
enciphered ijy tv;o different dinoaiai; substitution seouences« Eachpa^ and line, of the. basic code can therefore be expressed in two
different ways since 2x100 different dinomes (00 to 99) are available for
only 50 pases and 50 lines of the basic "code.

Example:

Let us assume that paoe 49 can be replaced by either 17 or 42 and
line 37 by either 94 or 38, then for example the word UJTACcsn be
replaced in 4 different x;ays, namely 4J94, 4£^S, 1794 or 1738.
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Appendix 17

Exaji?)le of additive enci oherneat (operational -tactical code, general table}*

14 37
437 95024 67014 3SOI 36731 00845 38609 46836 78211 96474 4S70S
452 01184 75903 27804 73861 37011 57379 46830 28455 86649 43208
489 75904 66279 86451 17410 85047 65793 60141 58309 47562 38594
507 19405 83922 47605 76839 46017 S3447 99270 05OOI 37096 325SI
5a 06397 82491 15408
753 etc. a total of 30 lines of tan 5-di£t groups.

Plaintext with intermediate test (encoded text), indicator group (starting
point) line 437, column 78 - 43778
hhomaxfh** nep&ism+prgAerpAfltMii hp. 17 04 to
76240 - u 96435 00914 00287 09713 90916

37325 54130 73980 82321 43299 ' 42636

H /90.CM. c-) tiA<4. UiTABA AMM 1 3.
69348 37284 49737 12869 50952 59692

A6HA'J>Hit PPO THBHHkA
0O473 etc.

Translation: First continuation of enci phere d uessage No. 1704.
2. The 917 Infantry Regiment defends the fonaer (oldj Sector.
[To the Division Conranders of the 272nd arri 190th Infaistry
Division—Chief of Staff of the Amy]
3« The enemy airforce

Enci^ierasnt of the intermediate text vith the additive sequence of the above
Bloknot (indicator in third positiaa, Bloknot number in second position):

76240 07043 43778 96485 00914 00237 09713 90916 87325 54130 73980 823ZL 43299
38609 .

04849 07043 43778

42636 69348 37284 49737 12869 50952 59892 00473

m Cipher text

Note: Address and signature are generally placed in the middle of the
nessage betv.esn square brackets.
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Appendix 18a

Partisan, sccat and agent systems.
One and two place substitution vdth a key word
(Russian one and two place substitution).

The encipherer and decipherer need no key document. It is only
necessary to reirmber the key VJord. in this case C/HMoJj ST .3
airplane and to construct the matrix frori this whenever necessary.
The letters of the key t;ord are numbered *lphabetic<-illy beginning ;:ith 1.

Key -word: C A I! 0j| E T

Nunfirical key: 6 1 U 5 3 2 7

These seven letters of the key v;ord are then the ore digit elerients of
the substitution. The unused digits o, 9, and 0 are used as the tens of the
cipher digraphs for the niasing ietters and rrarks of punctuation.

Substitution:
(C£sar:)

'

A = l 84 H =88 91 14 =97 6) = 03

5 =30 3 = 85 o = 5 92 b =98 <i) = 04

a =B1 H,ii = 86 n =89 X 93 bl =99

r =32 K m 87 p =90 U, 94 3 =oo

A =B3 J] = 3 c = 6 95 K> =oi

E = 2 M = 4 T" = 7 Ui 96 ft &
Sample enciphorient

Russian plaintext: # PfiHEH KCH^A/O PA SOTj

Translation: I an v;cunded (I) an ending -the v;ork.

Cirtier text:

02901S8238S75S8951019013057179S03 -

Note: The ci^er text can be divided up in any desired fashion and lbv be
transmitted backv/ard.
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appendix 18 b

Partisan, scout and agent systems

.

Sample cf a double transposition frith example.

The doable transposition is a combined double transposition system.
Deciliierrrent is possible only v/ith the aicl of nnmrflp.tfl or partial cogpronises

Enciphering and deciphering is handled the same as rith single transposi-
tion, the cither text obtained frora the first box is treated as intermediate
text and enciphered again by the second box. The two boxes must have different
widths.

Example:

The plaintext is inscribed in the first box from left to right,.line by
line^and the cipher text (intermediate text) is taken out *q$r columns foilown-

ing the nunericol key. This intermediate text is inscribed in the second box
ard the final cipher text is taken cut in the nanner described above.

Russian plaintext:
( u

IHTAB CTonpTovi HEMtlXtfOK ftHBtoSnti HAXOft MTC/f B

Translation: The Staff of the lC$th German division is in the village
Jasnaja. Otherwise no changes. Schura.

1st phase of enci itierment (box 1):

Key »:ord:

Numerical key:

r o p

3 8 10

O

9

8

2

M T
6 12

B C
1 11

K

m T A B c r o n 91 r o v\

H £ M E A K 0
o
n W B

3 W M H A X, 6 W T C

a Pi e P £ 8 H £ C H /i

% A p j r Kl X n £ ? A!

H rt E T IB y p A /
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Appendix IS b
(continued)

*

Intermediate text:

THTCP TKXtfM WWHJX ft£LU,A ETTfiA WSlSAo OOHXf

ft VIZAM TZVAA HBB'HP yf^MW £?\iC 8 CHF/7M Rtn P-

2nd phase of enciphenitent (box 2)

Key word:

Numerical key:

C

L A.

o
6

C

8

T T c p T K *

3 j 3

£ c a A r T 9i

H t /I o

H X jr J
T £ H £

14 P f

.

A M

P H S C H £ n
*

M € n P
i

I

i

1

Cipher t^: */>CPX **<>M£ E«*£B

fMacH xefHA rjsro*. hm»tu Hfiy«'f

ofr«'f AHTHP WKBTo ^SMf-

/
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Appendix 18c

Parti son, scout and ar^nt systems.

Example showing use of the grille [Raster]*

Grilles are transposition systems. Ty:o tj'pes cff grilles are distinguished:

1. tte revolving grille

2. the ordinary grille (with blind cells)

The revoking rrrille is little used and will not be described in detail

here since it lias never been recognized in Russian traffic*

Tte ordinary cr simple grille belongs £j&aig the complicated transposi-

tion systens and when the rules for encii^ien^nt are fdllcwed precisely can

only be solved by the aid of complete or pLirtial compromises*

Example of the small grille*

The 100 letter grille below has 13 columns and 10 lines* each line has

8 blind cells which are differently located in each line. The numerical key

is derived from a key word of 18 letters (» the number of colvxins) . The

plaintext is inscribed from left to right, lane by line, in the open calls

(10 in each line). The cipher te:± is then taken cut by columns starting

v;ith column 1 (see numerical key).

Russian plaintext:

TATt> SAtlAWOH' 111 H<f> Port. RAHt£ \JKA3AHH£. MHlDA

Translations Schurs. has been killed <r captured,

TThat shall I do?
I shall -work with the reserve cipher

Give instructions
liischa.
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Appendix 18 c
(ccDtdnued*)

Message in the grille:

r:12

X
J2.

Ui J
17

X
6

?
14 16

A

7 3

X
10

H

1 IB

T a
21 2

1X1*1
n

\ .•

\ 8 3 XX ft XX TX 8 n Ji

'% X

X T © Si A X T X t>

XI X P X A Xn, 0 T A XX
XX A n X c X H X 0 X

H X •*> P o XX A [XXx\ T
y K XX A XX 3 A X H M X X
X AXx X X X

X X x XX X X
XI IX X X XX XX n

Cipher text:

60HHH HT€*$ EA3fiT Ofc'JBtf

K H6 HA) TCrflM &/^4>T ffiMjr^

<f>A;Poj OA 5 J) A
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Appendix 18 d.

Partisan, scout and agents system

Additive enciphernBnts »

Aside from additive encipherments such as were used in the axmy*

airforce, and HKVBj partisan, scout, and agent traffic employed primarily

so-called additive rolls* These r;ere rolls of paper
.
tape of considerable

length (several raters) bearing a sequence of random digits. The portion

of tape used to encipher or decipher a message was torn off and destroyed

thus insuring that one and the sams nurober-text was used only once for

encipherrant since each roll was prepcired in only tv/o copies one fcr the

receiver and one for the sender.

There is no need to debate the absolute security of this ^individual fl

use, decipherment is absolutely impossible even though the system itself

is known by capture. It does not ratter whether the message thus enciphered

"ivas criminally put "through a code or a simple substitution.

Most frequently substitutions of the type described in appendix 18a

were reencirhered by additive rolls.

Example of enciphermeat:

Intermediate text (cipher text of 18a) with additive vritten out

beneath:

O290188288875S8951O190180571798O3 - -
:

8406248157106O33174O7924004869W408599035a

Cipher text: 869632633597131268416932051938217

Note: Division into groups optional
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l| 2|3U Q I

6
!
7 8

IS.
9 8 7 6 5 4

SL
06_

08

JO
22

2£
26

28

42.

44

46

43_

60

62_

6£

_66

_68

80

13

11
17

il
a.

33

37

39

jtt

53_

55.

57

59

s.
21
75_

77

79
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Appendix 19a*

The nap planchette and its use

•

The reproduction of a Russian map planchette, scale 1:1.5, with a

map section of the area southwest of Smolensk will serve to illustrate the

roethod of encipheriaent.

The area of the map 1: 100,000 visible under the grid represents 20x30 km,

each of these. 400 square kilometers may be expressed by a three digit number —
a dinome from the left or right margin, a mononae from the upper margin of the

planchette. The area of 1 square kilometer can be subdivided Tihen necessary

according to the key f£ven in the upper left or upper ri^tt corner*

On maps suitable for this planchette the nanes of cities of over 10,000

inhabitants are underscored and also indicated by a 2-digit number. This
"

number is the key for applying the planchette- The area in question, i. e._

the actual inqp sheet, is arsumed to be knoviu

If one coordinate reads for instance 39512, the decipherer knows that

he must look up on the appropriate rap sheetx the city designated by the

number 39 (the first too digits of the coordinate). Vihen he has foum this

he lays the planchette on the map so that the city name is visible in the

window at the bottom of the planchette, the initial letter (in larger print)

must cut off precisely at the left margin of the vdrxlov/. Kow the coordinate

can be read, the planchett/e itself is oriented to the North.
j

Assuming that tte city name KPACH M tf has the ordinal 39, the torn

roPoftEU, lie-in the area 39512. the bridge over the Dnieper at the

south exit of the tovmrjCHHoe has the coordinate 39267, or i.fcre'precisely

392672 or 29267 5" .
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Appendix 3D

Jbqplanation of technical terms.

alphabetisch (alphabetic) applies to a [ one partQ code tfiich is in absolute

al pfobetic and terminologic sequence lite a dictionary •

aufgebrochen-alphabet isch (interrupted alphabetic)

applies to a. code where eiiries vdth like initial letter

are in alphabetic sequence bub t sequence of the initial

letters does not correspond to the norcal alphabet.

Belegux^ Is the position (cell) in a code assigned to a 2b ttar,

a bigran or sons other concept.

Bigramn Is a pairing of letters or digits.

Blender (null) is ^ blind element in enciphered text, sorBtines

a bigram, trigran, or even an e ntnre group, vdiich is
inserted in the cirher te:rt either to render unauthorised

* decipherioent more difficult or inerely to fill out a unit.

Cdsar . Is the simplest type of substitution qysteii still used at

the present time. The plain elements of a message, the

letters, digits and isarks of punctuation, possibly also the

inost frequent bigraus, are replaced by various combinations

of letters or numbers or both, usually in the forn of bigraias.

Chi Is the abbreviation fcr Chiffre, chiffrieren or ehiffriert.

Chielenent (ciphsr element) is the smallest unit, a sin&Le digit or

a single letter, of a cipher group.

Chiffrant Is a copy of a code for enciphering, that is vdth alphabetic

but not terannologic sequence of the code positions.

Chigruppe (Cipher group) is a group of the enciphered text.

Chispruch Is an enciphered message

.

Chitext Is an * enciphered text.

Code Is a substitution system of relatively largs extent rontaining,

aside fron-letters, digits and narks of punctuation (often

with variants), bigrans, trigrans, syllables, words and

compound concepts, type designations and cover /groups.

Dechiffrant Is a cojy of a code for decider ins, i* v̂ th ^e code

positions in terninaLogic but not in alphabetic sequence.
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appendix 20
(continued)

Deckgruppen (cover groups) are posit icns of a code vhich nay signify
among other things given names and .

faniily nanss, city names,
official positions, troop units, unit numbers, etc.

Element of a cipher group — see Chielement •

Entschltlsseln (decipherment) is the removal of the camouflage from
enciphered material by the use of regular keys etc.

in contrast to Entziffern (decrypting).

Sntzifferurg Is the activity vfcich r,iay lead to the unauthorised reading
of enc iphered naterial. It renoves the camouflage from the

cipter material without being in possession of keys etc*
by recovering these. The concept 'differ'*' is used in this
word only in an abstract sense.

Brsatzverfahren
(Substitution systems) are cryptographic system in which the
plain element or the plain concept is replaced by combina-
tions of digits^ letters or both, Yjhich by themselves x-aould

have a different -value*

Ervjeiterte Ciisaren

(Expanded substitutions) contain, aside fro# letters j digits
and narks of punctuation, bigrams, syllables^, short words
and sometimes 2-digit hunbers. In contrast to o he sinple
C&sar the number of cells may exceed 100,

Ez.

Fold

RHuflgkeit

Hinrceisgruppe

Indikatcr

Kenngruppen

Abbreviation for Kntzifferung. (decipherment — ciyptanalysis)

s Position or Belegung.

(frequency) is in general the percentual frequency of occurrence
of letters, bigranis, etc., in a language.

(switch group) is a group indicating the manner of reading.

(indicator) usually cesns the same as Kenngruppe* , but
aufgeschlfisselt or gegliedert L?j
Indikator may also nean only a part of the Kenngruppe.

(indicator groups) are groups r;hich airest v.lthout exception
are found anong the first ten or last ten groups of a cipher
message and which indicate the enciiherrjent including the
starting point if necessary.

Kenngruppen ray be sent in dear or camouflaged, i. e.

enciphered.
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Appendix 20
(continued)

Kettenstatistik
(index) is a count which shorn not merely the frequency but

also the cipher group follcwijag the indexed group in the text.

korabinierte verfahren
(combined ^rsteias) ere systems combining too or nore encipher-
merrfcs, e. g* substitution-substitution, transpositicn-transposi-

ticn, substituticn-transpositicn or transposition-substitution.

KontroHgruppe (control group) is a second Kermegruppe .

Either like to or supplcnentirg the first.

nehrfach belegt
Applies to a code \«hich allots two or rore code giwtps
far frequent plaintext meaning, [-with variants]

I5onograzzm Is a single letter o#»a single digit. •

Position m Feld or Belegung, the smallest unit in the structure of
a code (Ersatzverfahren) •

Satzbuch (code) is an especially largs code v;ith entire sentences
(commercial, economic and diplomatic codes).

S chltisselnittel
are cryptographic systems, methods of camouflage, systeias

of reenciphernent and docunerrts pertaining thereto.

schltlsseln or verschlllsseln
(encipher) is the disguising of plaintext by the aid of

means of encipherment , i* e. the traisfornioticn of plaintext
' into cipher text.

SpaltencSsar (polyalphabetic substitution) is a cryptographic system
using several CSsaren* The individual alphabets are used
one after the other in rotation. Encipherinent l&th numerous
cipher marlines is based on this principle of the so called
expsnded Trithedm oethod (Tritheia a Benedictine Abbot •

in the 16th century)

synibolische Addition
Is the addition of two digits without carrying the tens

[mod 10].

Tauschverfahren
(substitution systems) are a limited category of substitu-

tion systemis beyond the frai:B work of the two place CSsaren.

AH systerns vrlth bigran substitution, nabced substitution and
nonogram substitution xvith at least three elements are

teraed Tauschverfahren.
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Appendix 20
(continued)

V

.
tenninologisch

'

(terminologic) signifies a directly or indirectly ascending

or decerning sequence of numbers •

TrigPOSffl© are conbinatiens of letters or digits having three elements.

Umfang signifies the total nuraber of positions (Felder or Belegungqn)

of a code*
i

Yersatzverfahren _ ,

(transpositions) are cryptographic systems vftere the plain

elercnts are scrambled by certain regular changes of

positicc ( i #e. are transposed) •

7/iirf el is the simplest transposition ^ystea still used st the

present tine v.here the plain 'elements are inscribed in

a rectangle fron left to right, line by line, and are
^
then

taken out, column by column, according to a tey and divided

into groups of any desired length*

Third or Z&hlenwurm
(additive sequence) is an unsystematic, practically endless

numerical sequence v.hich is added ciod 10 as reencipherraent

to a numerical encijiiered tert.

/
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Compilation of systems of the army, airforce and KKVD 1935—1941 tfcich
were in use for somstioe and ware decrypted.

(Down to the outbreak of the Russo-Gewaan ttar.)

1. Original desigiafcion "PI — 35 » (chatter t*±>le of 1935)

General designation:

Massage groupBX

Formula:

Structure:
'

Encipherment:

Area of use:

Message content:

Period of use:

Predecessor:

Successor:

Traffic receipts:

Readability:

Kenjarte:

2. Original designation:

General designation:

Message groups:

First general operational system of arjqy and
airforce*

2-digit (saaetiiass sent in 4-digit groups)

R2ZCr. (Busaian 2-digit CSsar)

2-digit CIsar with 100 positions.
Letters in alphabetic sequence, 1-digit numbers,
mariss of punctuation and selected operational-
technical and tactical terms.

System squares for single digit substitutiai for
the tens and units*

Anqy and airforce generally, froa division down.

Primarily operational, internal service and
personnel matters « During maneuvers also
tactical content

October 1936 to September 1939.

Various small Cflsaren of short duration,
for anay aid airfares.

»PT—39* (see 2.)

Heavy receipts primarily in the !Vestera military
districts, fl^terially hsarier during mneuvers.

Homogeneous material of at least 50 groups' read
in fall.

Nona

"PT — 39" (chatter table of 1939)

Second general operational system of amy and
airforce.

2-digit (sometimes sect in 4-digit groups)
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Formula:

Structure

:

EncipherriBnt

:

Area of use:

Message content:

Period of use:

Predecessor:

Successes:

Traffic receipts:

Readability:

Remarks:

Original designation:

General desigiaticn:

Message groups:

Formula:

Structure

:

Enciphermerit

:

Area of use:

Appendix 21
( centimed)

R2ZCr. in. tin* dop# Lsart.
(Russia 2-digit CSsar with some cells having
two meanings).

2-digit Casar "with 145 positions •

Some oells have tvx> meanings, shonn by two
switch groups ("read letters" "read words")
Otherwise like 1.

Like 1

Like 1

Lite 1.

October 1939 to February 1942.

"PT—35" (see 1)

"PT-41" (see appendix 22—1).

As for 1

As for 1

None

Unknom

General and operational system of the border
Jpuard district (KK7D) Leningrad, Nord, and
Kasakstan.

Bigrams consisting cf 1 digit and 1 letter*

RZBCr. (Russian diglt-letter-C&sar)

2-place digit-letter-Cfisar with alphabet, digits,
and marks of punctuation. Values of the remain-
ing cells (theoretically 100 positions different in
each of the three nets.

Monogram substitution using two system squares
(a digit square for the tens, a letter square
for the units).

NKTO bcrder guard troops of the border guard*
districts Leningrad, Nord and Kasakstan.
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1

Message content:

Period of use:

Predecessor:

Successor:

Traffic receipts:

Readability:

Remarks:

4* Original designation:

General designation:

Message groups:

Formula:

Structure:

Enciphercent:

Area of use:

Message content:

Period of use:

Appendix 21
(continued)

General affairs of border guard troops.

End of 1934 to February 1939.

Probably none, since this v;as the first NKVD
cryptographic system for the border guard troops.

For messages of operational content the first
general HKTO operational system (see 7)} for
messages of organizational and tactical content
the first general IIKVD code for border guard
and security troops (see 18).

Various* Depending on the season. In "sunrner

Kasakstan could be heard veil, in winter
ftord and Leningrad. Rarely nore than 10
messages a day.

As for.l.

None.

Unknown

General and operational systesn of the coast
guard Odessa.

5-digit groups; two 2-digit groups, middle
digit a null. Cipher group: 2-digLt.

R2ZCr. m. SI. (Russian 2-digit C&sar "with nulls).

2-digit C&sar with 100 Positions, soue being
reserve cells. Alphabet, digits, mrks of
punctuation, and selected vords as under 1*.

Like 1.

NKTO border guard troops of coast r^uard

district Odessa©

Like 3.

October 1935 to February 1939*

Predecessor: Probably none.
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Successor:

Traffic receipts:

Readability:

Remarks:

Original designation

General designation:

Message groups:

Formula:

Structure:

Encipherment

area of use:

Message content:

Period of use:

Predecessor:

Successor:

Traffic receipts

:

Readability :

Remarks:

appendix 21
(continued)

As
t

under 3.

Averags: 5-B&ssa<3Bs daily.

As for 1.

None

Unknovm

General and operational system of coast guard
Novorossisk.

6-diglt, three 2-digit cipher groups.

R2ZCr. (Russian 2-digit C£sar)

2-digit C&sar with 100 Positions, sore being
reserve cells. Alphabet, digits, punctuation
marks, and selected words as under. 1«

Lite 1

NKVD bordo: guard troops of coast guard Novorossisk.

Like 3«

October 1955 to February 1939.

Probably nore.

As under 3»

Light,. 20 massages a month at most.

As under 1.

None

6. Original designation

General designation:

Message' groups:

Formula:

Unknoraa

General and operational system of the
border guard district Transcaucasus •

5-digit (containing either 5 tens or 5 units of

the 2-digit cipher groins)

R2ZCr. erw. m. Yerst*
(Russian 2-digit CSsar expanded with trans-
position)*

TOP SECRET—
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7.

Structtire:

Encipherment t

Area of use:

Message content:

Period of use:

Predecessor:

Successor:

Traffic receipts:

Readability:

Remarks:

Original designation:

General designation:

Ifessags groups:

Formula:

Structure

:

&iciph3roent:

Area of use:

Message content:

Period of use:

Predecessor:

TO

Appendix 21
(continued)

Expanded 2-digit C&sar tilth 100 positions*
Alphabet, higrams, syllables, frequent short
T?ords, digits, masks of punctuation, and
selected v/ords as und9 1*

Like 1
Also transposition by separation of the tens
and units . (see appendices 10 and 10a)

HKTO border guard troops of the district
Transcaucasus* •

Lii© 3«

Jantaiy 1936 to February 1939.

Probably none

as for 3»

Heavy, depending on the season*
Average: 10 messages a day.

as for 1.

None

Unteiom

First general operational system of the
border guard troops NKTO. .

Life 1.

R2ZCr. (Russian 2-digit C&ser)

Like 1

Lite'l

NKTO border guard troops generally*

Operational — technical reports *

l&rch 1939 to iky 1945.

CSsaren of the border and coast guard
districts Leningrad, Nerd, Kasakstan,

pOc^s^^N^rj^^i^a^iTranscaucasus,
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Successor:

Traffic reoeipts:

Readability:

Remarks:

Appendix 21
(continued)

Hot knosn

Heavy in the years before the war, later light,
in. the last two yaars only isolated messages*

As for 1.

None

'

8* Original designation:

G«eral designation*

Ifessage groins:

Formula;

Structure:

Enci£ieriaBnt:

.Area of use:

Sfeesags content:

Period of tee*

Predecessor

Successor:

Traffic receipts

Readability:

Reoarks:

Unknown

First operational system for internal
Russian traffic*

Lite 1

R2ZCr. (Russian 2-digit Casar),

2-dfigit Ctosr trith 45 positicns*
Alphabet, digits, and iaarks of
punctuation, no words*

like 1*

Hearly all isajor radio stations for
internal traffic*

- »
•

Matters dealing Kith operations and
cofiounicabxcris technique •

1935—1938

Qhknpnn

Unknovm.

Kcfc part of our assignment, stray messages
were picled up*

Lite 1

Hone
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9* Original dedication*

General desigiaticn:

Message groups:

Formula*

Structure:

Enciphermait:

Area of use:

Predecessor:

Sue cesser:

Message content:

Period of use:

Traffic receipts:

Readability:

Rerarks:

Unknot

First code of the KK7D border giard troops
Kasakstan.

4-digit

R4233 (Russian 4-digit code) .

4-digit code with 25 pages of 100 positiens
each (2500 positiens in all). Contained
alphabet, bigrams, trigrams, syllables, wrds 3

numbers from 00 to 99 and ptmctuation narks.

Di^ooe substitution fcr pages of the basic code.

NKVD border gqaid troops Kasakstan.

CSsar of border guard Kasakstan (see 3).

Second code of NKVD border guard troops
Kasakstan (see 17) *

General mtters of the border guard and
,

press reperts .

December 1935 to March 1937

Various, heavy in the sunsrer months .

Homogeneous material of at least 100 groups
read in flill since the middle of 1936 •

None ^

10. Original desigiaticn: Unknovai

General designation:

Message groups:

Fomula:

Structure:.

First general air code

4-digit

R4ZC* (Russian 4-digit code)

4-digit code with 10 p^es of 100 Positiens
each (1000 Positions in all) . Auxiliary
alphabet with bigrsms ana oost fre<ruent
syllables, digits and selected nunbers for
flying elsVatican. 'Vcrds of air technical
character and for vesther reports . Carer
groups for types of planes and proper nsaes«
Reserve cells.

TOg^ECRET
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Encipheriosnt:

Area of use:

Predecessor:

Successor:

Message content:

Traffice receipts:

Period of use:

Remarks:

Dinane si±> stituticn for pages of the basic code.
Each page can be expressed in as many as 10
different ways for any^ encipbsrment

.

Airforce in general

Various snail CSsaren aid codes of short life
over United areas.

^AK-^ (see- 14)

TaJe off and landing reports, weather reports,
internal service, personnel matters, organiza-
tion aid development as well as tactical
cessans during maneuvers.

Varied, eoaetiraes heavy, up to 50' messages a
day.

1935 to November 1938.
After recovery late in 1935, homogeneous
material of at least 30 groups could be read
in full*

None

11. Original designation:

General designation:

Message groups:

Formula:

Structure:

xEncipheroent

:

Area of use:

Message contest:

Period of ise:

Unknot

First airforce parade and maneuver code of
1 May 1936

3-digit

R32Co (Russian 3-digit code)

3-digit code with 6 pages of 100 Positions
each (600 positions in all), otherwise like 10*

Ibnogram substitution for all eteneits
(hundreds, tens, and xmts).

All airforce formations, grourri organizations,
air fields etc0 which stand in direct or indirect
connection with the Ksy jsrade in Hogcot;

All matters connected with the air pexade c

Air parade Moscow (Kay 1936) inid Arril to aid
May 1936.
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Predecessor:

Successor*
*

Traffic receipts:

Readability:

Remarks:

12 and 33*

14* Original desigoaticn:

General designatlca:

Message groups:

Foraola:

Structure:

Encipherment:

Area of use:

Message content:

Period of use:

Sen

Second air parade and maneuver cods of 1 Ifey

1937.

Especially in the days around 1 Kay veiy heavy,
up to 200 messages a day*

After recovery, homogeneous material of at
least 30 groups could be read in full in a
few days,

Rons

Like U« Little changed, somewhat ezp sanded
from year to year*

12m Second airparade and maneuver code 1937
13» Third airparade and maneuver oode 1938*

«VAK-38" (airforce code of 1938)

Second Geneml airfbrce code.

3-digit

R3ZC (Russian 3-&git code)

3-digit code with 80 decades of 10 positions
each ( 800 positions in all)
Auxiliary alphabet, air technical and
meteorological terms and compound concepts,
nniabers 0 and fLi^xt aLevaticns, punctua-
tion marks a*id cover groups.

3 basic encipher rasnts black, red and green.
Dinane ericipherment of the hundreds and tens*
Units constant rdthin the basic enciphsrment

.

Airfcrce in general.

Various, principally operations and communica-
tions, take off and landing reports and weather
service.

Ko-reaber 1938 to December 1939.
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Predecessor:

Successes*:

Traffic receipts:

Readability:

Remarks:

15. Original desigiaticti:

General designation:

Message groups

:

Fozmula:

Structure:

Encdpfaerment:

Area of use:

Predecessor:

Successor:

Period of use:

Message content:

Traffic receipts:

First general airforce code (see 10)

Various small codes and chatter tables of
short life, in very limited areas. For

tactical masters the first large code for

amy and airforce (19)

Varied, generally ligftt*

After, recoverj of the systsa early in 1939
homogeneous material of at least 30 groups

was completely readable •

None

• HnknoTO

First army code cf the milit ;uy district Ifossow

4-digit

R4ZC (Russian 4-digit code)

4-digit code of 20 pages v;ith 100 Positions
each (2000 positions in all)* Alphabetic-
terminologjc sequence* iilphabet, bigrsms,

trigrams, syllables, wrds, nunbers from
00 to 99* punctuation and some cover groups

far proper liaises*

Dinone substitution for the thousands and

hundreds (AB)* monogram substitution for tens

(C), units (Dj unchanged*

Army, military district of Moscow, corps to
regiment •

None

First relatively large code for army and
airforce (see 19)*

July 1936 to May 1937

Tactical content, internal service, personnel
affairs, organization etc* /

Varied, Very heavy during two maneuvers,
otherwise only scattering*
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Readability:

Remarks:

16* Original designation:

General tfesignaticn:

Message groups:

Formula:

Stiucture:

EndLpherment:

Area of use;

Message contents

Period of use:

Predecessor:

Successor:

Traffic receipts:

Readability:

Remarks:

After recovery of the system homogeneous

asterial of at least 100 groups completely
readable*

Sone

Unknom

First general HKVD code (reserve system)

4-digit

R4CZ U Tschrh. (Russian 4-digit code
enciphered by substitution sequences).

4-digt^ code of 35 pages with ICQ Positions
each (3500 positions in all), alphabefcic-

terninologic sequence* Alphabet, bigrems,
trigrams, syllables , words, 2-digit xiunbers,

punctuation and a nunber of reserve cells

for ^cflfcioral entries*

Dinoms substitution (sifcstituticn sequences
or tables) for eLements AB and CD*

Used occassicnally as emergency system by

almost all JSCVD organizations •

Very varied, sometimes tactic al touching on
army natters* Content often very important
and interesting.

Angist 1938 to January 1943

Hone

The 4-digit codes of the various NKTO
organisations*

Very varied. Soraetines (for months at k tine)
no receipts, someti-nes very heavy receipts o

After xecoveiy in 1938/39 homogeneous material
of at least 300 groups completely readable.

This system was in use longer than any other
military or political system of the USSR*
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17* Original desigrufcic»:

General designation:

fibssage groups*

Formrilai

Stmcttre:

Enciphermanfc :

Area of use:

Ueseage content t

Period of use:

Predecessor:

Successor:

Traffic receipts:

Readability:

1 Remarket

18. Original desingafcicn:

Gmeral designation:

Message group:

Foraola:

Structure:

fatoom

Second code of the HOTD border' guard troops
Kas&kastacu

84CZ. I? - m tscfcrh. (Bassian 4-digLt code
enciphered by substitution sequences)*

4^dLgit code of SO pages with 100 positions
each (5000 position* in all), otherwise lilse

Like 16.

HKTO border gpazd troops Kasakstsn

General border guard natters and press reports

Kareh 1937 to Karch 193?

First code of border guard troops Kasakstan
(see 9)*

First general code of NKVD border guaid troops
(see 18)

^

Seasonal, very bsa*y in suaircr, often up to
20 messages a day*

like 16*

None

UnkcoTO

First general code of NKTO border guard
and security troops*

4-digit

R4CZ. tl. Tschrh. (Russian 4-digit code
enciphered by substitution sequences*

/rdiglt code of 100 pages with 100 positions
each (10,000 positions in all), otherwise like
16 but considerably expanded, but many reserve
cells for entering proper names*

t o p "S e c ret
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Bndphermeat:

Ares of use:

Message content:

Period of use:

Predecessor :

Successor:

Traffic receipts:

Readability:

Remarks:

Monogram phase substitution- (3 phases);
since April 1%D b? additive sequence
produced from the book "Histoiy of
Leninism" •

All border guard districts of HKVD border
guard and security troops*

General border guard affairs*

March 1939 to December 1%1

The general border guc id CSsars of the
various border and coast guard districts and
the second code of border guard troops
Kasakstan.

5*e second general code (ncn-elphabetic) of
the NK7D border 'guard aid security troops,

Vexy heavy* Messages from all districts
often up to 100 a day.

As for 16*

Nona

19. Original designation:

General designation:

Message groups:

Formula:

Structure

:

. Encipherraent:

Area of use:

Message content:

Period of use:

Onknom

First general tactical code of anay aid airforce,

4-digit

HfcZC. tt Tscfarlu (Russian ip-digit code
enciphered by substitution sequences)*

4-digit code of 50 ps^ges with 92 positions each
(4600 positions in all). Otherwise like 16 bat
adapted to needs of army and air force*

,
Lite 16.

Anay and airfbrce generally. Corps, division*
brigade and regiment.

JfostJy tactical

June 1937 to June 1939

1*2
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Prods cesses*:

Successor*

Traffic receipts:

Readability t

Remarks:

33. Original designation:

General designation:

Message group:.

Formula:

Structure

Enciphermant

:

Area of use:

Message content:

Period of use:

Predecessor:

Successor:

Traffic receipt:

Readability?

Remarks.

Various small codes of short life and liadted
awas, also t§e first amy code in the military
district of U scow (see 15) 9 and the second
general airfbfee code "VAK-38* (see 14) •

°0KK-5* (see 33)

Very haavy during naaewers, othe**iee li£it.

As for 16,

Sons

"0KK-5* (general coniraander code)

Second general tactical code of amy and airforce.

4-digit

H42J. ft* Tschrh (Russian 4-digit code encijiiered
fay substitution sequences)

4-digit codes of 60 paces, 100 positions each
(5000 positions .in all) , otherwise like 16
or 19, considerably iapiwed and expanded.

Like 16.

Like 19.

See 19.

June 1939: to June 1940

First general tactical code of aany and
airforce (see 19)

»0KK-6» (see 2L)

As for 19*

As for 19

None

2L Original desigiaticn:

General designation:

TO
"OKK-^" (General comaader code).

Third tactical code of army and airforce.
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Ifeasage groups*

WoscuoblIm

Structare:

Ehciphewmts v

Area of use?

Bessage eottbectl

Period of use:

Predecessor:

Successor:

Traffic receipts s

Readability:

Remarks:

E4ZC fl. Tsdta*. (KusaLan 4-digit. code
enciphered ly substitution sequsnoes)

Lite 2D, fttrther Improved

Lite 06

Lite 19

Lite 19

Ame 1940 to September ISO. •

"0KK-5" (see 20)

"0KK-7" (s» appendix 22—2).

As for 19

Asfor 16.

None

22. Original deBigoatiosu

General designation:

Hessags groups:

Fonaulat

Area of use:

lfessag» content:

Stincture:

Bhltpom

First operational and tactical code of the
suprcas conmand of the EKKA for array and

'

airfesree.

5-di«tt

R52C. m. Vfurscab (Russia 5-digii code with
additive encirhermant).

Anay and airforce* General staff down to
division,

*i

Tactical and operational (invasion of Poland
and «ar with Finland.)

5-digii code with souse 35000 positions in
alphabstic-termirwlogic sequence./ Alphabet,
bigrans, trigrams, syllables, words, compound
concepts, phrases, punctuation, fractions and
ordinals, numbers from 0 to 1000, hours and
minutes, day dates, year dates and caliber
designations.

TGPi*E€RET
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Enciphcrjaent :

Period cf use:

PredMeescr:

Successor:

Traffic receipts;

Readability:

Remarks:

Additive, primarily "gemral additive"
(sea part 2,

August 1939 to Beceaber 1940

Ontowm, probably no such system had been used
before*

"W1--A" (see 22)

Very heavy during the Russo-Finnish "war*

¥hm the same additive vas reused {at least
3 s©ecages, preferably sore) this ms read
in part, later quite completely. I

None

23* Original designation:

General designation:

' Message group:

Formula:

Structure

:

KnGLphermit

:

Period of use:

Area of use:

Message context:

Predecesscr:

Successor:

Traffic recei

"011-AS!

2nd operational and tactical code of the
supreme coxnoand of the RKKA for amy and
airfares.

5-digit

R5<Z» a. Tftmsfflb. (Russian 5-digit code with
additive enci£heri©nt).

5-digltcode of 390 pqges and aozaa 19000
positions. Otherwise like 22. Considerably
iaproved among other things Kith numerical
dat&gnaticns for amy, corps, divisions, end
brigades*

Like 22

January 1941 to October 1%1

Amy and airforce. General staff dcwn tp regLnact.

Tactical aid operational (Russo-Gorman war).

First operational and tactical code of the
supreos com&nd of the RKKA for army and
airforce. (see 22)

"023-A" (see appendix 22 - 5#)

B*j^ q j^^^jjj
3^^ a day on the average.

1B5
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Readability: As for 22. Dub to increased use of "individual
additive sequences" and frequent change of
"general additive sequences" the percentage of
readability Tsas between 15 and 25%.

Remarks: "011-A" was captured in June 1941

Fcr ccntinuatico: See appendix 22«

t
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Compilation of the most

during the Russo-Gerinan

Ic Origins designation:

GeueraL designation:

Message groups:

Formilat

Structure:

Snrumeraents

Ar3a of use;

Keasage contont:

Period of use:

Successes

:

Traffic receii^st

RsAdabiliiy:

Appendix 22

isportant ^ysteas of the ariry, airforce* and NHTO

war 1941/45 Tshich rare decxypted and capture do

—2jl" (chatter table for 19^1)

•

3rd general operational system of anny and
airforce,

2-digit (sanctifies sent as 4- digit groups-)

R2CZr« bu dop« Lsart. (Russian 2-di^.t CSsar

vdth double reading) •

2-digit CSsa? with 195 positions* alphabet,

digits and :~ost important punctuation carfcs

have- ttto x'alueSo Most frequent liters have
three* Inprov ea!s ele ction of wards for operation-
al and cojxiunieatiens technique and a few
tactical words. 2 switch groups ("read letters"
and "read words"), to care for tfe double entries.

System soiarss for sing3b digit aub stitutic^i

of tens and units •

Amy and airforce generally, fro;a division dovm$
as emergency system also for army*

Predociinently operational, internal service

and personnel natters tt As emergency system, also

tactical content*

March 1%2 to the end cf 1%3? sporadically

dam to tte beaming of 1%4*

f5FT—3?" (conpare c^-psndbt 21 — 2) •

Various ^SUV^7 and t7?T' : systems used in small
areas

«

Heavy in tte beginning*

Homogeneous material of at least 100 groups

completely readable *

Captured during the early reonths of tha tzar,

almost conpletely recovered and readable before .

that.
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2. Original designation:

General desingafcion:

Eessagg groins:

Formula:

Structure:

. Encijiierraent:

Area of use:

Massage content:

Period of use:

Predecessor:

Successor:

Traffic receipts:

Readability:

Remarks:

3* Original designation:

General desigiaticsi:

Message groups

:

Fcenda:

"OKK-711 (g<2ieral commander code)*

4th -gsneral tactical code of amy and airfbrce*

.4 digit •

R42C fl; Tsshrh. (Russian 4-digLt code
enciphered by substitution sequences)*

Zr&gLt codes of 5P pages rath 100 positions
each* Alphabetic-term3nologie sequence*
Alphabet, bigrans , trigraras, syllables* words*
2-digit nui-kersj punctuation marks* several
compound tactical concepts and cover groups,
also reserve groups.

Dinoui£ substitution (substitution sequances or
tables) for elements AS and CD, soastittes idtfa
the use of indicator groups*

Army and airforce in general* Assy, corps,
division, brigade and regisnenfc*

Chiefly tactical.

November 1941 to January 1%2#

«0KK—6" (see appendix 21 — a*)

"0KK~8n (see 3)

Unstable, varied from net to net, 50 messages
a day on the average.

After capture hamogeieous material of at least
300 groins completely readable, prior to that
fragments could be read*

The code tree captured a few days after it me
put into use, however the enciphercaent alvssys
had to be broken*

"0KK-S% (general consE-ander code) %

5th general tactical code of aragr/and airfares*

4-<iigit

H42C G. Tschrh* (Euseian 4-digit code
enci;iiered by substitution sequences) 0

TO PISE CRET
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Structure:

Encijhernent:

Area of isse:

Message contort

:

Fericd of use:

Predecessor*

Successor:

Traffic receipts:

Readability:

Remarks:

Like 2, further improved.

Like 2.

Lite 2.

Like 2.

January 1942 to March 1942*

«0KE~-7« (see 2)

I!o 4—digit code of this type t»as in use after

the reorganization of the cryptographic service

of the EISA in March 1%2«

As tinier 2, constantly diminishing*

As for 2 0

As for 2.

4. Original cksigaaticnt

General designation:

Message groups:

FGrsala:

Structure*

Sncipiernent:

Area of use:

Message content:

Period of use:

Predecessor:

Successor:

Traffic receipts:

readability:

IJOZKK

—

7n (central consaander code)

First caitral tactical cede of unites of the REM
not in the front (supply area or training area)*

4-digit *

R43G. tU Tschrh. (Russian 4-digit cods
enciphered by substitution sequences)*

Like 2.

Units of the RKKA fron snny dcren to regiment

in the supply cr training areas.

Organization, supply, personnel etc, also
tactical.

July 19U to Jferch 19.42

tfaknotci* probably none.

Various SOT systeiss.

SoiiBti^es host's

As for 2.
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Bazaarks:

• C^iginaL desolation:

General designstier,:

Message groups:

Fonaula:

Stractive: -

Enciphericenfc:

Area of uso:

Message content:

Period of iset

Predecessor:

Sizecesser:

Traffic receipts:

Readability

Coapletely readable from the start since both

code and key tables had been captured complete

.

"023—

A

w

3rd operational and tactical code ef the supreme

consaand of .the RKKA fcr army ani airfcrce.

5-digit

R5ZC« su TfaraSb (Rissian 5-digiL code rdth
additive encithen?>ent)«

5-digit code cdth 20,000 positions in alphabetic

—

terminologic sequence* Alphabet, bigrans, trigraas

grllaaLes, rards, conpeund concepts, phrases,
punctuation marks, fractions and ordinals,
numbers from 0 to 1000 r hours and ninutes, day

dates, year dates, calliber designations and

numerical designations of annies, corps,
divisions, brigades, and son© mixed units*

Additive—"general"and "individual" bloknots,
(cougars part 2 pages 90/?l)

Arssy and airfare© • General staff down to

division and brigade.

Tactical and operational* (Russo-Geman ^ar)

October 1941 to March 192*2

"Oil—A" (ees appendix 21—23)

.

"045—A" (see 6)

Yery hss/y, all told up to 3CO messages a day.

Good T?hsre the sane sequence vjas reused,
(at least three inessages, preferably more).
Increased use of "individual bloknot3",
sometimes contrary to regulations used several

times and consequently read* Often as siany

as 60 ia3ssag3s a day, i* e* 20£.

The code was captured immediately after it -was

put into use*
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6•Original designaticsi:

General designation:

Hessas* groups:

Formula:

Structure:

Encipfrenrent:-

Area of use;

Message content:

Period of use:

Predecessor:

Successes?:

Traffic receipts:

Readability:

Reiasrks:

4th operational and tactical code of the suprecs
coisaaid of the EKKA.

5-diglt

RpCZ. *u Vfinsilb* (Etesian 5-digit code with
additive encipherrent).

5-digit code idth 21,0C0 positions. Otherwise
lii© 5 but further expanded and inproved.
Interrupted alphabetic sequence.

Like 5«

Like 5.

Lite 5.

March 1%2 to March 1%3.

"023-A" (see 5)

(see 7)

Like 5

Lite 5 but idth increased, correct use of "individuals
additive* Readability decreasing.

Code vas not captured until suratser* by then it was
so far . broken that fragaents could be read and the

general seise gleaned.

7 Original designation: "062—A"

General designation: ,5th operational and tactical code of the suprenB
coamaid of the RKKA for amy and airforce.

Message group:

Forxnula:

Structure:

5-digLt

R5CZ. m. "tfurafib (Russian 5^digit code with additive
encipheraent).

5-digit code with 22 5C00 positions. £Lpfeafcetic-

terminologic sequence. Liks 5 bat further in^ioved
and expanded.
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Area of uset

Message coc^sit:

' Period of use:

Predecessor:

Successor:

Traffic receipts:

Readability*

Reisarks:

Like 5.

Like 5*

Lite 5.

ISarch 1%3 to Earch

wpztf—A* (see 6)

«09L~A» (see 8)

Lite 5.

Like 6

Code was captured imediately after it ttas pub into
use*

8. Original desigraticn: l,091—A"

General designation:

kessage groros:

Forarula:

Structure:

Enciphemwnt

:

Area of use:

Message content:

Period of use:

PrRecessor:

Successor:

Traffic receipts:

Readability:

6th operatioral and tactical code of the supreme
command of the RKKA for array and a£rforce.

5-digit.

R5ZC. la.
r&moab . (Russian 5-digit code tdth

additive enciphencent)

5-digit code v£±h 23000 Positions in alphabetic-
terminologic seotence» Conma and period with
multiple values, generally once on each page*

For the rest Lite 5-

Like 5.

Like 5o

Like 5 c

iaarch l%h to tfejr 1%5 aad probably longer*

n062—A* (see 7)

not .knorcu

Like 5*

Ever decreasing* Bare uos of "general* additive,

disguise of indicator groups.
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Remarks:

Original- designation:

General designations

Message groups:

Formula:

Struetare:

Enciphernsnt:

Area of use:

Message content:

Periai of use:

Predecessor:

Successor:

Traffic receipts:

Readability:

Remarks:

Cede captured shorter after it r&s put into use.

Unknots**

First non-alptebetic code of interior troops

KKVD md of border guard and security troops

(frorfc staff end (SIP) facing hostile countries*

4-digit

HI^XJ, m. Eussian (£H&gLt cod«?;ith additive

encipherernt)

4-digit code vdth 100 pages of 100 positions each

(10,000 positions) * Hon-aLphabetic sequence.

Alphabetic, bigraias, trigrans, syllables, words ,

coispound concepts, nuribers iron 0 to 100, marks

of punctuation and reserve cells

.

Additive table (so called Ganuna tables) For a •

time in the arctic district transposition with
.

numerical key.

Internal troops KKVD. Highest owanand of bordar

guard and security troops KKVD feeing eneaiy countries.

Qrgfiniz&icn, administration, internal service,

political training, security measures within the

farces, special schooling-, defense (Abrahr)

execution of sentences. Occasionally tactical.

tJarw&ry 19^2 to October 1944* •

First general code of NKVD bordar guard and

security troops (see Appendix 2L — 18*)

Second non-alphabetic code of interior troops

HKVD and the border guard and security troops

facing enemy countries . (see 10)

Heavy, constantly increasing. Up to 300 neassagps

daily.

Very good due to frequent use of the sane additive.

Recovery <£ the oode was very laborious, only

f^agaents could be read down to the end of 1942

.

Hone
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10. Original designation:

General designation:

Message groups:

Formula:

Structure:

EncipberacHt:

Area of use:

Message content:
'

Period of tee:

Predecessor:

Successor:

Traffic receipts:

Readability:

Remarlcs:

Unknown

Second non-alphabetic coca of interior troops
IftCPD and of border guard and security troops
facing hostile countries* (front staff and GUP)

4-digit •

m. M&roSb (Russian 4-digit code. "Kith

additive eneipherment)*

Like 9, but ic^jroved.

Only additive < Since January 1%5 doubla
additive for(gajnra table s)*

like 9

Like 9

October 1%4 to l&y 12*5 and apparently later.

First non-alphabetic code of interior troops
NKVD end for border guard and security troops
facing eneicy countries, (front staff and GDP)
(see 9)

Not kno*si.

Like 9* often nore than 300 messages a day.

After recovery cf the code consistently gpod
in spite of double additive enciphement which
was almost alws^s incorrect.

It is quite possible that this systm is still
in use. (Autumn 1947)*

11. Original designation:

General designation:

Messa^ groups:

First non-alphabetic code of KKVD border guard
and security taroops facing neutral countries.
Kasakstsn. Outer Mongolia and Manchuria
(Far East), all units.

1%
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Formula:

Structure:

Encipberment s

Area of uses

Kessa^e Content:

Period of use:

Predecessor:

Successor:

Traffic receipts

x

Readability:

Remarks:

12Original designation:

Gmeral designation:

Message groups:

Formula:

Structure

:

R4CZ# m. uurnflb. (Russian 4-digLt code Tadth

additive encipfcenaant) .

Lite 9

Additive sequence* Originally produced from
a book "Signal Service", later additive

using couplings of digit sequences.

AH units of the border goard and security
troops facing neutral countries. Kasakstan,
Outsr«-4*bngo3£L, Manchuria, and the Par East*

Idle 9 bat act tactic al. Administration and
control <£ prisoner of -war camps, penal units
arri concentration ea&ps.

September 1913 to Hsgr 1%5,
and apparently later*

Unknown, possibly first general code of
NK7D border gxard and security troops*
(see appendix ZL—18).

Not knoTO

Varied, sometimes up to 50 messages a day.
Probably inadequately monitored.

Good since the same additive **as often ^reused.

None

Code table of railway troops HKVD.

5-dLgft

R52C. a. Tschrh. (Russian 5-digit code
enciphered by substitution sequences) #

5-digLt code of 25 pages. Each page divided
into k quarters, each quarter vath 25 positions

' (2500 positions all told).
Alphabetie-terrainologic sequence. Alphabet,
bigraas^ trigrans, syllables, vfords, raiEfoors

frcci 0 to 100, punctuation mrks.

195
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Encipheriasit:

Area of use:

Messages content

i

Period of use:

Predecessor:

Successes:

Traffic receipts;

Readability:

Remarks

:

Dinoae substitution for elements AB and ES, *

single digit substitution of elenaat C

Ra3 1v.g& troops NKTO.

Casmaznieaticn systaj supplies, safeguarding

transports, goarding important and endangered
stretches and points.

t%3 to I&y 1%5 and beyond.

Hot known.

In 1943/44 often very heavy, later lighter.

After recovery of the systea completely read-
able "when hcBiog<3t\eoas mterial of at least

150 groups was available.

Koib

13. Original desigia&icn:

General designation:

Message groups:

Fornala

Structure

:

Encipherrent

:

Area of use:

Message content:

First code table of forward units of HKTO
border gzard and security troops*

4-digLt

R4CZ. <U Tscfarh. (Russian digit code
enciphered by substitution sequences).

4-digit codes with 50 pages of 50 positions

each, 2500 positions. Alpfcabetic-terminologic
sequence • Alphabet, bigrans, trigrams, syllables,

uords, PBfflb€T8 from 0 to 31* ponctuafcion aarks,
• reserve cells, and coyer groups. On each netviork

a large naafcer of family names of military and

political leaders vere included.

Dinoiae substitution sequences for elements AB
and CD, different for each net.

Border guard and security troops TCKVD front

staff to battalion.

3order service, security service, counter-

espionage, removal and resettlement of popular

ticn, custoss and police functions, wrk en
fortificati cms and road building, supply.

-T^P-SECRET-
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Period of use:

Predecessor:

Successor:

Traffic receipts:

Readability:

Remarks

:

14 # Original designation:

General designation;

Message groups:

Fornula:

Structure:

Encithernent:

Area of use:

Ifessagp conterfc:

Period cf use:

Predecessor:

Successor:

Traffic receipts:

Readability:

Remarks:

1943 to Kay 1945

fane* a supplementary system for lower formations,

^as to be replaced by ^e table "H17*" ***

continued in use after SOW appeared.

Very heavy*, up to 200 messages a day* Hot

conpletely intercepted.

Very {pod *hen enough traffic T;as received

from an individual net . Up to 100 messages a

day could be read.

Hone.

Second code table of forv^ird units of 5KVD

border guard and security troops.

4-digit *

RftCZ« tt. Tschrh. (Russian 4-<^sit cod^

enciphered by substitution sequence).

4-digit code of ZL pa^es of 50 positions each

(ZUOO positions), for the rest like 13.

Like 13*

Lite 13.

Lite 13*

February 1945 to Hay 1945 and beyond.

To some extent "S2HB0"

Not knDwn

Like 13

Like 13

It is cuite possible that this system is

still in use (autumn 1947).
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15. Original designations

General designation:

Structure:

Ecciptei'Esnfc 2

.Area of use:

Message content:

Period of us©:

Predecessor

:

Successor:

Traffic receipts i

Readability:

Remarte

:

"VISA0

Code table of the lov*est units of 5K7D border

guard aid security troops, ^omula R4CZ*
gm* Tausch (Russian 4-digit code with mixed
substitution)*

4-digit cede of 2D pages vdth 50 positions each*

(2000 positions). Partly alphabetic; tactical
designations, proper names entered alphabetically
in a separate part. Nurrbers from 0 to 99*

Othem&se like 13.

Dinars substitt&ion for.eierasnts AB, single

digit substitutions for elements C and D*

Border guard and security troops MVD from
regiment down to outposts and individual groups*

-Lite 13.

1943 to Jtey 1%5

None, additional system for thelowsr echelons.

Sot knemn.

Up to 50 aessages a day, at times considerably
less*

Like 13

None

l£>: Original designation:

Gmeral designation:

Message groups:

Formula:

Structure:

"SOT" (Camouflaged comunicatians of the
top coianand)

All minor and madium systems nsed for a short
time and in limited areas r?hich exceeded the
limits of the CMsar*

3, 4 aid even. 5-<*i£it, sometimes mixed numbers.

Various R3> 4 or 5ZC* (Russian 3* 4 and $ven 5
digLt codee)*

3, 4 2nd 5 digit codes, tables and signal tables*
Between 500 and 3D00 positions. Alphabetic
and interrupted alphabetic sequence. In rare
cases non-alphabetic Alphabet, syllables
and short words as well as a selection of



Encipherssnt:

Area of use:

1^23sage content:

Period of use:

Predecessor:

Successes:

Traffic receipts 2

Readability:

Remarks:

words iaportsnt to the units concerned*

Usually only digits* Lately often Kitbant

alphabet* vith t*?o or raore siitch groups

si^iifying "real the first letter of the tsord«

or "read the eiiire wrd".

Dinoce and monome substitution in the 00*
varied coi±>inaticns #

Amy and airforce. Anny do^aa to the company*

Airforce dovai to tbo ground organization.

Tactical* sometioes also operational*

la the army the single systems were always

shorter lived than those cf tfie airforce tfiich

TOre usually wre extensrse* Generally varied

from cue week to a half year*

Various relatively long tern systems for

general use of the anny and airforce*

Hot knorm.

Very heavy, up to 500 messages a day*

Varied, depending on length of use and

tbs aaaurfc of homogeneous material*

nam*

17.Original desigiaticaa:

General desigiation:

Message groups:

Formula:

Stincture:

Enciphernenfc:

Area of use:

' "PT" (chatter tables)

Klsars and very smll codes.

2, 3 and4-digit.

R2, 3 or 4 2Cr* and 20* (Russian 2, 3* or

4-digj.t CSsar cr code).

2, 3 or /.-digit CSsars or 3, and 4 digit codes.

Alphabetic, interrupted-alphabetic and also non-

alphabotic sequence, Usually alphabet, short

TOrds, digits 0 to 9, punctuation and soras

selected tfords.

As for IS.

i\rmy and airforce, from the division dovin*
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Mossa^j contsat

:

Period of use:

Predecessor:

Successors

Traffic receipts:

Readability:

Remarks3

Operational end eomamicatloae tectoiQOOj
internal service;, organization, training,
parsorineL ratters, and — as emergency system—
also tactical**

Generally brisf» 1 week to 1 month #

41* (see appendix 21—1.)

Hot kacem

?aried5 generally heavy, up to 100 rescages a day#

Lite 16*

None*

/
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JOverlaj 23

Russian
Alphabet

Comparative Transcription
Equivalent in the Fhsnetik transcription
Roman Alphabet in of the Russian words 0

Morse Cods* English German
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Cryx±analytic aids and methods particularly for fiassian cryptograms.

I* Preface and introduction

H- . Cryptographic Aide
,

A. Results of linguistic study

1. Letter frequencies

2. Frequencies of genuine and spurious bigrams.

3. Frequencies of genuine and spurious txigraas.

U% TTord frequencies.

5m Short TOrds in Russian*

6* Linguistic peculiarities, such as intervals betxveen letters ,
double letters^ aad frequent groupings of letters.

7« Miscellaneous.

B. Results of studies of the text of Eussian military and political
cipher ids ssages.

1 • The vocabulary of nri 1 Itary-pclitlcal cryptograas

.

2. General remarks on telegraphic style.

3. Textual weaknesses as ectiy points for breaking.

a. Punctuation marks
b. Family najses, aoi patronizzdcs.
c. Address and signature.
d. Place naaes
e. Troop movejaents

f. Time and date

g. Coordinates
h. Stereotyped reports
i. Enuraratioos
k. Abbreviations.

C. General aids.

L# Foros, counts £nri card indices
2. Bibliography and imp naterial.
3. Preliminary study, sortirg and logging of enciphered radiograms.
h* Hc33srith procedure as ciypt analytic aid.

• 5* Mechanical aids.

—TOI^SECRET
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HI. Methods of decryption*

A# General nethcds. •

1. Studies to determine the aystea.
2» frequency count.
3. Indexing*

4. Bepetitiora and parallel passages.
5* Ccrcpromises aid partial ecnjronriuBcs.

r p^L^5

^
6^^ ** vosels and consonants*

?• Recovery of [key] sards from nsoerical keys.

B. Practical decryption of simple and conbirsd stf>stttuticn systems.

1* Tte CSsar and ite varimta.
2. Code and Satzbuch#

a. Alphabetic arrangement*
b. Eon-alphabetic arrargenent.

3. wiftannto*
a. Substitution system.
b# lyrical sequence and additive sequence.

C Practical decryption of siaple and combirsd tmnspositiax systems.

J
# ^J^^apOBiSiLan *nd its variants.

2. Double transposition
3. The grille (The Raster)*

a. Revolving grille
b„ The ordinary (usual) grille

D
* t^StiS!^^ °f ******* COfflb^ ^^tion and

IF. Conclusion

(Sli^it alterations in arranger*** nay be sad e.)

[an outline only—no text]
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Problems of cryptanalysis*

(In particular of Russian military and political ciyptograms)

Preface

Part 1:

Part 2:

Cryptography

A. Introduction .
-

B. History of cryptography
1. Aritiquity

2. I&ddLe ages
3. &>dem tires

C. Present day cryptographic systens.

1# Hand and memory systens «

a* Substitution
b. Transposition
c. Ccabined system*

2. Machine ciders-*

B. Ciyptanalysis within the fraaerscrk of signal intelligence

1. The assignment
2. Personnel strength

3. Looking back and looking ahead.

Cryptographic aids

A. Maintenance of secrecy^

B. General aids
1. Literature, special papers, and nap material*

2. Forms
a. The intercept osssage form* /

b. Forms for letter comi and for decrypted ^rstems.

3 # Sorting, logging and preliminary study of cipher messages •

4. Hollerith methods and mechanical aids.

5. Card catalogues.

C. Results of lingaistic study*

1. Letter frequencies

2. Frequency of genuine and spurious bigrams

3. Frequency of genuine and spuricus trigraias.

4. tTord frequencies.

5. Short tfords in Russian

6. Linguistic peculiarities such as double letters, letter

intervals and frsqusnt groups of letters*

7# Miscellanecas 0
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D» Results of textual study of the Rqsrfftn military and political

cryptograms •

1. The vocabulary. -

2. General remarks on telegraphic style

•

3. Textual weaknesses as points of . analytic entry,
a* Barks of punctuation
b. Family canes and patmn1fries

c. Address and signature
d« Place nmes
©• Troop movements
f• Tine and date
g. Coordinates
tu Sterofcyped reports
i. Irmmerations
k# i&breviaticos

Part 3: Jfethods of dedpherncnt:

A* General Methods*

N
1* . Studies to determine the system.
2m Frequency counts

»

3. Indexing . (groups)

4# Repetitions and parallel passages.
5. Conprociises aid partial canproraises*
6. Sinple and exp&dod search for voweis and consonants*
7. Recovery of [key] words from numerical keys.

B. Practical decipherment off sample and cosfcined substitution
systems*

1. The CSsar

a. Ths sixople CSsar

b« The expanded CSsar

c. T1b Cttsar -with variants

d* Spaltencfisar (polyaLjhabetic substitution)

2* Code and Satzbu*

a. In alphabetic sequence [1 part]

b. In ncn-alphabetic sequence £2 part] Chiffrant and Dechiffrant)

3. Encitherrasnts
a* Substitution eystea
b. Digit sequence and additive sequence,

208
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C. Practical decxphermnfc of siiapSe and cosfcinsd transposition

systees*

1. Sta mrfei .

v

a* Single transposition cad its variants.

c. Double transposition.

2* The Raster (grille)

a« ^hs revolviig grille*
b. Tte ordinary Saster*

D. Practical dscipheraent of sysiens combining sttoarfcitafcicsx and

transposition*

1# Double sncipherciBBfcs

2. Multiple encipherasnts*

[This appears to be a second outline^-Toxb of Part 2jSecticn B follows
no ether text received.]
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B* Cryptographic aids

1« General aids* In the class of general aids fall all those

aids i&xch as a role have been thought up. by individual workers in the

course of their ciyptanalytic activities, have teen tried ait and &und

generally useftol. The ema collective naae is also applied to literature

on the subject and to the requisite asp n&terial^ During msny years of

,
practical work as a result of experience and of the dervslopneat of ciypt—

dogy as a ^iolo- the tern general aid has been expanded to include not

ioeraLy the tods of the cryptanalyst bat all those cianipulaticns which

nay bs regarded as preliminary steps although they are not a part of the

actual decipherment • In a broad sense the handling of incoming feipher

messages, ±e e# logging, sorting and preliminary etudy and the resulting

treatment by Hollerith methods, rshera practicable, head ths list of such

general aids# As last of those general aids we jsay inenticxi mechanical

aids v£iose ijnpcrtamo, 5s will be seen later, is often problematic and

tihich with tteir often superfluous complexity are likely to intrigue the

layman although only in. rare casss cb thqy produce results ^hich justify

the outlay cf raonaj and time involved.
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1„ Literature, special papers, and aap n&teriaL.

TIDivide et in^era" in the field of security applies also to the fondling

of tho literature and map material within the framswork of cryjtanalysis

and content evaluation. All reference books and all published docosBnts

are accessih&e to all workers as a flatter of course*
.

.

Th? analytic and evaltation sections hosevsr t&11 possess a mere or

less extensive collection of printed witten material, depsnding on the

size of the section* i. e«> the field cohered and the tine it las been in

existance, such mterial belong rg to all possible security classifications*

Before discussing this classified material hoover attenticn may be called

to the necessary literature available to a31#

First and most used are all reference rorks such as dictionaries,

Dudens [orthographic dictionaries] , encyclopedias and atlases, also simple

iaap nsatsrial

«

In detail:

!• Sickle tvo lan@iage dictionaries < .

2 m Two language jailitery dictionaries.

3. Two languags technical dictionaries.

Buden in the aotho? tongtie.

5. Duden in the language' of the country concerned.

6. Encyclopedias, including military encyclopedias if possible,

both in the nether tongue and the language of the countries

concerned*

7. Atlases ani alphabetic gazateers*

8. Sisple rap material <£ tte court17 studied in single sheets
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a. For gaoeral orisrtatioG (scale 1: 1 000 000 to Is 10 000 000) «

b* For airfares and navy (scale Is 300 000)

c« For the army (scale Is 50 000 to 1: 100 000, for tMe8y

settled cp industrial areas 1: 25 000)

The analytic and evaluation sections also need all books, newspapers,

periodicals and writings which throw li^vt on the official status of the

country in question in respect to its policies, military power, technology

sid economic life*

These include: ,

lm Newsapers of the country, military, political, technical, economic
publications, weeklies, monthlies, and special papers

«

2. Books lite Passowf s "Fronde Beere" or W^yer's rt?aschenbuch der
KriegsfJ^bten" and Mahrbuch der Luftfabrt" or GrSner*s
"Taschenbuch der HandeLansriiien n etc.

The value of these polished viorks is very problematic as far as the

USSR is concerned. It must not be forgotten that this complex of states

has endeavored since 1917/18 to reveal to the outside -world as little as

possible of its ir&emal life, that the concept of the "Iron Curtain* is

'

not new and that evan in relatively quiet times it ma extreiasly difficult

to cfctain any exact information and so to pdfcxLish anything even approximately

corresponding to the facts* This sphinx-lite conduct of Bolshevist Bussia

applies also to its cam people, in this connection it may be nsentioned that

Russian carrograpby before the change from verst to kilometer maps, i« e #

dam to 1937 p did not meet the most prfmtive requirements aid also that

maps were not on sale to the general public The old verst naps,

usually of English origin, and land surveys wore quite out of date arri

suffered fro>a poor phonetic reproduction of names as to11 as for tho

constait renaming of places o Although after the reform things -were
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materially better in this respect in BasslfiL itself, it was practically

impossible to secure new caps of the USSR* 3h order to be independent of

ttese, wsps of the USSR extending as fer as the Moscow area on the scale

1: 100 OCX) aid 1: 300 000 were printed in German by order of the General

Staff* Old maps and a few nee Russian Haps 1: 300 CO) and 1: 500 000

which could be g>tfen across the frontier served as the basis for these

maps. Of coirse the chronic Russian disease of constantly changing place

names ms taaksn into account as far as possible. In Gammy these maps

were given the lowest classification "only tor official xseB bet were among

tte most used aids in the analytic and evaluation sections of the fcrcsr

German signal intelligence and had to be available to all workers*

. To supplsaent the waspss primarily for current correction of place

nanes, si attempt was natde in 1936 to procure a complete Russian railsEsy

tiffistable throu^i the publisher Ascher after an attesapt to secure these

bocks froa "Ihtouristn in Berlin had failed* By liberal expenditure of

tins and money it was possible to secure one cojy in each cf the years

1936—19^. This exanple trill serve to demonstrate the difficulty of getting

pertinent documents. v

The follomng litmature or in sea* cases cryptographic aids created

by ourselves using Hollerith xsachines, Tiete classified "only for official

use". Thsy are mainly concerned with Eussia* .
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lo An alphabetic list of ftMftgriftn family names
(Based on the Ibscow city directory)

.

2« Tfas seas nasesread backxuardjin alphabetic seqaence
(Hollerith).

3. A gasateer read baetoardsjin alphabetic sequence
(Hollerith).

4. Various toots on methods of solving cxose-wcrd and syllable
puzzles in German, English, French and Russian.

5 • Published works on ciyptanalyeis

«

6. A compilation of fornnlao cohering the binominal theorem,
theoxy of series, and theory of probability0

7# AH literature on mathematical analysis •

8. Intercepted cipher nessa^ee which had not been worked on.

9. A list of Bussian post offices, telegraph agancies ani radio
transndtter8.

One stouLd not be surprised to find that part of the material class-

ified by signal intelligaace as "only for official use" is actually published

material. It must be obvious howror that the sum of such lito-atare points

to the special field of endeavor and therefore oust at least be kept under

lock and key.

In the next category "secret" belong a largp nucfcer of ddcmssnts ttidch,

following the rule "divide and conquer* need not be aceessiixie to all

workers. Tte question of security in respect to these doeintents must be

treated differently fioa case to case, basic regulations are hardly

applicable, each administrative head must be allowed to use his om

judgement. /
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To OToid mistakes however it most be said that a certain latitude most

be allowed all the principal workers bo<& in cryptanalysis aid evaluaticc,

since oth<z*wise delays may occur and initiative, .industry and zeal be chedcedo

The followirg are classed as "secret":

1. All signal intelligence bulletins, ^11 reports, conpHa&ioos and

ccsaasntaries resulting flrcsa evaluation of press and radio broad-

casts (in Germany these reports during the Tar rare classified

"Top Secret% they vers designated as *Chi<4?achric hfc because

they were issibd by the cipher sections of CKff and were accessible -

only to a very limited circle)*

2* "TO — lSaldtDgBnn (VserltoaLiche Haehriehten) • i# e. coaptations

of deciphered and translated cipher messages

«

(Without indication that they were deciphered!)

3. "Die FeindLage" (Red Situation Hap without commentary),

4 # All map material sfcowiig entjy of troop movements based on

signal intelligence*

5. Tables and papers dealing with analysis of lar^xage and test*

6^ Cce^ilations of military and political teres from decij&ered

cryptograms *

7. Results and reports of traffic analysis*

Lists of Eussian abbreviations.

9. All card files of evaluation results incha&ing files of nacss,

troop units, . abbreviations, plsme typas, weapons and equipment,

factories, efeci

10* AH working ©atarial such as blank fores and file cards*

AH secret material was supposed to be kept in steel safes, the card

files wars to be locked* In tins of war, rhen a change of location becomes

necessary or temporary quarters are ised, strong wcodsi boxes with good

locks and ircn tends, batter sheet-seta! boxes ("Hobkisten"), are very

necess^yc

-TOP SECRET
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Papers of the highest classification, designated r£sfae±sB

KonmaiKk>sache,? ^eheiass Chefsache0 or Rstrsag geheim", were required to

be kspt in araoured safes*

In aigaal intelligence only the caryptsnaiytic and evaluation sections

had to do with papers of this class and here an especially strict control

of persons allowed to 3ee such dccunsnts was to be exercised*

In the main the following were involved:

i» "Horchlage n (report of content evaluation).
Evaluation results of all deciphered messages "with commentary,

2. nOsi situation" (Bine Situation Hap) tdth eomnsntaryo

3. Conraentary on the Red". Situation Map,

& Any material which TOuld disclose decipherment directly or
indirectly, -tnclnrilns intercut foms ?Ath litermediate
text ani pi.flinteast •

/ -

5# Reports on decipherment, achievement, experience and
allocation of strength.

6. Descriptions of systems, codes, enciphcr&ents ani captured
documents*

?• Training material.

8. All unpublished literature on exypfcanalysis

•

9* C25Ttograjiiic files ("Steckbriofe*) .

This enumeration and breakdown of the literature falling under the

heading "general cryptographic aids" doss not pretend to be absolutely

complete • Ho cbubt the cryptanalytic unit of every countiy goes it as©

7?sy in obtain respects, moreover mrk on military-political material may

be very different froa that on enciphered economic and diplomatic messages •

As stated in the introduction these observations are to be considered

exclusively from the nil itaiyapolitical standpoint o
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2. ?arms#

a. %d intercept ssssage foxa.

The cost used airt so perhaps the most important form for sigasH intel-

ligence is the massage blank *faicb is filled in by the operator with the

letters or the digits hoardv This forn, the *H. - Frnkspruch" as it tsbs

called in the former German signal intelligence, never really served its

purpose -well although the ruling and fornafc was changed repeatedly. The

explanation cay be found an the fact that the setting-up and revising of this

form 1*^ in tie hands of persons wh>, althoo^x once aoetly g>od operators

ani later useful conscienbious traffic analysts, left out of account the

principal purpose of the intercept form* nansly its preliminary and final

treatnsnt by the cxyptaialyst. Hot that there was any lack of suggestions

on the port of the cryptographic section, however the absolute disregard

for this "abstract science" or »hlapk art11 as officers used to call it,

ani the general ararsicn to making it any concessions whatsoever, sinply

did not allow such suggestions to bear fruit. People forg>t, and perhaps

- still forget, that the operator does not see the intercept form again after

he has filled it out in a f« minutes, that the traffic analyst, after he

has noted a few details and caapared them with existing records, likewise

does not need the message any longer,, but that the analyst has to T?ork for

hairs, days or even *eeks with this copy. Heice'ii would seen more than

fair that the needs of the cryptographic section be given price considera-

tion when working cut such forms. .
•

_

Beyond a doubt the Finnish signal intelligence, small as it «s in

centrist to the German, showed more seise and objectivity in this respect

aacng ethers . Tte message form shorn in appendices 3 and 4 *as suggested

by the very practi^p^^^
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The deasands to be made cn such a fora are very numerous because in

tte course of time more and more entries become necessary to meet the needs

of the cryptographic and evaluation sections. These are listed below*

or digits)* In tie old d^s this was left to the operators oral •

discretion. It happened soaBtices that the operator, for reasons

of ecoaony entered the cipher elements or groups line by line and

practically no room «as left for the decipherer to enter the plain-

text and* as later became necessary* the intermediate test above

the cipher elements*

In tie form (appendices 3 and 4) the spaces provided for the

operator's entries are dearly defined. In appendix 3 there are

6 mde lines, in appendix 4 ten ralde lines divided by vertical

lines lo separate the groups. The form in appendix 3 is vsed for

all radiograns and wh«i a message exceeds 60 groups in length

tte 'form of appendix 4. is used as supplement. Hence appendix *4

is 'rf reply a svpplensnt (or supplements ) to that in appendix 3o

It Tsould be well ts print the model of appendix 3 as face of the

fona sheet and that of appendix 4 as the back of the sheet.

After the message groups have teen entered the operator

can easily coupare their nunfoer with the group count in the

message heading (or the letter counfc as the case my be)* since

with ten groups to the line a court is quiddy and easily made.

The forsn used in the foraer Gerisai signal intelligence service

down to the time of capitulation ted either 4 or 5 columrs.

1. The operator must &ics -rihere hs is to enter the signals (letters
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Before hearing the actual message the operator will mate sost

of the entries in the heading*

H«—Einheifc » intercept station*

Enpftog^rt » imnber of- designation of the receiving instronssnt.

Nnanar: x serial number assigned the message by the operator •

Funker: 23 nssse of the operator

Frequsnz
odar Pfella: fvo^&&u$' or wave bard in meters or deciasters

& mtjy suffices)
LaixtstSr&e « signal strength, usually expressed by stages 1—4-

Remrte: say also be entered such as "poor operator*, ''Static"

thunderstorm17 or "jamming" •

For fixture work the isosfc important entries by the operator

are the following:

Ton: sending staticn (call sign 'with meaning if possible)

an: s addressee (call sign w3th meaning if possible)

am: — day date

tun: a; precise clock time, i» e« not merely the hour but the
precise time in minutes*

message
heading: — All data transmitted ahead of the actual message

groups, including: operational signals, day date,

tactical tine (according to the standard of the

courifciy concerned), group oount, possible key or

indicator group, etc*

The item "Keta" (net) can te filled in by traffic analysis and

this is best done by using abbreviations or forzELlae, If the

traffic analyst pits a questicn sark after the net designation

this moans that the idsitificaticn is not certain. It is best
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to make this entsgr in pencil since it may have to • be corrected or

amplified v;hai the message is worked oru

4- The heading ^erfalBTCsi" is fbr entxy of the cryptographic designa-

tion fay the ciyptana3ytic section. Here again it is best to use

abbreviations*

5* The heading "Baton der Abgabs" is for fixing the tin whea the

deciphered message is daLivered to the evaluation section* it

serves for control of the analytic section in general as wall

as of the individual worker •

6* The wrker in the cxyptanalytic section enters under the heading

"Interne Ntamu2r ri/ds mark (initial or *at not) and the serial

nunber. These iribemal rmnbers run serially for each worker froci

the beginning to the erri of th£ month (or for a 3 or 6 months

period) • The messages thus marked pass through the evaluation

section and are then preserved in binders marked with the *n*M»T

of the worker and the first an* last number enclosed. In this way

the thereabouts of any message can be checked — the serial numbers

met all be there* and the acccsnplishsBnts of each rccrker caa be

checked and finally every massage can be quickly located if questions

arise or additional text is received*

This multiplicity of entries Bay strike one as bureaucratic but is not.,

years of experience have shoroi that nogs of these entries cai be dispensed

*ibh sd ihat it is bettor in this respect to have too much rather than too

little
•'
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Toe intercepted message meet get fro© the operator to the cryptographic

3ectic5i via traffic analysis section as quickly as pcssit&e. This is

important* Evan in placetiirs one must not overlook the fact that in.

critical cases a fen minutes lost by sons fickle delay can never be made

up for and may have catastrophic consequences • The same holds true for

decijferoenfc* it is better to hand over to evaluation every partially

solved message than to wa3fc until a zoo re or less couplets solution has been

achieved*

Evaluation section tfill determine after mattare but speedy consideratim

by tactically trained specialists v?hethsr a message is to be translated and

included in the raposrt or whethsr it 3s enou^i to enter certain data in the

card file or whether a given message may be laid aside as of no consequence*

It is tcLI to file messages ?&ich have been worked over between the

roceas occupied by the cryptographic sec&ian and the evaluation section so

that the foraior has S&sss available for further wcrk mile evaluation can

also get at fchexa readily. It must be remembered hoT?e^er that the deciphered

message is a top secret document and oist therefore be kept ureier lock end key a

This form is perhaps the only one \siiich passes thrcu^i all four sections

of signal intelligence and it is in the^ interest of everyone that the hand

writing be good* Since the decipherer probably has the cost time he should

probably make his entries in printed letters* all the rnore so since reading

a foraign language* e* Russian* is difficult for those rat ^sll versed in

the language*
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h«, Panns for letter coui&s and decrypted systems.

For the zx&mt it 5s esousp. to know that in general a knowledge of the

frequencies in a language ^ be it letters, digrams ^ trigrasis,* syllables or

rards, is the "sheet nultiplication table M of the analyst* ' Beginning

vrifefc tte simplest substitution system ttisre the letters cf ths plaintext*

i« e, of the language involved * aire replaced by different combinations of

letters or digits and cent inning through the most complicated combined

systsEs, the stuqf of frequencies during various phases of analysis plays

a great roIl> even though it be only to pick out single methods of

enciphernait from the total numbs? theoretically possible*

Tfe forms for frequency counts are set up differently acceding to

their purpose and Banner of use # Theoretically there should be forms for

ths stud*/ of all possible digit or letter combinations but years of

e^srience have shoisi that tjs czm pass fcy various <3LLiLcaLy conciliations

a_id tiat several forns are adequate for the stuefcr cf a sbs&o? of eombina-

fcions •

Tho fblloning combinations occur in t ha cryptography of aluost ail

ccoiitries:

Sussrlcal texts:

Grouns^ consistory of one digit =x Z - = 1Z
- « * tiao digits ss 22 =: 2Z
n » » three n s 2ZZ a 32
•» n " four « « ZZZZ a
a n n five " B ZZZZZ « 52
• J « * six n » 72JIZ7Z = 62

Letter terts:

CfcoupSj consisting of one letter ft B « 13
w « « two letters s B3 ^23
» » n .three w rs ESB « 33

ii k four " s BBB3 AB
w " " five 11 =r DB3BB ^ pB

TORSEGRET
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?£ixed texts:

Groups consisting of c?is digit end one letter = ZB

Qrctg>3 consisting of ore letter and ors digit m 3£

JBjaea tfcres place groups * BBB^BBZ^BZE^ZBB.^ZB^ZBZ^BSZ^ZZZ

KSxofi fax? place groips - BB83,2BBZ ^BB'ZB .B'3BB ,23B3 ,3DZZ .3ZZ3 f ZZBB, 3ZBZ

,

.fised isr- P^ce groups » 32 possible combinations in ell*

Hote 1) Zn a single digit,

:
$2** a single letter,

Hote 2)* ^b-d groups a.? 3> 4, end 5 are rather rare since transmission

si* such ccribirztlons is relatively difficult ar,d gives- rise to

zzxq; errors*

rots 3). 4 aad 5 place nixsd g^ups are geaaralOy tronspceiticra

(Polish border gassed .Sefcre 1937) or pol^-alphaheti^ or

jssefcis© sjstszs fo23sv&ag ti© expanded T^itfeaia sGfehodo

For ttsa fiGraene? otudy of the 10 digits no particular torn is

required, the saoie holds troo for the individual letters (in Russian

3-1 vd^oit the hard sign cr apostrophy) 0

£csm sha st for dtaaa© fr^qzenciss for all the 100 possible

coj^ir^tions (00—99) ar£ theso for all 9ol possible letter eonfeinafcions

of t.hr Stsssl&n language are similar in structure and uss„ Tfo coordinates

as© draps r32d in the seqaeccc Isft hand eolusn — upper row [sids~tcp] c

(Sec eppsrdises 5 aafi 6}. Ths bigrasa to bo entered is zaarted in the

^ppfoj.v/iss-s 3331 a ra-tacsi strain S is leoll to make the 5tti* 10th,

25t*, 20th s&c* stgals i2aga&23 1- cJireugh the 4 preceding sirxje this

f£cil::.-;-.c-X£. 2\ ;^:s. zjz . Thsss forss are u^d also £c? frequency

as
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count of 4-digit or 4-letter conbinaticsis when there is hoaogeneous cipher

satsrial thich upon cursory examination shora only a limited nuroer of

dilTOTsnt 4-dlg£fc or- 4-3ctt3T groups i*it* ar? repeated* ^hea using the

f<sms of appendices 5 and 6 for counts of 4 pJBce combinations, the last

feao elersflfcs of the gaeoip a?e entered in the cell defined by the first tn*

TTr.rn studying three'digit groups (i* trinc^^frequennes)a fona

Tdtfi 1COQ cells is needed* siifch tte for© (appendix 7) the order of reading

is the tipper vera QgarigediQ left ccIcjsg (teas ?$d units) [topside],

'

?cr three letter groups a siisilar form is not practicable (the 961

possible digraphs trculd hsroa to .be entered in fete left hand column)., the

fom is app«Klix 6 is used and the third (final) element is entered in the

sell defined by the first too*

Re form in appendix £ serves for a frequency count of 4-digit groups

,

tba thousands and hursireds are indicated by the vertical and horizontal

sairgiasl eowilmteej the fcsaviljr fresned cell thus indicated is divided

into 10 small colls corresponding to the tens in the sequence 0, 1, 2 9»

reading from left to ri^vt first the tfrper then the loner rorr* The unit

Q2i33BT& of the group is entered in the sz2c.ll cell* It is quite

pcssiblo 'bo use the ffosa c£ appendix 7 for a 2,-digit count, in this case

tfc3 unii. olement is entered in the call found by t&3 thrse coordinates

(tliaissnds, kindreds* tens)*

Pee frequency studies of 5-digit groins it in bsst to provide a book

v&zk 100 forms 13to appendix 7* ICC &xre»s faria&d the ten thousands

ard tho-JBsafls corespond to the 100 pages of the book, the final trinoss

C&rTtred. tern, and units) is marled by a horizontal stroke in the apprcprist

sell of the appropriate page*

TGP% E GRET
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?» 5 letter groups ICO pages of the form in appendix L are bound

togetSnsr ard the 5*h (final) element of the 5-3..*ter group is entered in

the eaLl located top the hundreds and tens o

A statistical count of several-place mixed gwqps is rarely necessary.

Due to ttvs very »p»y possible ccsabiaatlcfts difficulties are encountered*

Ths first thing is to defcersdns the ratio af letters to digits* *s will be

seen from the description of the method inportarit deductions can be drsran

fwnthis* The frequency of the" varf-ous combinations can be determined^

rithort regard for the ralue of the todivid'jal slesioats of the groups, and

fron this eluse* nay b2 obtained for furSter work. In any case there ax* no

farsis to takB care of all ths theoretically possible ccaabinations of iriiasd

groups and any statistical studies will haw to fee adapted to the individual

case*

During the war ^ith Russia it vas sometimes necessary farreasons of

espefiSency to provide special, foms but since those were designed".,

only for special oases we cay omit any description !we«

The form fa? inie^tog all values of digit groups tfcich nay occur

con?:aia,all the ICO dincass in chronological (toriainologic) nequence,

with space for enterirg dincme. This is a double sheet printed on

both sides so that for a sturifc of 3-digit groups 5 (5x2x100) "such double

sheets are required, for 4-c&sit groups 53 (50£b£LC0) and for 5-digit

groups 500 (50:-x2slOO). in binding these dovble sheets the top. and

bettor* 3Sge are separated and reus.in mused *e need 6j 51 and 501 form

sheets respactively C^es appendix 9) *
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It iray be renderfed that such statistical stales of 5-digit groups

ara rare and r«hen ons is mads, this iasy Is dons on the forms (appendix 11)

intended to bs used as the actual code pages. Since these 1 fries are ruled

i

dcs-3 and ipdCO bigraias ar» accommodated on one double sheet, the thick-

ness of the bock required is redded from 501 to 251 doifcle sheets

The index (Scttenstatistik) , as fto description of raethods of decipher-

ment eri.ll shoi?5 series both for a study of frequency and also for a stucjy

of thev tendency of individual cipher elegants to link together$ nhethar
j

fctese elements turn oat to bs letters., numbers, bigrams, digrams, syllables

^

•©rds, concepts, or punctuation. Indexing is used primarily p;hen salving

non-alparetic codes after the encipherrasut has been resaotrecL

Entry in the index (appendix 9) is as follows:

.... • •
. .

:

V/e assun© that a ncn-olphabstic 4*4igib code, frc-:2 Tsfcich i^ has
*

j

bean possible to reiasvo the encipksrasnt (additions, transposition,

or substitutioa) is to bs zx&>2g<A&£ ^° statistical studj- in order to

• !

determine the asanings. Why each tresbcsrr.t is necessary will net be

discussed here, the description of the inethod -Till clarify the point.

- EteoggtlcaHy a 4-digit code has 10,000 different possible groups,

i. e. 51 forms like that in appendix 7 are needed in order to enter all

individual groups.* After these for.:s hare been listened together, the

double pages are numbered ser&aliy 00 to 99«

let tte text resd: 7U4-> 2393.- 5003* C$73

We cpsa to page 74 and <3nter in fee space opposite 14 the., ccisplete

foilGvring group, i. e* 2S93* Then on pags 2S in space 93 *?"e enter

5C0S* etc*

22>&
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Kb sindlar form can be prepared for indexing letter groups bscaiee

tbs? 961 tfeoroticallv possible 2-letter conkinaticns of the Russian alphabet

camot be accomodated cn a dot-ble she-3b fend leave roan for the entries*

Here the form in appendix 10 is used but if it ^ere ever necessary to

treat 4-letter groups in this some 1350 sheets would be required.

It may be remarked that in 12 years escperience with Russian nilitary and

political systess this has never been aecesssry ac3 1? W recall that the

raosi extensive Russian code ted^ had som 23*000 groups, it sssub unlikely

that any code will appear i n the near future — unless perhaps for

diplomatic or eeonosiic use ~~ with 31 — 923 521 groups, Shi* is even

mere true for 5-letter groups*

For- entering recovered groups during the breaking process sheets .

like those in appendix 5 or 6 are used for 2-place systems and sheets .

lite "that in appendix 7, or 31 bound sheets lite appendix 6, for 3-place

systems, i. e. the ' ssne fcras as are used for statistical counts • Fes? 4

and 5-digit groins the form sfccsaa in appsadis 11 ffiay bs used appropriately

and jtcp 4 or 5 lettsr groups the necessary rroaoer of sheets like appendix

$ or* 10« In the detailed description of mfchofis" of deoij&erasntj. the .rain

portion of this book, the practical use of nearly ill forzis described hsre

v:i3X be mt so that their suitability *i2I be indicated at that point*

3« Sorting, logging and prelirains*y study of cipher

Looking back over the experiences of the years prior to and daring the

%?sr it must be stated that too* little care ??as demoted to the sifting and

tho ensuing sorting, legging and prelisincry study of the intercepted traffic

and that tills preliminary Vvork was done ysrer quite erroneous assumptions*,

TOT^ECRET
I
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Message sorting, or aefctt^ly message cour&irig*, in the fornsr German

signal intelligence served primarily to control the capacity of fch3 several

intercept units, aid to stimulate their ambition and encourage a competition

which rarely had any beneficial effect on the v;orlc itself • The increasing

number and totaL c£ rces sages intercepted night irnpress an outsider bit for

the specialist himself core value attached and attaches to the quality thai

to the quantity of the messages.

The actual assignment of this subsection of the cryptanalytic section

which to may call Logging (&egi3trat\ir) is very extensive and varied* The

log section is in the first place the connecting link betv^en traffic

analysis and through this with the receiving station on the one hand and

tfe actual cr^ptanalysis on the other* In the socord place it has the dirty

of sifting incoming traffic from very many points of viev;* of arranging

it and logging it and in the third plsce passing it on after rye l irainary

stuc^r to. the analytic section whenever thepz appears to be a siifficisnt

quantity, of homogeneous notarial. Tto log section -East always kno^ ta£&sh

groups of traffic can be decrypted asxd road currently 3 whtfifc kave been .

marked on, which are urgently needed to advance analytic rork^ which have

valuable contents^ es racially urgent reports etc** i?hich are practice

nessages 5 etc*

IThen theso positions v;ere filled Kith tintrained or only poorly trained

people witbait practical esperisnce* it ras not surprising that the

dersands to he made of this subsection of the cryptographic section could not

be fustm Texard the last, efforts vere being nade to correct this

situation bat it T.'as already too late since none of the fes specialists

cail d be spared for this task*

-TOP-SECRET—



The head of tm leg escfeica and-, if possible, another Beaker who

TdH at the ssss tin© serve as deputy must fas analysts. Linguistic

ability is not absolutely essential in this position. Obviously the

preliairary stiriy of traffic in unknown systeas Is a vary difficult and

responsible task, one v&icfa urban performed correctly and conscientiously

not only sa?es tins but relives the crypbanalyst. The analyst in tte log

section should aid must heed the advice and opinion of those *ho will vovk

on the material later and in case of need he oust by his guidance and

counsel exert an influence on traffic analysis section.

The follo-dng disOTSsicn of the cca^lex task of a log section is
.

based on the treatment of Russian aimer material but in the nain i3

applicable generally.

Traffic received f?an the' intercept station via traffic analysis

is sorted according to group structure 3 delicate messages are clipped

together and marked as such but are not to be destroyed under1 any

cir^mstences. Making use of information available in the log section

respecting lines and netwrks^ plans, call sig&s, massage characteristics,

etc* and data from i&B cryptographic section itself, the traffic in system

whidi have already been broken can be sorted out and delivered to the

workers at once. Ths sase holds tgsve of saterial which* although not

finally cleared up, is in an advanced stage* Practice isessagas, which are

no rarity during relatively calm periods even in txar* are sorted out and

laid aside after being passed on by one or more analysts. Tis srrangeaes*

of the refining us ssages, within the individe:! zrz img&s, -alls for

analytic skill and abundant experience*. It is i tiz—L-

geneous material together, be it on the basis :_" "
"

"
- - ' -
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of operational symbols, call-signs or ^ave-lsngths, life or similar

n^ssago headings ^ issssage nuz&ers* key grotps or indicator groups e In-

addition this isateriai cast be legged and studied ^hen th^e i3 enough to

warrant study* This stuefcr is not an attempt at decryption but msrely aics

to dstermins -whether dectgi&iai is possible arri probable* Sidi st^dy rey

shepz for exsnple wtetbsr a group of traffic is enciphered by a relatively

simple substiti&ian, whether an additive or a transposition is irrvrolved,

or vfoethsr the aaousfc of traffic available in a given gros© is still too

anall to ^errant an attenpt at decipherers^*

Very important, primarily for unsolved transpositions, is the search

for partial and cc&plate coG^romises* ^hs valuas of these raill be discussed

in detail later* Finding,, such cosproiaisres is only possible if the

incoming asssages of any groip of material are carefully recorded* This

is best dona by lists which are filed with the gwisp and contain the following

infcarnation for each message:

1. Interce§pt number af the messaga.

2. Hessage nus&er in the hoadiag.

3. Nisfcer in. cipher text

4. Data and tims of interception. \-

,5. Tactical tine (from the heading) •

6. Indicates* grot? (s)

7. Cryptographic datao

5, Group or. element count

«
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In each case one East consider tfhetha? such exact and relatively

tiss-constaaing records are needed for individual s&ssagcs c£ a gzoupc

Tte decision mst vest with the head of the logging section or be red©

after consultation with other 'specialists. Ib may happen that such care-

fill logging of a group of mzs sages v521 not be made- until a certain amount

of like traffic is available*

If the log section has recognised by its preliminary study that a

group of iaateriaL is promising and if its opinion has been confirmed by one

cr mors specialists of the cryptographic section, then the log section

through its contacts with traffic analysis must see to It that additional

messages of the group are intercepted if this be possible. This influenc-

ing of the intercept stations via traffic analysis must be hsidled primarily

by the log section. It aust be re^absred that the intercept stations,

the isiividaai operators, without precise, closely defined directives and

instructions for their search vd21 hear ca a definite xsave band, indeed on

a specified frequency, that which is relatively easy to get ani ceases in

strongest. If we further consider that at present radio has became the

cossncn property of all nations, it s&H bs obvious that in individual

T?ave or frequency ranges nuserous stations Kill lie close to ore another

and that the operator , in ca3© he has no precise instructions-, can choose

ascng these or can cojy messages of all conceivably circuits falling within

his band. Tha operator cannot be chided for this, it singly happens that,

vters there is a choice beti?ssn easy, hard and very hard, people viill

aLve&s prefer the easy. Quite apart from that however the intercept

operator is not in a position to determine the vscrth of worthiessness

of a. cipher message. In sany cases traffic analysis csn give guidance,
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assuming that frost its evsLhnticn it has arrived q.% certain deductions*

hunches or assumptions ?ritha& textual clarification on the part of the

cryptana&ytic section. However this will rarely be the case with new

systems. Here then only the cryptographic section* and T&thin this the

leg secticn, is conpetent, therefore it is from this section that directions

are to be esspected and demanded • Such a decision is only possible if the

leg section has been able to fora. some conception of the re?? traffic * i. e#

has carried out its prelindnary stu^p. Since under* norcal circuissfcances

the complexity of structure increases iaLth the txighsr echelons5 i# e. an

anny group will not have any simple system, a regiment cn the other hand will

not eaploy any voy coir^iicsted additive encipternsnt 3 this fact permits

certain inferences regarding a system once the traffic has besn subjected

to a preliminary study.

This pre&iiainary study is* es alreacfer state d^ a step preparatory to

crypt analysis itself; as far as statistical "work is concsraad it employs

tte same methods and it will be described in detail in its proper place.

4. Hollerith esthods and oechaiicsl aids.

Tte folloTTing observations -will hardly be intelligible to the Isyman

without previous stu$y of part 1* primsri2y of the csyptogz&phic system ,

Consideration of the prdbless of the Ho31srith methods end the mechanical

aids from a purely theoreticalintandpoint would be quite laeaningless.

It is also recommended that the reader compare details, of this chapter

with part 3* cstfaods of dedpherEisnt, in order to elucidate anything i&ich

zay not yet be clear.
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The FoILa-lth method, car as it is also called in Germany the ranch

csrd method, did not find recognition as a mechanical machine aid for

various phases for cryptanalytic work until the beginning of the war 1939/45*

Then it gained in importance from year to year and at ths md had bacons

indispensable. In epiie of this or perhaps precisely because this method

has besoms so inportant for study and sorting, in lay circles and also in

circles coming in indirect contact rath signal intelligence or its results

the arronous impression baa arisen, that the Hollerith machine as such is

a kind of mechanical deciphering device, i. e. that it can replace human

mental effort. This is in no wise true. The EolIeri*th method merely

replaces and speeds up the investigations which are considered correct

or iapcrtant by the analyst, i. e. by the human mind, it performs

mechanical tasks exactly and with a saving of time, tasks which formerly

would have to be performed fcy a number of clerical assistants

.

Among the large nunber of things, the Hollerith machinss can do only those

mil be msnticned here which are directly concocted with ths work on Russian

cipher material*

Ths real reason for eapioying Hollerith machinss tas the appearance

of difficult additive enciphermants with practically endless additive

sequences. This was all the more necessary when the Russians later began

disguising the indicator groips which up to that time had given sane clue

as to the relation between various messages of a series.

For dealing with messages enciphered with additive the primary need

is for"calender of differences or, better said, a catalog of differences,
A

quite tutorial tfcether the enciphered code itself is known or is yet to

be recovered. As i3 clear from the description of the systems in part 1,
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the differences forced from fcso freqient code groups, are themselves

relatively frequent . These differences do not change if both groups

are enciphered by one and the sane additive giora* On the basis of a

certain mur&er of frequent differences it is scenetimes possible after

lining up the individual columns of groups to reduce thsm to a conaaoc

dencsninator (Nezmer) and to break into the system if it is unlmasa. Tfaan

the code itself is knora, as was frequently the case in the war against

Russia through forturate circumstances, the procedure in laying out a

difference catalog 5b as follows:

After the most fiequent code groups have been picked cut on the

basis of observation cr by Hollerith nethods and have been subdivided

into several classes according to their frequency the difference catalog

can be confuted with the aid of Hollerith machines,

Bxanple of a plan for Hollerith differencing (Russian code with 10,000

groups)

"Extroasly frequent saesniigs"

Class 1

0

A

Class 2
HA

"Very frequent rasanirgs

/

HAHAMHHK
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\

E

Class 3 HB
or

"Frequent neaadjgs" ^Q

PAUOH

T
no

Class 4 APMHfl

.
"Rather frequent meanings" P

O

1
2
3 •

4
5
6.7
8
9
0

For the code gro^i. e . the nusfcen equivalent to the plaintext, cards

are winched and those are differenced as follows:

Differences formed from Hmbg> of different

Class 1 Td.th itself
15

Class 2 vdth itself
45

Class 1 with class 2 60

Class 1 with class 3 42

Class 1 with class 4 96

Class 2 with class 3
Total

22
328

REX,
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ThB difforenc© catalogs computed by the above plan s?ould therefc&e

contain 328 differences*

Another very important st<sp is lining up, i* e. superiapcsing in

phase the rariais nsssases of an additive series* In this case tao

messages* punched in tape, are slid by one another and the differences of

ell snpesriapceed groups are ecnpated in every position by the Hollerith

machine » la nany cases the correct position of the usessages relative to

one another t&H be the one sboidng the largest nusfaer of frequent differences*

This method reed not alffs&rs prove successful* it is based on pare probability

and repj*essnfcs merely an experiment, However if it is possible to line sp

tBO messagas in this my, the possibility of a farther line up with each

aessags is increased naniTold, because now sliding a third uirier those

already lined up will give twice as iaany differences in each position*

In comectiai with this manipulation the search for repeats cay be

nBnaioned* Precise3y *&th additive sscipherizsnts, espscial3y Tfeer3 5-digii

cede gvovps aire enciphered by additive* repeats are vezy often the kegr

to an alignment and so to a possible break*

Let us assuns for ersapis that the IBfh group of a message, in 5—digit

groups correspondsto the 2?th gzoup of the second message and that the

34th group of the first corresponds to the 43^d gro^p of the ssoond. In

this case, since ths ii&erval 18 to 34 is the same as that from 27 to 43 $

the probability that the line up is correct is airost 10Qgo Hence tie 18th

group in message 1 should stand above or below the 27th group in aessaga 29

the 34th group in message 1 rould then automatically stand in the same

column -sdth the 43rd group of isssage 2i
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Lite the search far repeats> ti» search for parallel passa^s San

also be made tgr Hollerith xaaehine* Bore however it is a question %b&her

the time expended in punching up all the gxoups c£ numaroas cessages ani

in the ensuing machine operations is not greater than the time required for

aanaal indexing ?ihich cannot fail to disclose ervery parallel passage aod

repeat*

Amcog the general aids already jamticced are a nmber whidi owe their

origin to Hollerith methods* T/e nead only mention ths lists of place rams

and &Bai2y nsses read Saaek»srds*

Tte processes mentioned do not by any means exhaust the possibilities

of service by machine methods* But ths esasples cited should suffice to

docieent the appropriateness and elasticity of these methods Tzhile at the

sase tis© they show that the Z3.cnina cannot be credited vlth creative ability*

If it 5s not to expand beyond a31 bounisj the section "laschanieal aids"

xmzst be limited to a description of tba most important and really service-

able apparatus of this nature and cannot enter into a discussion of the pros

arri cons rsspeetiig construction and use of isaay smaller devices which

nay be useful for a tise* As clreacy oanfcionsd in the introduction to the

chapter on "general aids 11 ^ the construction and use of xxuxasrass mechanical

aids cftsi servo as a plaything or "individual hobby" r&thsr than to

sinplify and speed up the wrk* In this connection we nay point to the

so called enciphermsit slides ( /Dberschlusselungssch^ xtiich were often

very elaborate^ nade of rare TOod and even carved or painted* tshich were

supposed to facilitate finding tr setting up an encipharissnt . In most

cases a simple sheet of paper inscribed srith the substitution sequences

537
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involved and ibldedto carrespccd with tho indicator groups yielded the

Qidphcisnecrt in qr&stlan*

Oa the other hand various little laechanical aids csnncfc b& dispense!

iriLtb, these are really quite simple things, for instance strips or rods

of ivory or than ensaeled ratal for solving transpositions or polyaljfcahetic

substitutions* GliXLe overl^s are 15keT?is9 absolutely ceeessaxy, no matter

whether dealing with the raw revolving grille or tdth the Easter systsa

of the type used by the British, airfbrce 1939/41* * objection can be r*de

to these little msdianical aids, they trill always find application and have

to be constructed*

During the course of work on additive enciiheraait, in particular *en

lining up, someone hit on the idea of witing the osssag^s on tapes and

sliding these against erne amtisr so as to to able to compute the differences

better in each position* Ths strips wero guscBd csi the back and tfien

aligr»d were cat aessag*. by message into sections of tan groups each and

pasted one below the other in phase. To produce these tapes a teleprinter

tols used Ttfilch was cut off from tee ronrnnnicatiens ret and served solely

for this purpose* After several icossa^e T?ere lined up, the break-in i« e*

the solution of various columns, resulted by tee of the difference catalog*

Ttese breaks were expanded as far as possible to the right and to the left

on a linguistic basis* The expansim could be assured to be correct when

all mssages gava logical, intelligible plaintext from coluan to co2asa.

It did happen however that some columns, even with sufficient depth

(several nessages in phase cm beneath the other) neither showed known

differences cor could they for the accent be esfcerried on a linguistic basis.
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For the solution of axch refractory columns a device ms inade for redicing

all messages of a colxssi aatosaticalljr* This Bill be described as conclusion

of this chapter • (Oa^ara appendix 12)

In a HBtal bos: are aounfeed 5 shafts (a)« On each of these' ahafts are

several freely rotating -^heels^ all at the same heighih. On the lower ends

of the shafts* *shich project through the ratal box, are knobs (b)« .
2f

t?ase are moved, the free movesnerib of the wheels on the shaft is hlocted .

arri the wheats nor? turn only -adth the shaft* All *eels (c) are inscribed

aith the digits 1—0, mudorm in tee bcsc allow one digit of each t&eel to

shew. -

The gadget is used as follows;

The upper series of -s&eels is set on 00000. The five wheels

(inscribed T&th digits) of each row are set to correspond to the 5-digit

groups a? a "refractory column11 . If the position of the shafts i3 changed

by turning the knobs holes? until in 022a nsssage the code group appears v&ich,
... /

on the basis of context^ xasy bs assuoed to be correct ^ then the wheels for

all the other u»ssagBS have antosatically turned the same distsice. The
' ' '

• . .

;
•

top row shows the symbolic additive of the additive sequence. This procedure

caa be repeated until a position is found v?hidi yields proper textual .

continuity for all messages

.

5* Card catalogs. 1 •

Although the card files are treated last in this paper they are by no

neons the least important of the general aidk. There is another reason for

this. These files are an aid to the cryptographic section and. perhaps to
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an even greater exterit to the svalusbioi section and have bean maintained

since 1939 aLuaost exdasfeely by the latter* Fes? this purpose use is made

not merely of results of our cmn ciyptmalytic organization txit also of

all n6T?s> reports and pieces of. inferasfci<n that may come in through

monitoring tte press and broadcasts* Moreover eroloaticn also works in, •

when appropriate, reports of interro^iiens of agents,, spies, prisoners

and deserters. Captured documents sometimes help9d to osiaplete the card

files* However it mat be remarked that *at does mt result from decrypted

aessaf^s is taken up into the signal infceLligeace card files ofcly tpjqp

reservations and is not therefore regarded as absolutely sure* To differentiate

facts from assumptions, the sards dealing with xdepsndable infonrratinn are

generally ^ped ^hile unccnfiimed reporte are noted in pencil* For the same

reason and to enable constant checking there is a space on all cards for an

indication of the source and this space must always be filled in*

All cards are divided into two parts, the ujper part containing -chat

amounts to an evaluation of the lower part* This evalu&ticn can be checked

in any event against the exact word for word extracts below tdth statement

of the source* This procedure has the good point that no room is left for

fanciful deductions on the part of the individual oxA the statements on the

tipper part of the card can be accepted as £act*

The first and most important file, especially fcr decipfcsrmenj>, is

the collection of names* primarily of lames ??hich havo occurred in

deciphered messages*
7
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If w rennanbes* that the faaily naas as such either as address

signature is perhaps the best point for analytic attack ^ it becoaes

evident to s&at an ssctent krxszLedgo of the naasas of the most important

military or political loaders of a given netisork can ts of haLp 5a

breaking a new code or a new encipfcerso&at -^hen a diange has occtarred*

Appendix: 13 shows a saciple nanse file card* 2he card is adaifced to

the Bosaiaa languags and ras space on the second line for altering givsn

name and father's naae« It to to ba recewmaded that the cards, a£ least

as far as the name is concerned, be filled in with Russian letters, the

ssse name maybe entered transcribed into ocas om langaage in parenthesis •

Bvsy occurrence of one and the sane person , insofar as the name

appears mthcut cannsnt ?&thin a brief space of time, is entered on the

back of the card isith soiree and date* In this t?ay it is possible to

suppOLecEnt the information en the front and likewise to fix the time

when this person last appeared.

Tte card in appendix 14 serves for recording all troop units of the

array* a&rforce and na^y with their jacEestary s;±> ordination to higher units

and of military and political offices with information as to their isak© up

and- -sftat they belong to. Evary chango of position^ eapLoyssit, assignnsnt

or use is rioted tore with date and source*

The card for abbreviations (appendix 15) gives the abbreviations both

in Russian letters and osr om. It often, happens that a new abbreviation

cannot be interpreted at once or that any interpretation is based solely on
/

ones om. reflection and deductions. In that case it is only noted in pencil

en the upper part of the card v;hile the contest from vhich it is taken is

typed definitively on ths lower part.
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The card in appendix 16 is valid for all types of craft Tfcetbsr

war ships or merchant ships* planes, tacks or aatoiaative vehicles.

From the entries oa the upper pert off the card ±b must be clear *afc kind

of craft it concerns* cm the loner part the entries which are not

applicable are stricton out #

If a type of sutaarina is to be described for esazaple btea Sraa

the group *HShe, Tiefgang" tte concept "EShe* would be stricken out and

the concept "Taucktiefe* fcould be filled in an detail.

The card in appsndix 17 is used fcp factories, plants, concerns*

trusts, unions, warehouses etc.

.
The three different suggestions for entericg the designations are

by no means superfluous in "sier? of Soviet habits* A coriesporEtii^g entxy

aiglt appsar as follows:

Designates: roPfckOBCKH* AfiTO %A&Ofi

Abbreviation form:

Mere particular desi^iakicn: $ABQX MM HH H MO^OTOBA

Ths form allo-yp for any existing branchss and defines the s\i>ordinaticn

to the corresponding Jrrfaiafcyy, trust, concern, or union

•

Hero too it 5s very important to keep ths entries on the back current

and not be content mm the front of the' card is filled.

The five sasple cards described cores? essentially all that is required

from the cryptographic and for the evaluation section. For carding additional

useful infcreation, for exsaple arias and implsrsnts, blank cards of the sane

sisa bub in different colore t.«ere available *iich had to bs filled out

according to tte purpose they veve to serve* .
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In the former German signal intelligence service the card catalog *as

kept in the German language in spite of valid arguments to tbe contrary.

Only in the last jears of the war was it possible to have at least ftmlfr

names and abbreviations entered also in Russian letters, The reason was

that content evaluation was composed of persons who, quite apart from the

fact that they were not equal to thsir ora assignnsnte, very rarely had

any comand of the Russian language. Up to the war signal intelligence was

a stepchild of the German armed forces without "glorious" tradition ani

without obvious successes, hence it was not surprising that officers with

linguistic training and tactical ability were considered wasted on this

branch and that in pl^sce or such can subordinate officials of the upper

middle grade, i. e. Ihspektorai and Oberinspektoren, tried their hands at

content evaluation. '.Then at last the value of signal , intelligence as the .'

surest source of intelligence had beau recognized, tins, the unfavorable

military situation and the dearth of personnel imposed a veto on any

reorganisation, so that with slight changes no essential improvement .

'

could result.

This inadequate handling of the files, *ich did not maet requirements,

forced the cryptanalytic section to help itself. It set up supplemental

files. It nay be remarked that the card files, in particular with the

originally very small cryptographic section of the anay, were originally

exclusively an aid for the cryptographic section and the needs of a

limited content evaluation were also taken into account. Aft^. the creation

of an independent evaluation section on a rather large scale, primarily at

the central cryptographic section in 3erlin (Horchleitstelle^the cryptanalytic
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section «as able to <fispens© x&th most of the card files Ec&?eror in tfee

course of time, due to increasing difficulties both in solving mssages

snd an identifying circuits and net wks, a spscial card* called a

fCetelrrecftriften • Steckbrief* [isarrsat for arrest of ciypbographic systems]

i93s developed vfaidi ma ixsad vi£h little variation in fbrsx hy the aray and

tte airforce* Siis "arrant of arrest" combined the dsia from various

types of card files and was adapted to the exclusive needs of the crypto*

graphic section*

Appendix IS shows such a BGeheims£riftea - Stecfcbrief* The am of

the entries, assuming they are always up to date, gives for any system in

use or superseded fu31 3nfbmaticn regarding the area of use, troops units

mentioned, persons meriticned,etc« AH details concerning pure czypt-

analysis are likewise notedly identification -rrtth circuits and mtTOsrks

fbrmerly read ca? Kith Doc&fied fritnnar system previously employed is -

possible*

In this folder is filed the systan as such with all enciphsr&eate,

method cf dacLjhermait, reports and all other details* Ttese ^^warrsnte*

are treated as top secret documents and are the cost essential basic

documents for the rark; colloetivsly they are handled according to the
'

motto "divide efc inpo*an and they are kept in the safe of the head of the

cryptanalytic section and administered by him persca^u)^ -

Bearding these "tsarrants™ T?e may say that the numbering of the

cryptographic system corresponds to the nuEbes? of the warrants and

that the first digit of the nonbs* gives the nusfoer of digits or letters

of the cipter group in the system, in the German signal intelligence all
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2~p2ace systeos were nunfcered from 2001 to 2999, 4-place systems from

4001 to 4999*

The chapter on general aids my be concluded ivith this description

of th3 card index system in general and of the different cards in particulate

Efcrai the Isymai will understand that the creation of these documents required

a lorg time and that the development- ?*as by no means concluded tith the

state of things at the time of the capitulaticn* LiJcrcise it met be

reznembered that every state, every coursbry of institution viildti maintains

a signal intelligence vdth associated cryptanalytie activity has developed

sinilar b^t yet different aids corresponding to its osn centality aid that

the decipherment c£ diplonatic and economic systems' calls for far more

materials

No attempt is nade mthin the limits of this paper to describe the

oflice set-up of the cryptanalytic section and the evaluation section,

this can be deduced readily from itiat has already been said. Hsturally

all technical innovations such as gaod lighting, typewriters with Latin

and Cyrillic chxacteiB, long and short carriage, good communications,

i # Q# telephone cr microphone layout, teleprinter and secret teleprinter,

Eellschreiber, radio broadcast, speech scrambling and descrailing

• eqaipnsnt, are necessary for smooth operation, likewise aU v;riting and

drying naterials and suitable furniture* As for the allocation of

space the most important thing is to avoid too close crowding. All those .

who are expected to do real cental work must lave ample room and a proper

degree of quiet.
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Experience has shcisi that for the (syptanalytic personcalj i.e#

Those working on difficult systsas, not roue than tec to the ?ccsi is

desirable -while the so called assistants* i« e« those Eorking on easy

systens^those of esctLhs difficulty or systeos already solved, ms$r be *

placed a.boot sic together in a corresponding larger rocsu It is best

that those working on one and the sas» system be aKLo to sit ess* together*-

Secret and top secret documents oust al'says be cheeked* if cot by the chief

then by soeb du3y authorised rejresantative #

/
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ifront]tst Name 2

First Haoe and Fathers N&ae:

Rank:

Appointments and Duties;

Psrsonsl History:

Resarks*

1

DATS SOURCE C0HTET3TS .

(Additional Informations ^Corrections ^Changes Confirmations)
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T^P S E CRET-
Unit or Administrative Headquarters:

Organization:

5

Remarks:

DATE soiacs
CONTENTS

'

-{Additional InformationCorrections ,Changes «Confirsistionsj.

[ bad:]

DATE \ SQUftCS
J| (Additional Ihfor!naU(^ ^

C^eeu^OT3 <Chttages.^ Cpnfinaa tionsA

TSST
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r [front}

Abrsviation
(English letters )»

Decoded .meaning .{original):

.(S'^clc-r. .'.c' :ors) ;" 1$

Translated cleaning:

[back]'
DATE SG3RCE

I

errco^iiz& mud CQRfinsstless }
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X&gfiaLi
i Sass or Tjpe:

TO P SECRET
bject:

Purpose of Employment:

Remarks: • •

DATA

Tear completed , Launching 5

ffidth, Span:

,-ength:

|Height, Draught:

eight, Tonnage;

!

[back] ADDICIOHA.L DATA

somes

erfcrmanee or Capacity;
lumber, of Engines:

Typo of Engines:
Fuel Reserve Supply:
Effective Range or Sadies of Action:
Ktedsosa Speed

5

Cruising Speed;
landing or diving Speed:
Take Off Speed:
Service Coiling or Diving Range; -

*

Absoluts Ceiling:
Hate of Cliabisg '(L^aneuvsrability) ?

Break-through Ability:
Bc;-;b Loa£, JUga&nltioa Supply or Lead Capecltj

Type of Bootee or Hold;

SOURCE

•ssigner:

TOPS E C RET
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CCDS IDENTIFICATION B00

Original designation:

Internal designation;

Structure of message groups:
Structure of cede groups:

Limits of operation: 1

Unit, branch of service or organisation:
;

Organization: •

Geographical location:

Time limitation from: to: •

Predgcesor: Code Identification Ho 0 il l i*l
Succesor:

;
Code Identification s£0

| I \ \

'

{

Structure of the code:
v

. - •
•

'

.

Seenciphersneat

:

Identification groups:

broken ty (coded by):
during the period of: to:

dealt with and supplemented fcy;
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Structtrr© of messages:

sssage characteristics:

Contents of messages im
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JSaoes ap^earin^' in the
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